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for their independence.The Massachusetts insurance commissioner has asked for a receiver to wind up the affairs of
the Bay State Beneficiary association of
Westfield.The Olive Pecker mutineers
will be tried at Norfolk, Ya.
They have
had a preliminary examination and are in
jail there. The steward admits committing the murder but says he was persecuted
by the captain.
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Farmers’ Institutes in Waldo

Washington Whisperings.
All the
members of the cabinet except Secretary
Alger were present at the Nov. 5th, session
In advance,$2.00a year;
Scbscribtion 1frms
w hich did not last long.
Routine business
<»i f<,r six months; 50 cents tor three months.
\dv er tising Tkr.ms.
For one square, one inch was presented by the different cabinet ofone
and
in
75
cents
for
week,
column,
length
ficials. but much of the time was given to
cents fur each subsequent insertion.
a
discussion of the receut elections.
Satisfaction was expressed on all sides,
Contents of To-Day’s Journal.
especially at the result in Ohio and Maryland.
The Spanish situation was not conPAGE 1.
there were some disN* \vs
I
t lie week. .Concerning Local Indus-! sidered, although
patches relating to the subject in the cab...Wedding Bells.... Belfast Teachers
j
'nu rs’ Institutes in Waldo County..City
Gov- inet room_A new phase of the Behring
.Meeting Farm and Stock Notes., lm- sea negotiations developed Nov. 5th, when
fluent in the Water Supply..News of the
it was learned that Premier Laurier, of
..iiges Personal.
Canada, and Sir Louis Davies, minister of
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parents of A. S. Heal,
firm.
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the

Islesboro Nov. 8th to set up the
machinery at Brown’s lime kiln.

went to

A. S. Pendleton of Unity is addiug a combination board planer ami moulder to his
machinery, and intends to put in other
wood-working machines soon. His principal business hs cutting spool wood, hut he is
gradually adding general light mill work.
Hr also has a run of stones for grinding
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grain.
local syndicate has offered to take the
plant, medicine on hand, etc., of the Daltun Sarsaparilla Co., and pay stock-holders
$15.50 per share amounting to between
$6,000 at $7,000. The acceptance of this offer
is optional
with individual stockholders.
Those who do not wish to sell their stock
at this price can retain it under the new organization. If the offer is generally accepted the business will be continued by a new

8.
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>v s
Markets.. Births.. Mai riages. .Deaths.
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The first soldiers’

Mount Desert Island

was

ilicated Nov. 4 at Bar Harbor with apopriate ceremonies to the sons of the
,un

of Eden who

fought in

ceremonies commenced

e

with the
lent

on

unveiling

of the

the

morn-

*50,000

mon-

|

Mt. Desert street, followed with

trade of 400 school children, G. A. L.
1'. O. 8. of A. and tire
>ts, \V. IT (
The orators were L. IT
epartment.
asy, Department Commander L. T.
11 let«mi of the (r.
A. IT, (
E. Googins
i Eben Ilamor_Seattle, Wash., has a
•.ite of Maine organization with over 500
embers, in which every county in the
•ate is represented.
Dr. J. s. Houghton,
imerly of Anson, is president; >. F.
■•mbs. formerly of ><>uth Thomaston,
The following named are memretaiy
!>. Leroy. Jonesport; E. S. Ingrai>: J.
um, Albion; Hudson J. Hewett, Locked; Fred Lice Lowell, South Thomaston;
inert W. Salisbury. Mt. Desert: Amasa
Miller. Linoolnville; II. IT and J. W.
New Sharon.At a regular
orson,
m_ of the Waterville city government
-t week < iiy Marshal Call was instructio have all Uam}>s found in that
city ar>ti d, taken before the municipal court
d sentenced to as long a term ot imsonment as the law will allow, which
to .'O days.
This method has been
j i"\ed in several Kennebec cities and
effectual
in
cry
rinding those cities of
iinps.'The List meeting of the New
gland asx-ciation of school superinndeiits was held in Boston Nov. 5th.
■>>. Man
S. Snow, superintendent of the
iiigoi schools, was elected secretary and
easuivr.A. H. S. Davis of WashingD. (
a forme]- editor of the Karmr..
en m (’hronicle. lias been appointed assis: superintendent and chief clerk of the

|

street

sweeping department.

Last year while 884.775 worth of propwas dashed to pieces on Maine rocks,
engulfed in the waters that wash its
k-bound coast, that saved amounted to
\ 205, and of the 193 persons on board
.*•
doomed vessels not one was lost.
is understood that Colonel J. M. Adams
the Argus left no will and his direct
s w ill therefore inherit all his
property.
The Maine Woolen Manufacturers’ club
ct in Bangor Xov. 0th for its annual sesn. adjourning at noon after au informal
M-ussion of the Maine trade.The
abilities of Swanton. Jameson & Co.,
th, are 884,757.11, and the assets $59,-«J.25.Maine, according to the medical
egister’s figures, has one physician to
v-ry 507.9 population, while Massachusetts has one to every 555.2 persons.
umberland has the most doctors, 199 or
no to every 457 persons, while Lincoln
ad Piscataquis have the fewest, 27 each,
•ugh Aroostook’s proportion of physians is least, being one to 855.5, with its
»

practitioners.
In Bkief.
Joseph A. lasigi, formerly
urkish consul in Boston, who had been
trial for the past few days in the suerior court, charged with embezzling
er $200,000, was, Nov. 4th,found
guilty
u 21 out of 78 counts in the indictments
.lainst him. On only one of the 22 distinct
trges preferred against him did the jury
IIis counsel was
iy he was not guilty.
cn 20 days in which to tile exceptions.
At the Boston Zoo last Thursday Louise
Viberg of Boston, and Arthur Andressey
Perth Amboy, X. J., were married in
lion's cage, the tamer being in with
:icln. The clergyman stood outside. A
irgc crowd applauded..Three men whose
laths have recently caused extended
2en*st were all carrying life insurance.
orge M. Pullman had $100,000, Charles
Dana had $120,000 and Henry George
ad $1.7,500.Charles H. Cramp, the
hipbuilder, says that Great Britain, beween 1883 and 1805, paid a grand total of
_'-14,02.s,000 in subsidies to British steamhips. During the same period the United
Mates paid to its own lines only $28,456,730. That is one reason for Great Britain’s
niperiority in commerce.Senator Wol■ott and Gen. Charles ,1. Paine, two of
’lie monetary commissioners to confer
with European governments on international bimetallism, returned Nov. 5th on
die Cimbria. Ex-Vice President Stevenson
will return later.The Georgia senate
lias defeated a measure which if passed
would have had the effect of making
Georgia a prohibition state_Mark Twain
has cabled from Austria a denial of the
story that he had made $82,000 and paid
df his debts. He is still deeply in debt.
There was a very heavy snow storm
iast week in the northern hills of South
1 >akota. Reports from the Northwest cattle
ranges are that the cattle have suffered
_

—

considerably.There was a big meeting
of Cubans at Chickering Hall, New York,
ast Friday evening. The speakers declar-

'd Cuba would never accept reforms from
that peace could ouly come after
evacuation by the Spanish and that the
Cuban patriots would fight to the death

Spain;

receiving quite

|

1

pended

be

afford to grow crops in an
expensive way. The principal point to be
considered is the cheap production of crops.
Commercial fertilizers should only be used

resumed.
The creamery receives an
average of 3,000 pounds of milk per day
and has an output of 140 pounds of butter

by

daily. The farmers are paid 18 cts. per
pound for the butter fat in the milk as shown
by the Babcock test. The summer market
is partly in Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor and

when

we can

DAIRY BREEDS AND FEEDS

Ames

stock

was

breeds do.

new
cows

in Maine.

We have

They

are

best

last resort to

Friday, Nov. 5th, was farmers’ pay day
the Portland Packing Co.’s corn canning
factory in Unity, and a tritie over $8,000
was put in circulation on that day.
The
company signed for 200 acres to be planted,
at

but tlie unfavorable season made the crop
somewhat short of the average. The farmers. however, liettevl about $40 cash at the
factory for each acre devoted to this crop, in
addition to having the corn fodder left for
use at home. The corn was nearly all raised

crop, which also leaves the fodder to
returned to the farm. Others use potatoes for a cash crop. We should avoid hand
labor as much as possible. Hoeing formerly meant killiug weeds. Now it means pre-

money

be

radius of b miles of Unity village.
pay roll of help in the factory for the
season amounted to over $2,000.
The output of this factory this year is about 380,000 cans, and will all be shipped before the
20th of this month. About a dozen brands
a

growth of weeds. Mixed grain
be fed as hay to better advantage than

venting

The

can
as

the

grain and straw, the matter of expense

being considerably less.

Early

cut

hay

is to

late cut. Grasses are a perpreferred
fectly balanced food. The more the grass
ripens the farther it departs from a balanced
be

of fancy corn are put up here, the latest
specialty being the “carton brand,” the
cans of
which are put up in fancy card-

to

ration.

The value of the corn crop is not understood as it should be. The corn plant differs
materially from all others. The graiu and
the stalk are of nearly the same composition.

board cartons. The corn is marketed mostly in the South aud West, special brauds

being put up for jobbers in Missouri, West
Virginia, Texas, Minnesota and other
States. The Portland Packing Co. own

are only valuable as food as they
possess digestible dry matter. There is a
little more food value in the stalk of corn
than in the ears on a given acreage. The
stalks should be cared for as carefully as
any crop, and it is just as criminally careless

Plants

and operate 14 corn factories and 40 lobster factories.
W. H. Rolfe, who has charge
here, also operates a lobster factory on
Prince Edward’s Island during the early
In winter he lives in Unity and
summer.
makes up the cans for the next season’s
business. The factory is a great help tc the
farms and farmers of Unity and vicinity.

to waste this as any other crop. One-sixth
of the plant value of the corn plant exists iu
the stalk below the ears. The silo is the
most economical method of preserving corn
fodder if a sufficient quantity be raised. If
not, the corn cutter may be used to advant-

Bells.

Whenever we can prepare crops so
age.
that they will be eaten with a relish we are

Beverly-Carr. A pleasant home wedding occurred Wednesday, Nov. 3d, at the
residence of John Carr, when their daughter
Mary Ellen was united in marriage to William West Beverly of Newton, Mass. Rev. J.
F. Tilton officiated. The bride was becomingly attired in white and carried a bouquet of
bridal roses.
Miss Katie Taylor acted as
maid of honor and Miss Mellisant Grout
presided at the orgati. Only a fewT intimate
friends were present. The bride is well
known in this city. Slie was a graduate of
the Belfast High school, class of ’92, aud also
a graduate of Shaw’s Business College, Portland, as a stenographer aud typewriter. For

producing good

results.

We should confine our crops to those we
know are adapted to our soil and climate.
Alfalfa and crimson clover are all right in
the sections to which they are adapted, but
are not profitable
crops for Maine. The
successful farmer confines himself to the
crops he knows and lets the other fellows
do the experimenting.
Iu answer to queries Mr. McKeen said
that good results have been obtained from
Hungarian grass in Maine. He also explained, to some extent, the new law relating to inspection of seeds. It was also explained that seed should not be planted too
deeply. Anything which enables a plant to
come up quickly is a direct help.
The meeting then adjourned for dinner.

the past three years she has been employed
in the office of the Maine Condeused Milk
Co. The groom is an enterprising young
business man of the firm of Barlow & Beverly, Bakers. The bride and groom were

recipients of many useful presents. Mr.
Mrs. Beverly left on the 1.05 train for
Newtonville, Mass., where they will reside,
carrying with them the best wishes of a host
the

POTATO CULTURE.

and

Thursday afternoon’s meeting was opened with a talk on potato culture by Mr. Jas.
H. Ames of Unity, who raised a large crop

of friends.

a

protein

to

The bridegroom is a well-known
young business man of this city, in the meat
aud provision business, and his bride, formerly in the employ of Critehett, Sibley &

Co., was one of their most valued employes.
The young couple began housekeeping at
once at No. 23 Spring street.
They have a
host of friends aud were the recipients of
many useful aud valuable gifts. They have

I

and

fat

Pasture gra-s. 2.50

C.H.
9.9

Fat.
.4

Ratio.
1 to

4.4

1.03 1 to 12.7
tine tubers this year, and has been noted Timothy hay.. 3-67 41.2
1.49 1 to 5.6
1 Clover hay ..7-82 40.2
for his success in that line for several years.
.66 1 to 30.6
Oat straw. 1-44 42.6
.53 l to 11
Mr. Ames said that one aim in his farming Corn silage. 120 12.0
1-25
5.4
.23 1 to 4.6
1 Turnips
has always been to decrease the cost of pro- Potatoes.....
2.10 21.8
.20 1 to 10.6
8 46 46.1
3.94 1 to 6.5
duction from year to year. Early planting Oats.
.71 1 to 3.1
Pea meal .18.22 56.0
is good, but is not absolutely necessary in
8.36 64.8
4.74 1 to 9.3
meal.
Corn
| Linseed meal.28.25 27.9 2.80 1 to 1.3
culture.
In
1895
he
raised
1130
bush! Cottonseed meal.35.75 22.2 11.65 1 to 1.4
potato
3.85 1 to 2,5
els from 5 1-4 acres, 4 1-2 acres of which j Gluten meal. 23.30 50.9
2.58 1 to 4.4
bran. .11.72 44.6
were planted June 9th.
In 1896 potatoes Wheat
48.8
2.68 1 to 4.7
Wheat middlings.11.60
planted June 17th, 18th and 19fch yielded at
as
a
milk
that
It will be seen
producer
the rate of 200 bushels per aero.
In | clover is
nearly twice as valuable as timothy
1897 one acre and 66 square rods yield- and is a
nearly balanced ration. It is, howed 296 bushels. Late in June he cut a
ever, too bulky to be fed alone and should
crop of hay from a held, broke up the
be supplemented by a more concentrated
ground and planted it to potatoes July 7th food; Those feeds in which the ratio is
and 8th. The result was a large crop of
nearest the perfect balanced feed ratio, 1 to
fine potatoes. Mr. Ames explained his
5.4, are the best feeds for milch cows. A
..

tives.

carb-hydrates

Protein.

intends

in

weanlings, and

good plan

the

to mix

manure

from

THE

POULTRY

Monday

Mr. Frauk Barker of Centre Montville is

Nov. 6th for

Miss It. A. French

few days

;u

in Boston several

for

left Nov. 8th for L \idville,
the benefit of his health.

Charles Hamilton of Augusta visited
friends in East Belfast the past week.
Mr.
Nov.

and Mrs. O. G. White returned
6th from a visit in Boston and vicinity

Thomas C. Stephenson returned Nov. 6th
a visit of a few weeks in Massachusetts.

from

Charles Young and family have moved
the F. M. Staples house in East Belfast.

into

to

Libby

a

Levi L. Bobbins went to Boston Nov. 8th
atteud the funeral of his brother Emery.
Mrs.

away

two

Geo. W. Frisbee has returned from
weeks’ visit in Boston and Taunton,

Mass.
Mrs. J. A. Montefiore returned home Nov.
6th from a visit of three weeks in Everett,
Mass.
Jefferson Hobbs of Brooks and son Walof Belfast visited friends in Camden last
week.
ter

J. H. Turner of Isle au Hunt has gone
where he expects to spend several
weeks.
A.

Boston,

to

Clifford Wilband returned to Rochester,
N. II., Nov. Oth, after a three weeks’ vacation in Belfast.

per cent, of winter varieties. Fifteen per
of the apple crop will lie shipped at
once.
Yield cf potatoes, 43 bushels; the
potato rot continues to a slight extent; no
Bordeaux mixture used.
Yield of yellowPer cent, of young stock
corn, 47 bushels.
to be wintered, 117. Condition of grass fields,
92 per cent.

M. C. Mosman of Marble head, Mass, visited his brother, A. C. Mosman of East Belfast the past week.

cent,

J. Austin Clough of Lynn, Mass.. ;s to he
of a party of twenty who will start soon
for Klondike, in a sailing vessel.

one

Rich of Bueksport is one f the
Coleman, now at Chelsea, Mass., fitting out for Alaska.
Andrew

of sell. N»- lie

crew

Improvement in the Water Supply.

Mrs Edgar Paul arrived in Belfast Ncv
8tli, aiter spending two months w th fier
daughter, Mrs. Hopkins n Brewer.

committee

INDUSTRY.

was

a

Ernest Marsh

Colo.,

50

Prof. Gowell’s talk on poultry was interesting and contained rnauy valuable points.
If oue has not the time to attend to tins
business properly he should not undertake
The man whose time and attention are
it.

went to B >stou

short visit.

days the past week buying goods.

eight cows bought of
L. H. Knight, four bought of Pike Bros, and
a few others bought singly.
James H. Cunningham sent two milch cows to a milk farm
in Saugus, Mass.
A full blooded Holstein
cow from J. C. Townsend’s farm was shipped
to a dairy farm in Franklin', Mass., by W. A.
Arnold, and two registered Jerseys were
sent from Bay View Stock Farm to Mr. Geo.
D. Otis, for bis private use in Boston.

differ-

a

Miss Mary F. Abbott spent
Waterville, the past week.

The live stock shipments from Belfast the
past week were ail milch cows and heifers.

When Alderman Rankin, chairman of the
“authorized and directed" by the
city government to have the hydrants opened, etc called last week on Superintendent
Bird of the Belfast Water Co., he was most
courteously received and tendered all possible assistance. A team was provided and an
experienced man detailed to accompany the
committee to open the hydrants, and to be
under their orders. Mr. Bird said they might
let the water run as long as they pleased,
hut suggested that they should not .-pen the
hydrants when the pump was going at -the

Boston Nov.

to

clerking for L. T. Shales.
Stephens. Woods and wife

a

to

sent

went

S. Jackson of Poor’s Mills went to Boson business.

A.
ton

former years, if

Bros,

treatment.

Mrs. Ellen Castle
4th to visit friends.

increase his area in that crop
conditions are favorable, next season. He keeps his cabbages
from harvesting time until they are wanted
for market by burying them in the ground.
over

are other profitable lines of live
husbandry, if intelligently managed.

Mrs.

Fannie Howe ana son of SpringMass., who have been visiting friends
in Belfast and Waldo, returned home last
week.

field

Mrs. Mary A

Patterson left yesterday
Topeka, Kansas, and Denver, C.
and will spend the winter in Denver with

visit in

her
!

son.

Marshall Lawrenf I'-.m

Free

appointed an aide-de-camp,
staff of Department Command, r
.i
has been

the

a

station, as it would endanger the pq»es; and |
that it would not he advisable t-o open more I G. A. It.
than 8 or 10 hydrants at one time as the
Dr. <1 P. Lombard and family have
d
water might be needed in case of lire
In
their cottage on the North Shore. \ ;• port.
these reasonable and
proper suggestions for the season, and are at t:.< J. C. Th. i.iMr. Rankin readily aceeeded.
The first |
vm house, High street, for tic* winter.
afternoon, Nov. 3d, 12 hydrants were opened
Mr. J. F W ilson was taken sick last S.c
and were found iu good condition.
The
!
urday
night, and Sunday required tlo* alwater was somewhat muddy at first, hut
most constant attendance of a pip. snian.
was allowed to run until it became clear.
lie was better, and 111 i .ugh stall
This was continued until the 58 hydrants in Monday
sick lie is out of danger.
the city had been opened Particular attenCol. W. A. Kiiubali lia- severed i.
ontion was paid to what are called the “dead
ends.” One hydrant in the northern part of ueetion with tin Maine Central Maga/ ne.
the city was allowed to run at least ten and has moved his office from Pc ind t.
minutes, when there was no mud or dis- Boston. During the winter he w.i! run sevcoloration to be seen.
Thursday an im- eral excursions to Washington -v.-r The
provement iu the quality of the water was Royal Blue line.
noticed, and it luft continued to improve.
At the annual reunion of the Bangor
Whether this is due to the cleaning out of Alumni Association of the Eastern Maine
«

taken up with dairying or other matters
The poultry
cannot do much with poultry.
business

is good either as a special branch,
auxiliary provided it can he properly
attended to. Many sens of Maine farm rrs
or as an

have gone out into the cities, not from a dislike of the farm or its work, but because
the farm did net offer the money inducements.

j

Had these

same

poultry raising when

young

men

started

lucrative
business would have been made. The demands on the poultry raiser now are for
It casts about
eggs, chickens and broilers.
5 cents to p. since a pound of pork, which
sells for 5 or i* cents; about 5 cents to produce a pound
chicken, which sells for 15

in

young,

a

cents; and about 4 1-4 cents to produce a
pound of duck, which sells for 13 cents and
upwards. For buildings for a hen farm a
number of houses, 15x20 feet, accommodating 40 hens each, is recommended. They
can be made warm
and comfortable for
about $40 apiece. They can tie set at some
distance apart, and with most breeds of hens
there is no necessity for fenced runs. Mr.
in a year and produce a stronger calf if she
Gowell believes in the general purpose hen,
goes dry 8 or 10 weeks. When the cow is but not in the
general purpose cow. There
dry her grain feed should he taken away, are no better breeds than the
Plymouth
but the bran should be continued.
Rock and Light Bramah. If one prefers to
Milch cows require three elements in their
set the hens rather than to use the incubator
feed, known as protein, fat aud carb-by- let him do
|
it, but he is wasting the valuadrates. The protein in the food goes into the
bie time of the hen. The same may also be
production of milk, the carb-hydrates and said of the
brooder, but the waste is worse,
fat preserve the animal life and keep up the ;
as brooders are very cheaply made, easily
heat. The protein is also known as nitromanaged and care for the young chicks more
genous, the carb-hydrates and fat as nonsatisfactorily than the old hen ever can.
made
the
uitrogenous. Experiments
by
Chickens should be fed for growth; and all
most practical and scientific farmers and
kinds of
poultry should he fed so that
chemists iu this country and Europe have
they will be always hungry. For young
demonstrated just what food is required to
chicks gravel should be mixed with the
produce the best results in all the various food. They shou Id be fed bone-forming
food.
Pullets should be removed to the lavalso
the
of
amount
of
classes
each
animals;
ing pens as early as October 1st. Heiis
ingredient contained in all the various feeds. should
be made to work for their food in
Experience has shown that the milch cow order to give them exercise.
At the close of Prof. Go well’s address
requires a ratio of 1 part protein or milk
formers, to 5.4 carb-hydrates and fat, or life the audience was called upon for remarks,
and in answer to a question James Libby,
giving elements. If there are not enough Jr., of Unity said he kept a small dock
of
food
the
in
the
lack
is
made
carb-hydrates
Leghorns, and that his method of feeding
was
to
a
bushel
or
more
of
in
a
dump
grain
up from the protein and the supply of milk
box and say “help yourself.” This method,
is lessened, and the same result occurs if Prof.
Gowell said, would be all right for
the supply of protein is deficient. A balLeghorns, hut would not do for the larger
anced ration for any animal is that which breeds.
gives the correct ratio between the two. If
City Government Meeting.
a food is deficient in either element it must

various kinds of feed:

L. C. Putnam went to Boston Nov. 6th for

John Crosby of East Belfast, who for
several years past has raised a large crop of
cabbages, did nothing in that line this year
o:a
account of unfavorable weather.
He

animals. Some farmers keep all kinds
together in the barn cellar, keep the Top of
the pile fiat, and thus prevent the liquids
from running off.

not

ratio of

two

Bos-

in

ton

pair of work
horses. The animals are all in good condition.
Mr. Otis is also gradually increasing
his herd of milch cows, and on Nov. 5tli,when
a representative of The Journal called at the
farm, had two handsome registered Jerseys,
one Hereford two grade Holsteins and several Jersey calves, one a thoroughbred bull,
which is to be kept on the farm.

ent

some

iu the

Mrs. Henry Staples visited friends
the past week.

and has

surgical

yearlings,

There are many wastes connected with
the live stock business, the greatest of which
is iu manure.
Absorbents are not used to
so great an extent as they should be.
It is

some

ing

acre

East Belfast has
24 horses and colts on hand now, headed by
the stallion Silver Spray. There are four
brood mares, the trotters Molly R. and Torpedo, five 3-year-olds, two 2-year-olds, six

ing is universal with us, and other Hues of
live stock husbandry should he increased
throughout our State.

very

be supplemented by one which has a surplus that will bring about the proper ratio.
The following table, which Prof. Gowell
showed on a large chart, gives the percentage of digestible dry matter and the feed-

Charles F. Swift went to Boston Nov. 8th
business.

on

same

Bay View Stock Farm

with wool production as a secondary matter,
There is a good demand in the home market
for good lambs. Horse breeding can also be
made profitable if farmers will produce good
horses of the kinds that are iu demand. The
day of “the dairy belt” has gone by. Dairy-

a iine stock
of
drawn from the
Our short-horns

individuals iu these breeds that are
worth keeping. The poor ones should
be culled out from every herd. The good
dairy cow is large behind aud smaller forward. T1 is indicates good milk producing
aud maternal qualities.
She should also
have good physical strength and
vitality.
We should breed to males that come from
long lines of strong stock. We should feed
the calf from before its birth for strength.
We should feed the dam for bone aud muscle in the offspring. Oats and wheat bran
are good, the latter being preferable because
it is just as good aud cheaper. Cows should
We milk
go dry awhile before calving.
them too long. A cow will give more milk

W. O. Sargent went to Portland Nov. 8th
business.

In sheep husbandry wool should !
Board Bulletin No. 9 of the State Board of
not be the first consideration.
When the
price of wool went down Maine farms were Agriculture gives the following average of
stocked with wool-producing sheep. The crop conditions in Waldo county : Quantity
of apples, 17 per cent.; quality,59 per cent.;
mutton producing sheep is now in demand,

of the standard breeds. Cows are
much like met.. Individuals differ.
A given food will prepare one to do good
work, while another with the same food will
be lazy.
We must feed animals that will
of

a

visiting friends

is

on

time, yielded about two
a good start for
Alfalfa, when once rooted in a
“stayer,” but the clover is an

the

next year.

field is
annual.

Mrs. Warren E. Marsh
in Boston.

wants.

herds in the world.
the result of 250 years breeding; the
Jerseys of 225 years; the Devons ami Holsteius of 100 years or more each. Intelligent
breeding for a long series of years, with a
definite end in view, has produced great results. There is hardly a scrub animal in the
State of Maine to-day. All hear the marks

of

Staples-Darby. William H. Staples aud
Miss Lucy Darby of this city were united in
marriage at the Congregational parsonage
Wednesday evening, Nov. 3d, by Rev. Geo.
S. Mills, in the presence of a few near rela-

tons to

There is room for a large increase in the
number of sheep and horses raised in Maine.
Farmers should study the wants of the
market aud then produce what the market

are

j
|

the

at

sown

butter.
But there

supplement the farm maWe all depend too much on cummercial fertilizers ami too little on home ma- ! give good results; weed out the poor ones.
The man who practices Our cows should be of the breed that is
nures and tillage.
We adapted to the business we are in. Ayrshires
the shortest rotation succeeds best.
should extend our fertilizers as far as possi- are best adapted to cheese making; their
ble. There is a waste in applying farm ma- blitter is soft and easily melted. The Holsteius art* great milkers, but when changed
nure, iu using it in lumps instead of sowing
broadcast. As a remedy we should work from the fertile fields of Holland to the
smaller portions of the farm. Put the rest feed and climate of Maine do not hold out.
On good farms they are valuable. The
in pastures until it can be profitably used,
needs the Jersey or
and practice a 5-year (or less) rotation. Mr. Maine e airy man
McKeen would recommend sweet corn for a Guernsey for his business, but there arc
as a

nures.

other summer resorts, but there is an all-tlieyear sale of Crystal Spring butter in Boston,
Lynn and other Massachusetts cities.

the best wishes of all.

acres.

upon one, crop

be dealt with differently from those which
draw their nourishment from deeper soil. The
farmer is also supplemented iu Ins studies
by the scientific man. The time has gone

Wedding

5

Mr.

great deal depends upon a careful study
of the habits of growth iu plants. Different methods must be applied to plants having different habits of extracting nourisliment fr<'in the soil.
Surface feeders must

Crystal Spring Creamery in Unity bereceiving milk once in two days
instead of every day, and will continue so
until April 1st, when daily churnings will

within

ou

A

gan Nov 4th

!

as

j

The

■

ashington

The creamery recently established here is
an amount of cream, some of
it from outside the county, and the business
must increase when it becomes generally
known that cash may he obtained for cream
in Belfast. The cream is mainly shipped to
Boston, but last week some butter was made.
The price paid for cream is 20 cents per
pound for the butter fat as shown by the
Baht ock test, and 20 cents per can for milk.
There are now 25 patrons of the creamery
and the number is increasing daily.

clover silage on account of
object
the odor, but butter from cows fed on it
does not taste of the silage.
to

men

followed by Prof. G. M.
Gowell on “Dairy Breeds and Feeds.”
Stock feeding, he said, keeps up the fertility
It was formerly thought that toe soil was j of the land; selling the crops reduces the
fertility. Hay fed to dairy cows produces
au inert mass, but experiments now show
better results than if fed to any other class
that there is a bacteria growth in the soil;
that the bacteria, aided by farm manures of stock. We do not claim that the hay
could not be sold for more money than the
of the right kind, and in combination with a
products of the cows bring, but the effect on
proper rotation of crops, will always add to
the fertility of the soil. The producing ca- the fertility of the farm will more than
make up the difference. Twenty pounds of
pacity of the soil can be kept up by intellihay per day are required to support tine life
exists
iu
derotation.
When
nitrogen
gent
of a cow'.
The additional feed go.us to milk
caying vegetable matter it is iu the best conproduction or the laying ou of fat, accorddition for use. A rapid rotation i3 always
The old style cow
Where farmers have de- ing to the kind fed.
best for the soil.
failure lias resulted. could nut be made to produce the milk the

company.

the rebellion,
’u

adjoining lands, and similar in soil, drainage,
etc.
On one the vegetable matter was turned in; on the other everything was sold off
and commercial fertilizers used. Tue one
raised good crops year after year. The
other grew gradually poorer.

A

-•

Maine

new

A. Monroe of Belfast tried the
experiment this year of sowing aifalfa and
crimson clover and is so well satisfied with
the result that he intends to continue their
use.
He devoted about an acre to each, and
from the clover, which was sown in June'
harvested two heavy crops.
The alfalfa,

ing best who is breeding and feeding most
intelligently. Farmers are thinking and
ana
now
eitner in spring
dressing
grass,
working along the lines of scientific stock
or fall as is most convenient.
He cuts the feeding and
breeding as never before. There
potatoes to one eye on the day of planting. is a utility ration in every section. The
Fur handling potatoes he uses square boxes farmer must determine what crops are to he
which hold just a bushel without rounding
raised, and iu what proportion they are to be
up. Two men work together, carrying a fed to the class of animals he is raising, to
box between them. He prevents the growth produce the best results. There is no line
of weeds by early cultivation. He lias been of live stock husbandry more beneficial to
unable to make a success of flat culture. the Maine farmer than dairying. There has
The crop is more likely to sunburn. He been a great revolution in dairying from the
uses the Rouleaux mixture as a preventive
olden times to the present from the days of
against rust. The mixture is made by dis- hand work, setting cream in pans, the dash
solving >j pounds of blue vitriol iu 5 gallons churn, etc., to modern co-operative dairying.
of water and 4 pounds of lump lime in 5 gal- There are a good many creameries in Maine,
lons of water, in separate vessels. When but Maine butter is not quoted in the marwanted for use mix aud add 30 gallons of kets. Why is this? The returns of the town
soft water. He sprays
thjee or more times assessors last April showed 5,000 less cows
during the season. He urfes Paris green for in Maine than one year ago. This should
the beetles—a solution of 1 pound of greeu not be so.
Many creameries could make
to 50 gallons of water, but he prefers using more
money by making cheese at certain
it dry with a gun.
He uses 1,400 pounds of seasons of the year when there is a surplus
fertilizer to the acre, spread broadcast at of butter on the market. It requires 10
the time of planting. Mr. Ames’ neighbor,
pounds of milk to make a pound of cheese
Mr. Reynolds, raised 800 bushels this year and 20
pounds of milk to make a pound of

many points in the cultivation of crops. The
soil contains three principal ingredients,
nitrogen, phosporic acid and potash. The
growth of crops exhausts tiie soil of these
elements, ami to restore them in their
proper proportions must be an important
part of the farmer’s duty. Many farmers
neglect to return vegetable matter to the
soil, but depend too much upon commercial
fertilizers. As much may be returned as is
taken off, but not of the right ingredients,
ami hence the lands decrease in their crop
growing capacity. Mr. McKeen cited two
farms within his knowledge. They were

member of the

Fred J. Stephenson and A. T. Crosby,
the Belfast Machine & Foundry Co.,

News of Belfast..Refunding the City Debt.,
Societies. .Married
Fifty Years .The
-hes.. Resolutions of Respect. .Papers and
lodieals.
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Harrison Wood & Co.
recently made
very handsome granite double tablet for

PERSONAL.

Farm and Stock Notes.
William

manure two or more years before it is
wanted for the potato crop, preferably a top

The speaker for the forenoon was Hon. B.
Walker McKeen, Secretary of the State
Board of Agriculture, and his subject was:
“Tillage of Farm Crops.” His address was
concise and covered in a comprehensive way

Industries.

is kept in better working health if fed
succulent food.
The silo produces
this class of food. Oats, clover, Hungarian,
etc., are all good silage crops. Some dairycow

stable

was

TILLAGE OF FARM CROPS.

.M. Pullman..Good Roads..Past Masters

NUMBER 45.

possible, dissolves 2 1-4 ounces of
sublimate in.2 gallons of hot water,
and adds 13 gallons of cold water. Let the
THE LIVE STOCK INDUSTRY.
potatoes stand in this 11-2 hours, not more,
Secretary McKeen spoke again in the
as longer soaking
will injure the seed.
evening meeting, on “The Live Stock InSpread the seed out to sprout, and let them dustry.” Successful
husbandry depends
remain until wanted for planting.
The
largely upon the live stock industry. He
treatment with corrosive sublimate pre- who
sells the crops directly from the farm
vents rust and scab, and causes the sprouts
sells the raw material. A ton of hay repreto grow stronger
After this treatment the
sents from So to $<:'• worth of valuable plant
seed must be kept away from live stock, as
food taken from the soil. If fed to animals
corrosive sublimate is a deadly poison.
Mr. a
large percentage of this plant food is reAmes prepares his land by dressing with turned to
the farm. The farmer is succeedwell

announced that the Thursday’s
meetings were to be in the Grange Hall in
Unity village, but owing to the large attendance. the meetings were held in the
lower hall in the Odd Fellows’ building.

Amity Lodge.

1807.

some

corrosive

meeting, addressed by Prof. G. M. Gowell,
was held at Thorndike
Wednesday evening.
Wm. H. Moody of Liberty, a member of the
Board of Agriculture, presided at the meetings.
As the programs of the three meetings
were the same and the manner of
handling
the subjects at the different meetings were
similar, a report of one will suffice.

.•

3.

method of cultivation as follows: He takes
the seed out as soon as danger of freezing is
over aud treats them to a solution of corrosive
sublimate. The drug costs 8 cents per ounce.
He takes an empty oil barrel, cleaned as

Tillage, Live Stork and Poultry Subjects Discussed.
The Maine Board of Agriculture held
three Farmers’ Institutes in Waldo
Couuty
last week:
At Freedom, Wednesday; at
Unity, Thursday; and at Monroe, Friday.
The forenoon meetings were fairly well attended and the halls were well filled in the
afternoons and evenings.
An additional

argest Circulation In City and County
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adjourned meeting of the city council
held Tuesday evening, Nov. 9th.
In
addition to the refunding business, reported
elsewhere in this issue of The Journal, the
following business was transacted:
The committee on by-laws and police regulations reported that they attended to the
duty assigned them in relation to the water
supply ; that they are satisfied that the water
company have done all in their power to
furnish good water. They also personally
saw every hydrant in the city Hushed, and
all appear to be in good working condition.
Mrs. A. I. Brown, for the Non-Partisan
Alliance, asked for and was granted permission to use the Common Council room on
Saturday afternoons for a girls’ sewing
school.
Orders were passed instructing the Treaurer to release certain real estate on payment
An

was

of

delinquent
The

taxes.

Treasurer was authorized and instructed to appear at all sales of real estate
to be sold for delin quent taxes by the Collector or Sheriff, and to bid in behalf of the

city.

1

the standpipe, the Hushing of the pipes, or
last week’s rains, which tilled the reservoir
and overflowed the dam, is not material, but
probably all helped, and from now on we
have reason to expect that our water supply
wall both in quantity and quality he all that
could be desired. It is noticed that the
water Hows much more freely
through the
faucets than formerly.
After the foregoing was in type we were
informed that some of the hydrants had
been opened a second time at the suggestion
of Mr. Bird, to make the Hushing more

thorough.

News

of the

Granges.

Equity Grange is receiving applications
for membership and starts the fall campaign
vigorously. They will begin a literary contest Nov. 13th.
At its last meeting Georges River Grange,
Liberty, initiated eight and received about a
dozen more petitioners. There were over GO
members present, besides a goodly number

There will be a 10c. sociable for the benefit
Seaside Sewing Circle at Seaside Grange
ball W ednesday eveuiug, Nov. 17th. There
will be an entertainment the tirst part of
the evening, followed by a free dance. During intermission coffee and pie will be served at a small price.
Come and have a good
time.
of

Seaside Grange conferred the third and
fourth degrees, and held a harvest feast, Saturday evening, and as some candidates w ere
unavoidably absent a special meeting was
held Monday evening for conferring the degrees ou them. The Grange had received
and accepted an invitation to visit Granite
Grange of North Searsport Tuesday evening, but owing to the severe storm then in
no one

Wardwell, Esq., formerly f tins
vice president, uini was cm

city, was elected
of the speakers.
An

excellent

portrait

of

Capt.

lh

D

P

Nickels of the ship May Flint, f »r w he
w*
are indebted to the courtesy J the editor cl
the Marine Journal, New \
rk. w.
b*
found on the 7th page, with an e
,ut
his

bringing

bis

disabled

ves-«

i bar

k.

•.

p-ui

Geo. A. Quimhy of t is city has been
engaged by the Union Mutual Ed'- Insurance Company of Portland, and wil do general work for the company, soliciting, visiting agencies, etc. His wide t< .uumtamv
Mr

make him a valuable
the business, and the Union Mutual is to be congratulated on securing his
services. The President of the company is
Fred E. Richard, formerly of Camden.
and

general popularity

man

for

Elizabeth Cook of Unity passed
enjoyable day Oct. 80th, it being her
88tli birthday. She was ery kindly remembered by receiving numerous presents from
children, grandchildren and from friends
far and near, showing how much U- is beloved and respected. Slit- retains her faciliof the
ties to a remarkable degree and s u:
specimens of her needle work oct the
Mrs.

very

of visitors.

progress

Normal school, held in Bangor last week.
Nor mail

Bangor.

Wednesday, Oct. 3d, a party of teachers
from Belfast public schools came to
Bangor
to visit the schools in
arrived on the steamer

women

in the

shade.

Important changes in Maine CVntrui tl
are announced, mainly as a result of a
consolidation in the operating department.
The Mountain and Quebec divisnuis have
been consolidated,ami both superintendents.
Jonas Hamilton and Wellington Sprague,
removed. George F. Black, formerly super
intendent of the Quebec division, and more
eers

recently

assistant

engineer of the whole
tin new division
is a Waldo county

line, has been appointed
superintendent. Mr. Black

attended.

Belfast Teachers in

young

this city. The party

Oastiue’at 12.30 p. m.
It was the intention to reach this
city so
that the party could visit the High
school,

but the steamer met with an accident in the’
bay and was delayed for a time while
the machinery was being repaired.
Upon
arriving in the city, the teachers went
to
the
various hotels for dinner and
afterwards started out to visit the respective
grades of the grammar schools. The party
was made up of Superintendent F. S.
Brick,
Misses Field and Townsend of the high
school, H. E. Ellis, principal, and Miss Lord
assistant of the upper grammar school,
Misses Wiggin, Thomas, Wadsworth, Piper,
McDowell, Bird, Walton, Roberts, Woodbury and Carter. The party returned home
at 5 o’clock. [Bangor Daily News.

man,

and

was

born in Palermo in lsiii.

He

graduated from the University of Maine
in June, 188(>, and entered the employ of the
was

Maine

Central railroad

as

assistant

engineer

July of the same year. He was engaged
on the engineering work connected w th the
construction of the repair shops of the company at Waterville, and of the Union station
From
in Portland until September, 1888
September, 1888, to May, 1894, he was employed as assistant engineer and acting road
master on the Mountain division.
In May,
1894, he was appointed division superintendent of the Quebec division, so it will he
seen thatjie has before occupied the position
in

which he is now to assume. He has beeu
connected with the engineering department
for the past year or two.

of the free-silver

gradual dying
throughout the country,
out

able interest is awakened

what the

to

as

Out of the south October came
Settiug the forest’s heart atiame.
Summer returned with her, and still
She lingers with us.”

consider-

issue

Democracy will choose as
principles upon which

leaders of the

Heritage of Health.

“Ah, let the green Septembers go!
They promise more than they bestow;

Washington, 1). C., Nov. 8, 1897. With
the

Past Masters of the

Inn.

Wayside

The

Our Washington Letter.

Paper Money

from other clubs,’*

party, whieh promises primarily to devote
itself exclusively to the currency question
the liist and greatest issue before the
country. The tariff question is to be rele-

A ride of half

the rear, and all the other issues
which have been the mainstay of the old

party

bury,

be side-tracked

to

are

setts Central

cling

portion of them

are

people

of lbOO.

light

in the

f the

ing

as a

A

likely

more

to

meet-

of the

was

] aim:
new n

year.
vemeut has made

headway

some
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i! other Western cities.
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the

Altgeld

or

the

room

now

used

wooden

Over the

j-t-K

with

kej •t

sliowu

are

the

over

per capita rate of twentyOn the right as we enter is

containing
as an

cilice.

portcullis,

In it is the

relics,
bar, a

j
i

constructed that

so

certain

a

of the

most

hour, according

law, a space at the bottom would conveniently admit the pass-age of a mug of

to

ale which

Ex-

is said to be in favor of

was

sold mnler the

the letter if not the

keeping

bar, thereby
spirit of the

la w.

fectly adapted for the successful treatment of children. The Nervura is vegetable
compound and entirely harmless. It is not a patent medicine, but a scientific prescription evolved from years of special study and practice. It has effected more
cures and received more commendations from people of prominence than any other
remedy in the world. Parents should give their children the benefit of Dr. Greene’s
in

that

they are not yet edu- the room. Some of the younger members
cated u]- to it.
Frequent declarations of the party saw for the first time the
were heuid (lining the
campaign of last peaceful adjuncts of those days—the footyear that free silver was but a necessary stove and warming pan.
stepping stone to the true money of the
Adjoining is the taproom, the closet
Jt was door showing the holes made by the awl
count!y. viz., paper currency.
frequently asserted during the last cam- with which the bottles were opened bepaign that Altgeld was more of a green- ing continually thrown at the door as a
backei than a free-silverite, and the fol- resting place.
iowii.g words of the Governor would seem
Lafayette’s room, as it is still called
t..rroborate the claim: “Agitation in from bis use of it iu 1824, has the original
tlie panel money direction is good; and it paper still on the walls, a blue-bell design,
The floor is
ina> take only a spark to cause the tide to now two hundred years old.
turn, but 1 think it will take a long time stencilled instead of carpeted and is worn
t
educate the people to adopt the correct to such a degree that the design can be
traced only around the edges.
It is the purpose of the new
system.
The room that Longfellow slept in is
paity to commence the work of education
immediately, and the hope is that much large and low posted and has the inconf toe
The
ismembered Democracy will be gruous addition of an electric bell.
1

>

■

great contribution

science and humanity.
If you feel the need of expert advice, consult Dr. Greene, personally or by letter,
at his office, 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass. No charge is made for consultation.
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is
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no
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assert

leal revival
11

watch.

That disinin the Dem-

mi

parties is beyond quesphmnix will arise from

can

The ln;i,overs of
nan.f.

to

eadiiy going

s

will result in

movements

new

:nteicsiing

:

this

at

period

tell.

Bryan,

under whatever
that there has been no

prosperity in the country
P1 vemmit in business. Businessmen
m

hu«'W i.iit this is not so, but there are a
-;
m.iiiy people who have no such per.'-(•i a.
rxj erieine to guide them. A million
"!

na re

in<

ased

garret where slaves

laborers whose wages have been
or who have found
employment

only needed the fetters of his
lively imagination. The proximity of
Concord and Lexington naturally enough
suggested the story of Paul Revere, and
the companionship and erudition of his
friends and the foreigners furnished the
motive for the folk-lore tales, which ideal
surroundings developed and perfected.
We added our siguatures to the four

the 17th of June, and took our way
back to the “far-off noisy town.” Octo-

ing

on

ber weather and October

outings are
only, and

many a hearty laugh at the attempts to ape the manners of their time.
After dinner we wandered about to .see
“across the road, the barns display their
lines of

stalls,

ness

that

general

a

and great

improvement

is

at hand.
t

onsiherable

occasioned

satisfactory

comment

by

tiie appointment
President of Mr. John A. Kasson

by

is
the

Reci-

as

procity Commissioner.

their

mows

of

hay”

and to

the famous hollow tree said to hold nine
women.
We found three comfortably accommodated

inside,

but the statement
actual trial, ow-

could not he verified

by

to danger to laces and ribbons from
the small aperture which guarded the inside of the would-be Californian.

Returning
were told,
prelude.

to

the

parlor

we

gathered

fireside where the tales
and studied the allusions in the

al-

ready pleasant memories
“How will it be when the woods turn
brow n,
Their gold and their crimson all dropped
down,

And crumbled to dust? Oh, then, as we lay
Our ear to Earth’s lips, we shall hear her say,
“In the dara, I am seeking new gems for my
crown”—

Nov. 1, 1897.

Editorial Notes.
The

silvery tones, if not the silvery arguhave
disappeared from Mr.
Bryan’s voice. It was noticed in Ohio
that owing to excessive speaking his voice
had lost much of its pleasant modulation,
ments,

and had become strained and hoarse.
It
is thought this was due to some extent to
the
the

factory
floating
through
atmosphere where he spoke. Last
smoke

around

year he wasn’t troubled in this respect.

same

The “spinet” has given place
to the modern piano used iu the ball room
Daniel Webster’s desk—on which
these lines were written—occupies a corabove.

of the room. The “window pane” on
which the “jovial rhymes were writ near
ner

It was not to be

supposed

that

England

would agree to open the mints of India in
advance of any international agreement, or
even

conference,

ami her action in the

matter of silver does not at all argue her

opposition to the cause of true bimetallism.
The prospect is that England will willing-

The reciprocity
ly send delegates to an international conMcKinley law were carried a century ago by the great Major Moline- ference
looking to the rehabilitation of silout by the State Department, which occaaux,” was considered too tempting to the
ver as a
primary money.
souvenir
hunter
and was taken from the
sioned much delay, owing to the slow and
tedious routine of that Department, and window and framed, and hangs beside the
Not so much is being heard now as a
features of the

the

need is

“Landlord’s coat-of-arms.”
I copied what Longfollow

short time ago about the retaliation of forneglected to eign countries against the provisions of our
quicker transaction of tlie work required
under these features of the Dingley law. do, and give the “jovial rhymes” verba- new tariff measure. A
great deal was said
Although an experiment under the Mc- tim:
about the injury to our export trade which
What do you Think I Here is good drink ;
Kinley law, reciprocity was proven a most
would result from the action which for
Perhaps you may not know' it.
and one of the
now

felt for

better and

a

satisfactory undertaking,
most

If not iu haste do

in WM

was

in the

repeal

features of the tariff and

Democracy
reciprocity
the rescinding of

of all

special agreements entered into under
the McKinley law.
The avowed policy of

all

the Democratic administration

trade, and these agreements

was

were

free

looking

to that very end with all nations who desired to enter into them, so that from even
a

Democratic

standpoint they

been retained.
number of
to at

stop and taste,
You merry folks will show it.
Wm. Molineaox, Jk Esq.
June 24, 1<>74.
An attempt was made to decipher the

serious blunders of the

once

It

foreign

enter

into

is

understood that a

countries are anxious

reciprocal agreements
new

our

law win ue

among

popular provisions. The general
impression prevails that our foreign trade
will improve largely under the arrangements to be made, especially with the
its most

cicerone himself could not assist

us.

Having

followed the scene thus far I trust

no one

w

ill

object

to

the characters in tl'.e

should have

with this country, and it is thought that
tnesc teatures oi tne

coat of arms, “well framed and glazed,”
and I was dismayeed to find that even

The

Landlord,

introduction to

an

scene.

is he who looked down

upon us from his frame as
the last Howe of the race.

we

is

scholar in the

Henry

full

a

word, who died young
bequeathed a library to Harvard.

sense

and

Ware Wales,

registered,
The Student,

of that

The young Sicilian was Luigi Monti, once
The Spanish Jew'
consul to Palermo.
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George M.

Pullman.

The idea of Eugene Debs criticising
Geo. M. Pullman! Pullman was a good
man and a good workman. Debs is a loafer and mischief maker.
Pullman has been
of some use to humanity. Debs has been a
hindrance and a curse to working people.
When Geo. M. Pullman worked at the
bench, he was a good carpenter; he got his
start by being a good workman, and industrious. For a man like Debs to criticise
such a man, because he was rich, is profanation. Pullman was of the better class
of workmen; Debs is of the worst class of
loafers.
Nine out of ten Americans who become
ricli, start as Geo. M. Pullman did: as
good mechanics. It is the surest w ly to
get rich. Very few sons of rich men ever
make a success in life. A workman who
works hard and intelligently, is entitled to
a competence; w hen Debs says the contrary
is true, he is a liar, and uses the usual explanation of a loafer to excuse his shiftlessness and laziness. Pullman had almost
no “schooling,” yet he was one of the best
educated men iu America; a good workingman acquires education with Ins work.
Many colleges teach nothing but loafing.
[Atchison, Kansas, Globe.
^
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Hoads.

edition of the Pelersville Gazoo. “Here’s
a photograph called ‘The Explorer Perkins at Home,’ and he’s sitting oti the
hardest-looking sofa in the most hideous
parlor I ever saw.” [Harper’s Bazar.
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The purely vegetable ingredients that give
True’s l*in Worm Elixir its wonderful
power of expelling worms, make it also the
best medicine known for curing all diseases
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels—one of the most frequent causes of
illness In children and adults. An unrivalled
tonic ami regulator of the bowels and stomach. True’s Elixir lias been a household
remedy for 46 years. Jtacts at once upon
the blood, expelling impurities and giving
health and new life to the whole system.
Price 33c. As!; your Druggist for it.'
Ur. «T. F. Tltl’H & CO., Auburn, Mr.
Write for Book—Free.
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SIMOMTOX.

Siiuonton was born
in Camden, Maine, Sept. 27, 1820, and is
the son of William and Elizabeth (Roberts) Simoutou. He received his education
in the common schools, Belfast Academy,
Maine Wesleyan Seminary and Bowdoin
College, where he graduated in 1853. He
studied law with Xehomiah Abbott in Belfast, was admitted to the Waldo County
Bar in 1855, and began the practice of his
profession the same year with Hon.
Ephraim K. Smart, at Camden.
He was the first County Attorney for
in 1801 lie was
Knox County, m 18(H) 01.
appointed Deputy < 'olleetor of Customs f lithe port of Camden and held that position
for eighteen years.
lie was Grand Chief
Templar of the Gland Bodge, I. (>. G. T..
of Maine, in 188U and 1881.
In October
1882 he purchased a half interest in the
Camden Jleraid and became the E iitor
and Manager,which position he continued
to hold for some eight years.
He was
State Senator from Knox County in 18*5Mi and was chairman of the legislative
committee on temperance,
lie was elected Presidential Electoral 1888, casting his
vote as such for Benjamin Harrison.
In 1890 he was appointed by Secretary
Wiudom, Special Agent of the Vnited
States Treasuiy, and held that cilice until
lie is the author of “Picturesque
1893.
Camden,” the beautiful little volume descriptive of Camden's scenery and unrivalled attractions as a summer resort.
Mr. Simoutou is a good speaker and has
done much service for his party and for
the cause of temperance on the stump
and on the platform in this and other
States.
Mr. Si monton was the twenty ninth
He was first
Master of Amity Lodge.
elected in 1805 and was re-elected in
is
a
1800.
He
prominent member
of the Grand Lodge of Maine, having
served as Junior Grand Warden two years,
from 18(H‘i to 1808. and two years as Senior
He is
Grand Warden, from 1808 to 1870.
also one of the charter members of Keystone R. A. Chapter and w as its first High
Priest, serving in that capacity from the
organization of the Chapter in August
1800 until January 1809.
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FOR MORE THAN FIFTY-SIX YEARS IT HAS NEVER FAILED IN ITS
WEEKLY VISITS TO THE HOMES OF F^EilS AN3
VLUGERS THROUGHOUT THE UM1TJ STATES
IT HAS faithful! labored for their
y
prosperit y and happiness.
the improvement of their business and home interest-,
for education, for the elevation of American manhoo
and true womanhood.
IT HAS told a t the fireside, interesting and instinctive stone.the
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doings of the world, the nation and States.
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STENOGRAPHY,

Our system of teach r..: giv. s a.
personally
daily experience in every branch o' b .sir es> it 1m;
Banking. Merchandising, Commission. Insurai.
T'ansy. .r*afor hi. s ware
tion, etc. Preparatory Depart met
U'.*
■.>..< o.y
and
train for Practical work
always seem
C
;■
graduates of our Business am! S bur than
eater any day
No vacations
1
Expenses m< ;,-r
si ym iv
going to temporary schools when it a :;,
or

pint

of neat’s foot oil; the tail goes to the
“soup;” while the brush of hair at the
end of the tail is sold to the mattress
maker. The choicer parts of the fat make
the basis of butteriue; the intestines are
used for sausage casings or bought by
gold beaters. Undigested food in the
stomach, which formerly cost the packers
of Chicago $30,0001 a year to remove and
destroy, is now made into paper. These
are
but a few of the products of the
abattoirs. All scraps unfit for any other
use find welcome in the glue pot, or they
do missionary work for farmers by acting
as fertilizers.”

It is an actual fact, rather than a camProbably no class has derived more
paign story, that the advocates of the free- benefit from the general use of the wheel
ir. is bringing,
silver theory are gradually and gra cefully than the farmer, for to him
and in many localities has already brought,
from
their
former
convicbreaking away
good roads. Even though he may ridicule
tions in regard to the white metal and are the “pesky.thing,” still he must thank the
looking about for other “issues.” Many cyclist for the advent of the present universal movement toward better public
men who supported free
silver in last
highways. [Jas. J. Arden, Chicago, 111.
the
the
year’s campaign, seeing
way
Why He Explores.
drift is going, are dropping the silver
theory and coming out squarely in fa“I’m not surprised that this man Pervor
of absolute fiatism.
It is, how- kins lias become an explorer,” said Mrs.
she looked over the Sunday
ever, but a step from free silver and Brown, as

Edrehi, from whom
of the Talmud. The
knowledge
the issuance of money worth
forty
countries,
Theologian—Daniel Treadwell, professor cents on the hundred to unlimited
we are especially qualified to deal recipropaper
of theology at Cambridge. The Poet is
money with nothing behind it to assure its
cally. It is thought by men familiar with Thos. W.
Parsons, by whom we have a
affairs that reciprocity during the present
redemption.
translation of Dante.
Lastly comes the
administration w ill gain such a foothold
of northern legend from the
knowledge
The only remedy in the world that will at
rea
as to become
permanent institution,
once stop itchiness of the skin in any part of
Norwegian musician, Ole Bull.
gardless of changes of politics in adminthat is absolutely safe aud neverIt is easy to trace the inspiration of the the body,
istrations.
failing, is Doan’s Ointment. Get it from
“Tales” after a visit to the place of their your dealer.
conception. “The Birds of KellingHOOD’S PILLS cure Liver III*, Bll*
If you feel weak, dull and discouraged you
worth,” Longfellow’s very own story, will find a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparilla will
lousness, Indigestion, Headache.
flew about him every day in the Sudbury do you wonderful good.
Easy to take, easy to operate. 2Bc.
South American

black,

We will dream of green leaves when the
woods turn brow n.”

Waltham, Mass.,

the Ox.

In an article on the “Wonders of the
World’s Waste,” William George Jordan,
in October “Ladies’ Home Journal,” details how science at the present day utilizes
the ox. “Not many years ago,” he says,
“when an ox was slaughtered 40 percent,
of the animal was wasted; at the present
time ‘nothing is lost but its dying breath.
As but one third of the weight of the
animal consists of products that can be
eaten, the question of utilizing the waste
is a serious one. The blood is used in relining sugar and in sizing paper, or manufactured into door knobs and buttons.
The hide goes to the tanner, horns and
hoofs are transformed into combs and
buttons: thign bones, worth $80 per ton, i
are cut into handles for clothes brushes;
fore leg bones sell for $30 per ton for
collar buttons, parasol handles and jewelry; the water in which bones are boiled is
reduced to glue; the dust from sawing
the bones is food for cattle and poultry;
the smallest bones are made into bone-

thousand from all parts of the world who
have registered at the inn since its open-
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“As ancient is this hostelry
As any in the land may be,
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When men lived in a grander way,
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new

Is your child weak and puny? Does it gro*
Is it always peevish and
at play ?
dissatisfied ? Does it have
poor appetite with bad
breath and irregular bowels ? These symptoms indicate derangement of the
nerves ami blood,
and if not overcome will handithe
child
cap
throughout life.
Dr. Greene’s Nervura remedv
for the
I
nerves and

tired when
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of earlier

and

pure

for
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w
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Pure fiat-

This resolves itself

eeiibackism,
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For the Nerves and Blood.

arms, “Justice” and “Squire.” The lied
Ilorse still prances on the sign, but the
name of the present proprietor, Edw. D.

ays belkw ed in gi eeiibackism
!••!«ated sih ei simj-ly as a means
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and wii! doubtless find many supfivm the ranks <>f the silverites
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a

time

Dr. Greene's Nervura

hundred years the lied
Horse nourished, going down from father
to son.
This will account for the coat of

In ••sis of currency and no
announced as the motto of

am:.,cut.

and blood.
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of

about two years ago.
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truthfully describes the Inn
Longfellow gives the genesis

their fortune

W(s:eru States, and that clubs have
m ad in San Francisco, Kansas

U

in the out-

(Dec. 28, lSGJ.)

It is claimed that the

next

generations of physical perfection ! What robust strength and overflowing happiness ! What invincible advantage in the battle of life ! Have you inherited imperfections from your ancestors, or have your children inherited imperfections from you ? In the light of advanced science the taints of heredity have lost
The nervousness, the restlessness, the wakeful nights, the twitching
their terrors.
of eyelids and muscles—all indicative of incipient epilepsy or St. Vitas dance—are overcome
by Dr. Greene’s Nervura remedy for the nerves
Three

the house as follows: “Two hundred years
ago an English farmer by name of Howe
built a country house which lias remained
in the family to the present time, the last

.Trent iy held in Chicago and arrangements
were made to nitei the ( ongjessional cam-

<>1
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In fact, the thirty-live years which have
elapsed since the tales were written have

silver as its cardinal principle has been
gradually disintegrating owing to the
growing unpopularity of the silver cause,
some

brought

walk of

a

of

Overcome by Dr. Greene's Nervura

remote

newspapers, that the wing of the Democratic party which last year adopted free

and that while

hour

Generation

accepted

for “no noisy railway speeds” any nearer
—brought us to the Inn, “a region of repose, a place of slumber and of dreams,

minor importance.
It is well understood by close observers,
and in fact by all intelligent readers of the

only

side issues of

and

an

after

is hard to get.

Mr.
Frederic Lewis,
who was the
thirtieth Master of Amity Lodge,
wais
boru in Belfast, Maine, Sept. 10, 1835,
and is the son of the late Frederic A.
He learned the trade of
Lewis, Esq.
watchmaker and jewelierin Belfast, and in
June 1857, removed to Boston, where he
worked at his trade for about two years.
In 1850 he came to Camden and begau
business in the store of Paul Stevens, on
the site now occupied by George Burd,
but afterwards moved to the store in the
old Masonic building which lie occupied
at tiie time of the great lire.
After the
erection of the new Masonic Temple, he
went into the store in that building on the
site of his old store, where he now carries
on his business.
Mr. Lewis served as Master of Amity
Lodge from May 1800, to Jan. 1807, on
account of the election of Mr. Simoutou,
then Master, to the office of Junior Grand
Warden, and in Jan. 1807 was elected
Master, and during his term the Lodge received many additions to its membership.
Mr. Lewis was the sixth High Priest of
Keystone Chapter, being first elected to
that office in 1870 and serving twro terms.
He was elected High Priest the first time
during the period when the majority of its
members thought it was only a question
of a few months at most when it would
have to surrender its charter. This, however, Mr. Lewis did not intend to permit
and went at work to revive it, which he
succeeded in doing, and it is due, to a
great extent, to the efforts of Mr. Lewis
that the Chapter exists to-day.

Physical Perfection—'Weaknesses

the tales.

to

Democratic

Generation

with alacrity and without conditions other
than to refresh her memory in regard to

as

as

the writer

Alaska Gold Dust

following:
FKEDEKIC LEWIS.

when, on such a summer-like October day, the Dorothy Brewer Chapter of
to go before the country and the voters of
the Daughters of the American RevoluNot a little curiosity tion of Waltham
the United States.
planned an excursion to
is manifested here as to the exact status of
the Wayside Inn, the scene of Longfelthe new political party which is said to be low’s “Tales of a
Wayside Inu,” and inin a state of organization, and which is
llate-d their invitation to include “ladies

gated

The Camden Herald in its Biographical
Sketches of the Past Masters of Amity
Lodge, No. 6, F. & A. M., includes the

And

the basis of future

dem liiinated the National

y—GOLD DUST
WASHING POWDKIi

Amity Lodge.
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Coaches, Hacks, Barges
ORDERS BY

Gives Relief at once.
It opens and cleanses
Nasal Passages.
Alla\s Inflammation. Heals and Protects the
membrane.
Restores the Senses of Taste and
smell. Full size 50c ; Trial Size 10c., at Druggists
mail.
by
ELY BROTHERS,5(5 Warren Street, New York.
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SAIL MAKERS,

COLD"»HEAD

Itching, Burning, Creeping, Crawling
Skin Diseases relieved in a few minutes by
Agnew’s Oiutment. Dr. Agnew’s Ointment
relieves instantly and cures Tetter, Salt
Eczema, Ulcers, Then go into the household specialty business.
Rheum, Scald Head,
$15 to $20 a week. Sells on
Blotches, and all Eruptions of the Skin. It You can make from
outfits—two articles—and
is soothing and quieting and acts like magic sight. We will furnish
start you, on receipt of one dollar.
the
of
Irritation
in all Baby Humors,
Scalp
35 cents a
Household Specialty Co., 50 School
or Rashes during teething time.
4t44
Street, Boston, Mass.
box.—3.
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Fine Seal

cocaine,
any other

..

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIGH'l OR DAY.

No. 31 Front St

injurious drug.
It is quickly absorbed

...

New York
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mercury

..

D. B. SOUTHWORTH & SON,

generous

TRIAL SIZE.

ss

HKiH STREET.
Opposite Windsor Hotel

_

invariably

Solti by all (Irnufiists. 50c. and $1.00.
AiiKier Chemical Co., Allston District, Koston.
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BELFAST LIVERY CO.,

DCT PACT
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Hypcphosphites.

relieves the cough.
It
counteracts and expels the poisonous
secretions that are the cause of the
trouble, and fortifies the system against
its recurrence.
If you are interested in our Emulsion,
send us your name and address and we
will mail you free a copy of our book
entitled
Building a New Body.”

;.r it

y
to

nip*

R< U r t.. prom
m :• ■. ;:*<•:
competent assistants witli -ut charm
i> \ r-«
The next best Umar to attendum- th* M< >ST (’ELF. i' 1 NT
If you am unemi
is tc take our INSTRPCTION BY MAIL.
lh
send ten two-ccnt stamps for live easy lessons in shor ham:
Address (mention this pap' r CLEMENT C GAINES. Present Poughkeeps

HELP FOB BRONCHITIS

Petroleum

a

m

K t YVAKu

Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

ANCIER’S

m

Telegraph operator winch

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A per.
feet remedy for Dizziness, Kausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongua
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.

That is almost instantaneous, and nearly
always permanent. To overcome the
cough, soreness, inflammation and purulent discharges that accompany this
affliction, take

P»»a ;

tr.o

specialty, made to measure from selected skins.
style, quality and tit they are unexcelled.

For

REPAIRS and ALTERATIONS
prices consistent with honest work.
charge of a practical furrier with
nineteen years’ experience.
(B3P*Send address for an illustrated catalogue.
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County, t.a sixty-eight »i -liars and a_!r\ u
cents, debt or damnin'. and mm dollars and nine
ty-three cents, cost of suit, and will lie sold at
juib 1 ii■ auction on the lourtli ua\ t 1 >eaaiiber. A
1 >. 1*1*7, ii two ... lock in the aiicriioou. at the
in

d

b\ W
in tel last. in said County the tollowing -i.-cribed
real estate and all the null-, title and inure-:
which the said John J. Shaw has in and to the
same, or had on the lltli day of .June. -\
1>. lsn7.
at 1 .-0 o'clock in the afternoon, the time when Husame was attached on the writ ii. the same suit,
to wit
A certain lot <>r parcel <>l land situate m -.,i I
Northport, being the same set off ;>> John J S! au
by the commissioner- appointed under the pen
tion of Mary C. km-wlton, for a full
,>yu u
of which reference is hereby had to the return a
said commissioners, recorded in the Registry of
Deeds of Waldo County in 1*1*4. and being a p.u.
tion of the land conveyed to .Jones Shaw by lien ja
min Shaw >n the sixth day >>l May, A D 1*4*. by
his deed .,1 quitclaim of that date, to he recorded
in said Registry. Also one undivided half of the
Shaw homestead, so-called, in -aid Northport,
containing in the whole about fifty acres, and ineluding the house and other buildings, and the
wharves near said homestead, as devised t.. John
J Shaw under the will of his mother, Ann K.
Shaw, by her will duly recorded in the Probate
Office m said County, said premises being held by
John .J. Shaw in common with Kmma A < iillispie
Dated October 30. l*t*7.
3144
SAMCKI. H. NORTON, Sheriff.
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at the lowest
All work in

H. G. BARKER, Furrier,
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Angeles.

Las

soul is to be

seen in them, at any hour
ures would avail, marched
Kansas Wit and Wisdom.
boldly forth to
night, except when at rare meet the plunderers, with only a pic<juet
(oMa Hlca’s Former Capital and the Oldest City la
some
intervals
[From tbe Atchison Globe.]
Egyptian-like figure of men but carrying Our Lady of the Antentral America. A Horseback Hide Through
Most good doctors are homely.
glides listlessly along, balancing a tinaja, gels at the fore. Descending into the
a Rich Country.
(water jar) upon its head. The sepul- valley at the foot of the volcano, where
Special Correspondence of The Journal.]
Everyone has a kin problem he can’t
chral silence fills one with superstitious the buccaneers were
Cartago. Costa Rica, Sept. 25, 1807.
encamped, their sud- solve.
\'o traveler visits Costa Rica’s bright, new
den appearance so frightened the
fancies.
latter,
No tight laced woman ever made good
We arrived an hour past noon, and rode who mistook the stone lady for some
apital without taking a peep at the older
butter.
The through a very long street in the heart of dreadful engine of
no, only thirteen miles distant.
that
warfare,
they fled
.ttie journey from San Jose to Cartago the city without encountering a dozen to their ships and left the
How a girl enjoys having two lovers
country with all
may be made in an hour, by two daily
people, though the present population is possible speed. And to this day the an- tagging after her!
said to be something over 13,000.
trains that run between, over what is
The niversary of the miracle is celebrated in
We suppose Santa Claus lives in the
Town as the Central
Division of the so-called hotel has one merit—that of ob- Gartago, which has since been known as Klondike
country.
The time of serving “the eternal fitness of things” by the city “de nos Angels.”
Frans-continental railway.
When
in
love, prepare for the time
Fannie Brigham Ward.
arting from either end is not strictly matching its melancholy surroundings.
when you will be out.
to
but
at
the
conventhe
inn
is
a
more
schedule,
Architecturally,
cording
Cartage
News of the County.
••uce of shippers and officials, an 1 is auAlmost every fat woman wears her
pretentious affair than any New York
dress too short in front.
•uneed twenty minutes in advance by hotel, but earthquake-cracked, comfortE. H. Cram has bought a lot near the
ur ear-piercing
whistles, which wake less and vermin-infested. The long, dim Grange hall, South
Montville, and will build
When people die, and when they go
echoes and warn passengers to haste passage-way leading from the street door in the
spring.
wrong, they are all “prominent.”
the station.
Until recently this to the court-yard is arched like a tunnel
Mrs. Gorham Clough, who lias been in
| No difference how well you play the
much of t lie road extended only from and smells like a tomb.
Mounting a Rockland since the death of her husband, i
game of life, you are sure to lose.
to
but
is
now
connectthe
in
the
rear
staircase
of
Cmjuela
Cartago.
trembling
pa- lias returned to Unity.
with the Atlantic end, a continuous tio, you find a vast, moldy interior whose
A hen’s egg from the hennery of Mrs. Al| No man can save money as long as he
tc to Ron Limon: and when completed
shadowy rooms seem full of spooks, and bert Cook, Winterport, measures 7 by 8 1-14 ! grants all the demands of his poor kin.
Punta Arenas, on the Pacific, will be
you are constantly looking over your in. and weighs 1-4 pound.
No man can make a satisfactory distrimiles long, crossing the heart of Costa shoulder with the uncanny feeling of beThe new steel bridge was laid over the bution of the gifts on a Christmas tree.
fi un ocean to ocean and connecting ing pursued by invisible shapes.
stream in Prospect village, Oct.
2b, and in
the principal towns like the beads on
Speaking of spooks reminds me of the six hours from the time it was landed it was j A great many things in the world need
what newspaper men call “editing.”
dearest tradition of the place, which isim- passable.
The railway journey between
nary.
old capital anil the new is ;,a joy
Jesse Rowell, one of the oldest citizens !
plieitly believed by all good Costa Ilicans.
Foot ball young men call girls dressed
1 am not vouching for the truth of it, but of Montville, passed away Oct.
rever*' in the line of beautiful scenery.
29th, at the in full evening dress “half backs.”
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he sophisticated traveler,
however,
refers to make his pilgrimage to the
cut capital via the old Camiuo Real,
■; king's highway.
A dilapidated dili-

supposed

precisely
dragged to

like

that the

the first.

her

one

to be another

hut,
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hi

mule,

a

pair or muies, or a norse
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a
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through the valleys with
disorder, whip-cracking and
nfanity. Private carriages may also be
red in tlie several livery-stables of San
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for
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Cure and told

length

of

time.
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-mall

bly

was

behold! no
she

went

image
to the

locked iu his

private closet,

empty, the image having miraculous-

ly

gone back a fourth time to the stone
near the poor woman’s hut.
That settled all doubts of its supernatu-

ral origin, and in solemn procession the
people conducted it to the parochial
church, and set it upon an altar amid

enduring.

unanimous iu favor of

saddle, and, according to custom,
long before sunrise. The lirst
miles were a sleepy impression of
it ee-groves in bloom, looking iu the
mu twilight of the morning as if a snow"liu
had powdered them during the
,e

t

there

her story.
This devout
prelate, Lon Alonzo de Castro de Sandoval, had the image brought to his palace

was

Long-

horses of the country are remark-

Our party was

placed

examine it at his leisure.
But when next lie opened tiie closet, it

<•

sure-footed and

there.

and securely
intending to

saddle horses and saddle

any

hut,
Alarmed,

I

journeys in Costa Rica are usualmade on mule-back, although the

,stan

This also she

a third time from the
there upon the same stone was a
image, exactly like the other two;

was

j

image,

Returning

gone.

axing

•sc,

stone

when she discovered

she had first

•icia yet clatters to and fro, amid clouds ; third
and running to the
dust—three horses harnessed abreast,
n

on a

hut.

corner, returned to the forest. As she
neared the same stone a second time
slie
was
astonished
to see upon it

with meadow lands and forest-

Is ills—a panorama of

city

Lord 1043 a
of Cartage.

The image was of
stone, and very heavy; but she dragged it
to her room, and having set it up in a

;-pears to

h-gated

to me”—as

our

lived au old woman, who, goout one morning to gather
firewood,

near

the eye can reach the country
be one vast coffee plantation,

as

’twas told

as

edge

found au

up and down along the face of the
•iintain range which conceals the grim
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anoes

the tale

At its

are

track curves in and out

The

limbed.

steep grades

some

or

follows: In the year of
forest stood close by the

ended in 1; 1 miles, (< artago lying 8,000
rt above the sea and San Jose a little
>s

day

masses

out

and

music and prostrated themBut the very next day,

selves before it.

v

when the curate went
to the wonderful

vacant, and she

early
lady, lo! her

was

to

pay a visit
shrine was

again found

on

her

of 85 years, 19 days.
His death
caused by a cancer of the face.
age

to

dresses.

Nov. 1st, began a
She is a very successful

thing

economical.

Fred Shaw and Nellie Haseltou of Burnham were married last week. Rev. L. S.
Williams of Clinton tied the knot. Mr and
Mrs. Shaw have the best wishes of their
manjr friends.

Our idea of an unusual man is one who
asks his wife to get up and recite before

,

company.
If your credit is good, a banker regards
a favor when you ask him to loan you
money.

Marriner recently held a husking
at his home m Centre Lincolnville.
About
75 people were present, 150 bushels of nice
corn were husked, and a very nice
supper
was furnished.
Austin

it

A flatterer means half lie says.
If the
flatterer is a woman, she means threequarters of it.

Mrs. Oshea Whitten of Burnham, who
broke her hip some time ago, died Oct. 27th,
and the funeral was held at tlie church, Oct.
29th, at 1 P. M. Rev. L. S. Williams of Clin-

Only use a
signature to

preached the sermon from Re''. 14-15,
“Blessed are the dead that die in the Lord,”
etc.
There were several very beautiful
wreaths.

sor

lead pencil in writing your
letters of recommendation

and petitions.

ton

for the Bangor,
Hampden & Winterport railroad arrived in
Bangor last week and have gone into service. A combination passenger and baggage
car had been running on the line, but will
only be used now when needed. The new
cars are very tine in every way, anil w Jibe

highest grade, none are ever exchanged for somebetter, for they are the best'
We can now show you a large and varied stock of the
famous Glenwood goods.
are

The most sincere compliment a man
ever pays his wife is when he says she is

They talk of the path of the transgresbeing hard, but every good man

thinks it is easy.

The world is improving: There are
more sudden deaths every year, and fewer
cases of long suffering.

cars

A father never thinks that his children
old enough to think for themselves
until they agree with him.

are

!

When a woman with “proper pride”
takes in roomers, she says it isn’t for the
money, but for the company.

appreciated by the public.

Speaking of the
Ilow long

ress:
man

onward march of progis it since you saw a
eating with his knife?

After a man once gets married, the law
allows him to kiss no other woman hut
his wife, his mother ■and his sisters.

OIL HEATING STOVES

“For four years I had nasal catarrh,
and though the case was a mild one at
first,it was not long until I noticed that it
was gradually growing worse. Of course
I was under treatment of first-class physicians, but their remedies were applied
locally, and the disease seemed to be getting a firmer bold on me all the while.
“Alter spending so tnucn money lor
treatment which proved to be all in
vain, I was urged to try S.S.S. This remedy proved to be the right one, foritgotat
the disease, and a few bottles cured me
perfectly. The cure was a permanent
one, and I have not had a touch of the
disease for many years. Swift’s Specific
is the only remedy that will have the
slighest effect upon Catarrh.”
Sufferers from Catarrh should get a
start on the disease before the cold
weather aggravates it. Those who have
been relying upon local treatment will
find winter weather is all that is
needed to show that the disease is still
with them. A course of S.S.S. (Swift’s
Specific) will prove all assertions made
that it is the only cure for Catarrh; it goes
totbe cause of the trouble—the blood—
and forces out all traces of the disease.
Swift’s Specific is the only remedy
which reaches real obstinate blood diseases; it cures Catarrh, Rheumatism,
Cancer, Contagious Blood Poison, Kezema, Scrofula, and in fact every other
disease of the blood.
It is guaranteed

give a nice, clean heat in many places where it is
not convenient to use coal or wood stoves.
WE HAVE THEM IN ALL SIZES.

I AMPg.

•

^

——————

►

A new and large stock of
j
! BANQUET, RECEPTION, PARLOR, HALL and STAND LAMPS,
Fine goods and at pries that will suit.
|
>

—:

! M. L. MITCHELL,
*

115 Higli Street,

—

How much better a man’s table manners are at the close of a meal than when
lie tiist begins to satisfy his hunger'
If a woman can keep from being a foul
about a man, the probabilities are that
she will he of some use in tiie world.

|

around it.

Parlor Stoves \ Ranges

are, it is surtheir party

and

stone at the edge of tiie forest.
At the auuual meeting of the North WalJt was
No words can convey an idea of
glit.
do Agricultural Society the following offio-glory of the mountains and the gor- then known that a miraculous manifestacers were elected: President, E. Rand; Vice
e
-usness
of tropical coloring at their j tion of the \ irgiu of the Angels had been
B. Vickery, Jr.. Secretary, E.
vouchsafed to the Cartagoans, to indicate President, J.
imas the day advanced; emerald meadB. Hunt; Treasurer, F.
A. Bartlett.
A
that
she
desired
a
to
be
erected
•ws veined with sparkling streams; wavesanctuary
board of eighteen trustees was elected. Tne
on the spot in her honor.
kf, U'-ofled hills, seamed with red cartAccordingly society is in a flourishing condition and is
ids; .a
u;iiioii-tinted farm houses half the beautiful church of Our Lady of the considering the advisability of
owning their
■itit'ii ;t. rub foliages; luscious fruits Angels was built close by the stone and own grounds when the present lease exwib.i by the wayside; long, un- the image placed within it,- where it has pires.
At the last meeting of
Bethel Lodge,
uluting plumes of the banana and remained to this day. which is considerloading arms of the bread-fruit-tree; ed proof conclusive that the people inter- Thorndike, the following otih-ers were electuid. pervading
the picture at every j preted the sign aright. The church, with ed for the ensuing quarter: S. F. Files, C
tin- givat, lonely central range, j its doric facade, massive square tower, T.; Mrs. S. F. Fib-*, V. T.; Geo. Small, chapiit.
lain; Mrs. .) in Small, secretary; Charles
is
awa\
dissolving in the mel- tiara oi bronze, and roof of green zinc, is | Newell, financial
secretary ; Annie Wingate,
far the handsomest structure in
v
One
who
lias
sunlight.
C'artago,
gone j
Henry Small, marshal; Mrs. V.
v. n
into the ( artago valley ceases to and the dearest to the hearts of its eiti- [treasurer,
! N. Higgins, P. C. T.; Fred Higgins, guard;
j
The rich foliage out of which it
•lub-r that its Spanish discoverers forgot Ij zeus.
James Macintosh, sentinel ; Bessie Higgins,
aeir na'gve and! In the middle of the I springs, and the volcanic boulders idled S. J. T.
j

j

It almost turns a man from bis friends
hear a man he detests booming them.

Considering how uice girls
prising how lowr they cut

Miss Inez Peavy closed a very successful
of school at McFarland's Corner,

closed

CLEN^QOa |

j

A woman who ever taught school will
hate a school board twenty years afterward.

term

new

|

baby.

Mary L. Gray of East Orland,
bought a sewing machine 13 years ago
last September, and since then has made
pants and vests to the amount of §l,bsf.

Two

Glenwood

It is a woman's idea of being womanly
and motherly to talk bad grammar to a

Mrs.

school in Belmont.
teacher.

Though the disagreeable effects of Catarrh are felt all the year round, cold and
disagreeable weather aggravates the
disease and it is during the winter season that its severest form is felt.
Each
succeeding year seems to intensify the
disease, so that it gradually fastens its
hold upon the sufferer with a grasp that
becomes firmer each season.
Catarrh often appears as only a cold at
first, and is hardly noticed. But gradually the cold returns, and it is more
difficult tocure,and stays longer than formerly. These symptoms cannot be mistaken; they mark the first appearance of a
disease that will develop in severity and
stubbornness, and which it is impossible
to cure with the local treatment of sprays,
washes, and similar applications. Being
a disease of the blood,
only a blood
remedy can have the slightest effect
upon it. S.S.S. (Swift’sSpecific) is the
only cure for Catarrh, because it is the
only blood remedy which goes to the
seat of all obstinate
and deep-seated
cases, and forces out the disease.
Mr. T. A. Williams, a leading merchant of Spartanburg, S. C,, writes:

*

was

Mrs. Sarah Crockett, widow of the late
George Crockett, has sold her farm in Prospect to Fred Clark and gone to Portland,
where she will make her future home,

Montville, Oct. 29th,

Cold Weather
Brings Catarrh.

An unmarried man’s opinion of pretty
clothes for women is better than a married man’s, because it is not biased by
hills.

Maine Central R. R.:

Vegetable

and is the

only blood remedy containing
potash, mercury or other mineral.
Books mailed free to any address by the
Swift Specific Company, Atlanta, Ga.

TIM K-TAULK.

no

On and after Oct. 4, 1 MU* tram-nnectingat ;
Burnham and Waterville with through trains for
ami from Bangor. Waterville, roitland and Bos
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Poets claim that fall is melancholy beapital under the Spanish Crown, second
tFlag station.
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The scene of the experiments is at Edison, j
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Sold by druggists.
M r. HILL,
purposes. The new judges’ stand
tombs have been unearthed in the valley which the poor mulato woman found electro-magnets deflecting to one side ;
I will be on the same side of the track as the DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
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tons at a
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son. experienced operamrs
This
Lotion.
never fails.
Sold
Steamers
A
FULL
OF
Penobscot and City of Bangor will
Sanitary
LINE
by
dilapidated to one from the fresh, smart, secrated her with holy oil, forbidding iron dried, molded into briquetts, baked, A. A.
on \V. A (I. straw machine, tine work oil ladies’
leave
Belfast, alternately, for Boston, via Camden
Howes & Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me
and Rockland, Mondays, Wednesdavs, Thursdavs ; goods.
modern capital, with its dozen enormous any hands but those anointed to touch so and placed in cars for shipment—all done
CANTON BROS., BIXBY & CO.
and Saturdays at (about) 2.30 p. m.
and in 130 minutes, of
churches all iu ruins, its imposing but much as the hem of her raiment. Strange automatically,
For Bangor, via way-landings, Tuesdays. Thurs4\v44
Foxboro. Mass.
which 110 are consumed iu the baking furand
days.
at
Fridays
about 8.00 a.m.,
Saturdays
dismantled monasteries and convents, and to relate, when every other building in nace.
or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.
Every detail of the process is perits tumbledown palaces, many of them
the neighborhood was shaken to dust by fected and patented. Mr. Edison very proRETURNING TO BELFAST.
SYRINGES, Etc.,
this “separator” as the
From Boston, via way-landings,
bearing the carved arms of noble families, Irazu’s wrath, the church of Cartago’s perly regards
Mondays, Tuesdie} lit-s

a

broad

lagoon. along whose

:

j

serve

to

A

m

|

|

n

—

|

REPAIRING

A

Old Style Capes

...

..

■

LEADS THEM ALL

■

DR. MOTTS

Masonic

Temple, Belfast, Me,

“Life

>

v

■

HI

Hot

and

Moorish

yard-walls
fashion, high as

selves.

Monstrous masses of

all the

hurled about in every
the forlorn aspect and

built

after

patroness remained unharmed.

the

crowning achievement of his life. The
Among Electrical Review believes that it will have

the many miracles which she is believed
to have wrought, one of the most remark-

the houses them-

lava-stone,
direction, heighten
testify to the terri-

able

effect upon the iron-industhe world.”

routing of 800 buccaneers. It
Catarrh for Twenty Years and Cured
seems that the enterprising rascals, under
in a Few Days.—Nothing too simple,
too hard for Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
ble tempest of Irazu, the volcano which
nothing
command of Capt. Mausfeldt, (one of
Powder to give relief in an instant. Hon.
overshadows the town and wrought its Morgan’s fellow
at
Natina
landed
pirates,)
George Janies, of Scranton, Pa., says: ‘‘I
ruin in the year 1723. The once magni- and penetrated far inland, with the avow- have been a martyr to Catarrh for 20 years;
constant houghing, dropping in the throat
ficent streets, much wider than those of ed intention of looting the rich old capiand pain in the head, very offensive breath.
all
ban Jose, are now drowsy and deserted,
I tried Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder. The
tal, committing frightful depredations
first
After
gave instant relief.
though wearing an unmistakable air of the way. The military commander of using application
a few bottles all these symptoms of
heroic
measthat
down-at-the-heel gentility.
left
a
Catarrh
me.
It
is
a
only
Cartago, realizing
Scarcely
great remedy."—2.
I

was

the

far-reaching
try throughout
“a

Constipation

Causes fully half the sickness in the world. It
digested food too long in the bowels
and produces biliousness, torpid liver, indiretains the

Hood’s

gestion, bad taste, coated
tongue, siek headache, insomnia, etc. Hood’s Pills
cure constipation and all its
results, easily and thoroughly. 25c. All druggists.
Prepared by C. I. Hoo ! & Co.. Lowell. Mass.
to take v. :ii Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
The

only^Pills

Female

II

Water

Bottles,

FOR SALE BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

GEO. F.

EAMES, M. D, D. D. S.,

The Nose and Throat.
No. 840 Newbury Street,
(Near Corker

of

Fairfield St.)

BOSTON.
Hours 12 to 2.

MASS.
Other hours

appointifoent only.
October, 1896.—Iy46

Help

by

days, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 00 p. m"
From Bangor, via way-landings, Mondavs, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 11*00 a. m.
WILLIAM H. HILL,Gen’l Manager, Boston,
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY!
If you

out of employment and want a position,paying you from $50 to $100 monthly clear
above expenses by working regularly, or,*if you
want to increase your present income from
$200
to $600 yearly, by working at odd times, Yvrite the
GLOBE CO., 723 Chestnut St., Pliila., Pa., stating
age, whether married or tingle, last or present
employment, and you can secure a position with
them by which you can make more money easier
and faster than you ever made before in your life.
6m44
are

Offices for Rent.

The rooms over Mayo & White, High street, re
cently occupied by Miss Beverage, dressmaker
are

for

rent

with immediate

possession.

Enquire

of

POOR & SON.
Belfast, July 29, 1897.—30tf

SURETY BONDS

For

Administrators, Cashiers, Trustrees, Contractors, at reasonable rates.
8w44
FRED ATWOOD, Agent.

“In the

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

■Somehow it sounds

|
little odd to read

a

of three divorces in Eden.
Lemuel Eli

Quigg proved to be a false
Evidently he did not know

prophet.

which way Platt
We have

loaded.

was

seen

advertisement of

an

a

“combined cigar cutter and whistle.”
You cut your cigar, eujoy it, and then

The smart butler extracts the corks of
the wine bottles with a cork-screw on the
handle of which is the silver head of a
stag, boar or horse, the tusk of a rhinoceros or the foot of a deer.
[Bangor Daily
News.
Ami then,

we

suppose, the guests take

Dining the month of October the payroll of the Indian Spring Woolen Co.
amounted to $12,300.
The mill employ
two crews at present, about 230 hands in
all.
Madison Bulletin.
This, we are informed, is the smallest of
three woolen mills in the town of MadiIt

may readily be seen what au
important factor they must be in the
pros] eriiy "f the place. Why cannot Belfast have a woolen mill? We have the
water

power and the

facil-

transportation

ities.
Later returns from the November elecii•

make little

ms

lepcrted

as

■

have

new

s

Republicans
then claimed,

as

said that the return of Mar-

Hanna to the U. S. Senate is assur-

A.

cc>

in the situation

The

legislature

be Ohio

uisi

change

last week.

Tne

Republicans have the Maryland
legislatuic by a good working majority,
and ■la ss” (airman will have a Repub-

er

lican

succe.-sor

ate.

'1 he states

in the United States Senreported last week as Re-

a

and Charles R. Coombs of Belfast. Of his
father’s family of sixteen eight now remain.
They are Mrs. Statira Jordan, Mrs. Lucretia
Macomber and Mrs. F. T. Barnes of Newton,

of the best in the history of the association.
The towns represented were Frankfort.

Swanville, Searsport, Burnham, Freedom,
Belfast, Monroe, Waldo, Unity, Brooks,
\ Thorndike, and, of course, Morrill.
The president, J. G. Harding, was absent
to tie
and past president Stinson called the meetRepublicans.
ing to order at 10.30. The records of the
Tin-genus Mugwump is nothing if not last
meeting were read and approved. Comand
the
New
York
inconsistent,
Evening rades Dawson of Monroe, Jones of Brooks
Post fully represents this prominent char- and Poland of Freedom were
appointed a
acteristic of the tribe.
For example, iu a committee on the time ami place of the next
recent issue of the Post v.e have business meeting and reported as follows: Time, Jan.
0,1808; place Freedom; address of welcome
men described iu one breath as calling for
immediate action ou “currency reform”— by J. O J dmson; response by president
action which, of course ,cannot take place Hauling; remarks lor the good of the order
L. D. Jones of Brooks; remainder of
proti. Congress re-assembles; and in another by
gram by Freedom Post.
breath we are told that if a vote could be
The
i

j

Mass., Mrs.

Hayes of Boston, Lorenzo
G. Coombs of Colorado, Hollis Coombs of
Providence, R. I., Philip G., Frank S. and

Democratic remain so, and
pub
lu'i-st advices are generally favorable
an

or

■

put forward as representing “all business interests,” the meeting of Congress

are

would be
he

his parents moved to Belfast when he was a
small child. He was a son of the late Jesse
and Hannah Robbins. When a youth he
entered the store of Oakes Angier and served there until 1862, when he enlisted in Co.
D of the 19tb Maine Infantry and served to
the end of the war. After leaving the army
he worked for his father in the lumbering
business in Ellsworth, and later went into
trade in company with his twin brother,
Emerson, in that city. About seventeen
years ago he came to Belfast and formed a
partnership with his brother Levi L. in the
grocery business, and after a few years
moved to Boston, where he has since conducted a lodging house. For some time past
he has also had a responsible position at the
Hollis street Theatre. He married Miss

and the tine fence which encloses it.
And, by the way, Morrill has a number of
things to be proud of. First its undoubted

The London papers hit nearer the mark
than usual in their comments on the
('iratei

■be

New York election. For

Daily

Teljjjgrapb

says:
unhaunted

patriotism, as the veterans can tell you, and
also that from this little town hailed the
first man killed in the Rebellion—Amos
Whitney, who was killed in Baltimore on
the 1‘Jth day of April, 18(51. He was a member of the (5th Mass, regiment.

example,

“Mi-. Croker

may sleep better,
by the nightmare of indictments and prospects of the
penitentiary. ‘Tis a great victory for the
mosi

corrupted organization

and

we

But

an

iu the

world,

hesitate to except even Turkey.
analysis of the figures and ex-

•Another such
f lit- election

victory
of

been decisive.

Wyck

is

tier

is

Unit

u

Mr.

only an episode
just beginning.

is indeed beaten

in.

ton except Miss Blanche, who is still in
school. Three brothers and one sister remain: Dexter Robbins of Oregon; Mrs. Augusta Jackman of Ipswich, Mass.; Emerson

Robbins of Lawrence; and Levi L. Robbins
of Belfast. He was a member of Belfast
Lodge of Odd Fellows during its existence
here, and was made a Mason in Timothy
Chase Lodge. The funeral was held at his
late home Tuesday afternoon with Masonic
services by a Boston lodge in
response to a

idence in the State.
Comrade Andrew
Johnson of Belfast told us some of his most
pleasing stories; that he was born a slave
and later in life had fought for the Union
and freedom. Following is the program:
Singing, choir: prayer, Rev. Geo. S. Hill;
address of welcome, J. R. Mears; response,
J. G. Harding; singing, choir; remarks, II.
R. Dawson; recitation, Mrs. L. Rowe; remarks, Rev. W. H. Abbott; recitation, Mrs.

Judge Van
campaign

in the
The

1.30

Navy, and gave us a very pleasing a Idress.
Your correspondent, although not an original Maine man, felt proud of his 28 years res-

and I am undone.’
Low would have

The election of

Margaret Bondsey of Ellsworth, who survives him, with five children, Mrs. Grace
Snyder, Misses Carrie, Nellie, Mary and
Blanche and Mr. Charles Robbins. All the
children are in responsible positions in Bos-

the President called the
p.
meeting to order in the church. The program was one of the best the Association
ever listened to.
Comrade J. O. Johnson of
Liberty spoke at length on what Maine had
done for the country, particularly in the
At

amination of the circumstances of t he election tend to show that it belongs to that
class of triumphs of which Pyrrhus said,

Citizens’

but its defeat is

"f the nature that promises victory in the
n. t vt-.
remote future.”
With reference
Mr. Croker’s manifesto after the elec-

t"

Emery Robbins, formerly of this city, died
very suddenly in Boston Nov. 7th, of paralj-sis.
Mr. Robbins was born in Union, but

postoned for a year by a majorlarge that the opposition would not
place
worth counting.
so

tion the

Telegraph says: “How pleasantly
euphemisms will sound iu
the ears of saloonkeepers anti proprietors
of disorderly houses.”
those delicate

request from the family, through the Master
of Timothy Chase Lodge.

Griffin; remarks, J. O. Johnson; recitation,
Miss Nellie Thompson; remarks, Rev. Geo.
S. Hill; recitation, Isaac F. Cook; remarks,
I). O. Bowen. Remarks were also made
by
Comrades Jones, Stinson and Johnson. A
vote of thanks was given to the people of
Morrill for their hospitality. The meeting
closed with the benediction by Rev. Geo. S.
Hill of Morrill.

Brunswick hasher water troubles, and
M
Elliott, M. D., secretary of the
Board of Health of that city, in a com-

G.

munication to the Brunswick

Telegraph,
“Androscog-

Emma

Jordan W. Coombs uf Belfast.
He also
leaves two adopted daughters, Hattie E.
and Katherine 11. Coombs. The fuueral
was held
yesterday afternoon at his late
residence, Rev. J. M. Leighton officiating.

dinner call was sounded and a bountiful repast was served in the Grange Hall
by the ladies of Morrill. Daring the recess
the comrades were given an
opportunity to
visit the cemetery, in which the people of
Morrill must feel a just pride. The comrades all remarked on the neatness of the

taken by the “orderly, industrious, Godfearing portion of the community,” who

ity

William Innes died at his home on Union
street, Nov. 6th, after a long and painful
illness, and a severe surgical operation.
Twelve years ago he was kicked on the left
knee by a cow, since which time he had suffered a great deal in that leg. Of late the
trouble had grown very serious and confined
him to the house. Nov. 4th the surgeons
amputated the leg above the knee and he did
not rally after the operation.
Mr. Innes was
born in the parish of Old Machar, Aberdeen,
Scotland, June 12, 1869, and came to this
country with his parents when a small child.
They settled in Kennebec county, but sub-

expresses the opinion that
gin water, whether taken from above the

Miss Willard and the Temple.
them, is unfit for drinking
Buffalo, N. Y., Nov. 5 —The resignanr culinary purposes.”
He does not attion of the board of trustees of the Temple,
tribute the recent epidemic to the change and particularly the effects of Miss Willard’s
of water, however, as tire sickness was resignation would have, was the sole subject sequently inovtd to Vinalhaven, and. from
of conversation among the members of the
thence to Searsport. About five years ago
there before the water was changed, and W. C. T. U. still in the oitv.
By some it
there were and are cases among people was urged that Miss Willard’s action was a William came to Belfast and has since lived
death blow to the institution. The facts of here, working as a .’aster in Critchett,
Sibley
who do not use tire Androscoggin water.
the matter are that Miss Willard resigned & Co.’s shoe
He
falls

or

below

While the water furnished

been

disagreeable

as trustee of the Temple at the earnest request of her entire board of officers and of
the executive committee.
The reason for this is that the executive
committee of the National W. C. T. U. does
not wish to appear in any way responsible
for the Temple, does not wish to have that
institution considered as a part of the
national organization, and it wasfe.lt that if
Miss Willard continued to act as trustee
the impression would go forth through all
the land that, the National W. C. T. U. was
responsible for the Temple.
Her resignation as trustee,however, will in
no way affect Miss Willard’s interest in the
Temple, as she will .devote herself to the
task of raising funds for paying off the trust
bonds.
Mrs. Oarse left this morning for Chicago.
During her stay in Buffalo she raised more
than 82,000 toward the Temple fund. She
stated that she was fully satisfied that the
fund would lie raised so that the building
might be saved for the W. U. T. U.

Iielfast has

and

unpalatable of late
we do not think it likely to produce sickness, w hich is more likely to result from
resorting to disused wells and those which
If we
may be contaminated by sewage.
may judge from tests applied elsewhere
wells in this city can be free from
and the most dangerous wa-

few

this

danger;

ter

is

that which neither in

color

nor

deadly character. We
that everybody could read an article

taste indicates its
w

ish

in the New York Tribune of Oct. 20th
“The

Country
gle, paragraph.

Well.”

We quote

a

on

sin-

More and more as population increases
does the question of keeping the sources
of watci pure grow in importance and in
difficulty. Some ideas fairly intelligent
people cling to as being true which are
not so.
One of these is the unlimited
Another is
power of soil to disinfect.
that frost and heat destroys germs, and
still another that water in flowing purities itself of any foulness with which
it may have started or taken in on its way.
me dejecta ol a single typlioid patient on
a mountain side in Pennsylvania a few
years ago was thrown out on the ice and
snow, and after weeks of freezing weather
thawed out in spring, intermingled with
water in a stream tlia* fed a town some
distance below in the valley, and the result was one of the most extraordinary
outbreaks of typhoid fever on record,
witii many deaths. “Typhoid bacillus can
survive three months of continuous freezing, and germs withstand, on the contraiy, a temperature of 295 degrees Fahrenheit.”
Repeated cholera epidemics
have been traced to streams in which
European women washed linen, as is their
custom—streams which led directly into
the water mains for potable purposes.
Ten thousand cases have been traced to
this identical cause.

NEWS.

Nervous

STILL

^ND

-ifc

Great
Goes

bravely

Pumpkin Show

Who ever saw such big

on.

Don’t holt your food, it irritates your
stomach. Choose digestible food and chew
it. Indigestion is a dangerous sickness. Proper care prevents it. Shaker Digestive Cordial
cures it. That is the long and short of indigestion. Now, the question is: Have you got
indigestion? Yes, if you have pain or discomfort after eating, headache, dizziness,
nauRea, offensive breath, heartburn, langour
weakness, fever, jaundice, flatulence, loss of

appetite, irritability, constipation,
Yes,
you have indigestion. To cure it, take
Shaker Digestive Cordial. The medicinal
herbs aud plants of which Shaker Digestive
Cordial is composed, help to digest the food
in your stomach; help to strengthen your
etc.

stomach.

When your stomach is strong
care will keep it so. S baker Digestive Cordial is for sale by dru ggists, price 10 cents
to 81 00 per bottle.
The

Narraguagus

Times has nailed its

flag to the the mast and says that the
Shore Line railroad is bound to come.
That is the

right spirit.

Success to the

Times and the Shore Lime.

j

Mrs. Samuel S. Parker went to Portland
a short visit.

yesterday for

the funeral or
more extended
sketch of the life of the deceased, as ali the
members of the family are nearly distracted
He
by the siuldeness of his departure.
leaves an aged wife, two sous and several

rites.

The funeral services of Simeon J. Treat
took place Nov. 4th from his late residence
Main street, Rockport., Rev. N. R. Pearson, Rev C. W. Fisher and Rev. T. E. Brastow officiating.
St. Pauls lodge, F. and A.
M., of which the deceased was a member,
were in charge of the services. Fred A. Norwood Post, G. A. R.,vvas largely represented,
aud there was a large attendance of friends,
l'lie deceased was born in Winterport, Nov.
19, 1832, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Treat.
Mr. Treat aud family have been residents of
Camden and Rockport for about 15 years aud
have been honored and respected by all who
knew them. He was a ship carpenter by
trade, industrious, upright and honest; a
good citizen, a man of tine principles, and
among the foremost in all good works pertaining to the advancement aud benefit of
his home and town. He was an active member and officer of the Methodist church,
where he will be greatly missed. He was a
past-commander of Fred A.Norwood Post.G.
A. R., aud held the office of Quarter Master at the time of his death. Mr. Treat served
in the late war in the 26th Maine Regiment,
Company D. of Winterport. He went out
in General Banks expedition, was later detailed in the Engineer Corps, ami received
an honorable discharge August 17,
1863, at
Bangor, at the expiration of his term of service. He represented the town of Winterport
two years in the legislature.
He served the
town of Rockport as auditor for several
years and was a very interested member of
the school committee. About ten years ago
he was the propietor of the Carleton house
for three years, during which time the house
was conducted on strictly temperance
principles. Mr. Treat had keen in feeble health
for some years, and since the death of his
wife, which occurred March 26, 1897. had
failed rapidly. He is survived by two daughters, Mrs. E. W. Pendleton and Miss Alta
Treat of Rockport, a sister, Mrs. Laura Rich
of Winterport, a half sister, Mrs. Addie
Fairfield, two half brothers, David and
Aaron Littlefield.
Much sympathy is extended the relatives, especially the two
daughters bereft of both mother and father in
less than one year. The remains were taken
on

\VfE

ever saw in

the

by

steamer to

Winterport Thursday morning,

public meeting

in

early in the morning
ami get the BEST ONES.

ALSO SPECIAL PURCHASE OP

1

%

1

Clothier and Tailor,
^

§

$

|

§

portunity

to secure, at

a

which will return them

trilling cost,

a

an

op-

paper

thousand per cent,
on the investment in the useful hints and
teachings to be obtained from its perusal.
To all we say, try Farm and Home a year,
and you will never regret it.
a

^

NOTICE.

I have

repository on Wight street free from
dirt, where 1 will store one-seated carriages for §1 00, and twi seated carriages for
§1.60; twenty five cents extra for collecting the
a

dust and

same.

BELFAST.

SAVE MONEY
inc.

m \

Watches, Clocks.
Silver~«n.u plated Ware
—

National Bank Building,
1
p »

■■

■

■

aai> v>

Belfast,

Nov.

9, 1897.-45tf

WIGHT.

m

H. J. LOCKE & SON.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK
L

KNOWLTON, President.

A

9H

E FRANK R. WIGGIN. Cashier.

Deposits Solicited

IVDIYIDlAl
UKPilSirS:

Feb. 2S, 1SM4.
33H.353.ftM
July 11.1SM5.

.1 Illy

21, 1SM1.
«5M.IS0.2M
Dec 13, l*M5.
31HD.s3s.l7.

Dec. IS91.
March 1, I SMS
STM,430.5M
SS3.U7s.53B
a.
July II. I HOC.
OGC* I / ,
3172.DM3.Ill

of the,

^/O

8183,869.99

These

figures are taken from our swor"{statement*
Currency, Washington, on the at, u-e\,lutes.

IIIErOSlTSfite'YreKWI DKIVVUrAIKVr pas ...
an 1st and July 1st.
Deposits durini; the lirst three davs of
of that month. This department offer* mw-A area ter *
much as every Deposit i■..
ui !.- ...t*!:,
amount of our < apital Stock.

This dank beiiu't!i<‘la: >st •<: iblUh 1 Hank a W.i. I » ('
ments in Pire an l d n ;1 u- i’r
,v
v
o
»,r-n ■
bank in tliis countv.
\VTe have SAFE IIKPOtlf BO\KS at S3. Sa ami
per vnr.
forks, so they in iv be t iken m a \ fr.ru rhe ii.cik if .!■ ‘,jiv 1
>

I. Or

to

iUok

r

the

Comptroller

,n
o,

--

.v

...

ar

....

.V

,,

\

Buns s Ammunition

PRICES LOW ER THAN EVER BEFORE

AGENT FOR WALOO COUNTY FOR

Washburn & Moen
“I he

THAI'

KIND

Wires!

Hay

NEVER

J. W. JONES,

BREAKS.”

60 Main Street,

SUCCESSOR TO J. H. & J. W. JONES

• "•

| Reliable

Goods I

5

These

f

the mottoes at

are

Clothing Store, |
8TRKKT,

£. P, FROST
7+ MAIN

^

I
CAPITAL. STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,

BKLKA8T.

•*. ®

A

» *

Safe

deposit boxes

Our

WEST,

^Veterinary % Surgeon.-#
Graduate and Medalist
Ontario
Office and

Pharmacy

Residence and
Office

Veterinary College.
at Belfast

Livery

(o.

lie.-? idence

Telephone 21.

Aroostook Potatoes.
Iu

car

lots

any part of car supplied at short
potatoes constantly on hand by

or

Seed

SOI.Id I KII

rent at
year.

tor

$8

$>d, <5, fc>,50 and

a

vault i--

and

burglary in the
renting

emintn

i>>\e*

...

ha\.- rlu

ex.-Wi h,»

l>ri\ ilegt
vault

Marcellus J. Dow
Keeps at I5KOOKS YILLAtiK, M AIN b

Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8-3

notice.

s

uueqaal.-d in Eastern Main.and UNEXCELLED in ^■'•nrit
<
.1.
(he
new

Those

DR. W. L.

$33,000
OLI’OSI i

the

Hansfield

H. C. PITCHER,
Block, foot of Main St.,
Belfast.

3m41

.A

E. H. DURGIN, M. D.

KINK STOCK <>1

Dry and Fancy Goods,
™r.!'

Millinery Department.

Ladies’ Hoots and Shoes

Holiday Hoods
Agent for

the

Cloak Firm

hours^until 0

150

has

a. m.

From 12.30 to 3and 7 to 8 p.

m.

SEARSPORT,
Telephone Connection.

MAINE,
13tf

of

HORRI5 BEIFELD & CO., New York.

styles
1

Office

specialty.

a

in abundance.

/>i
Fitting of Glasses and Diseases of T1
SmP
Xrf)F
vi
k/vi/Iv®
the Eye and Ear a Specialty.
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Leave orders at Swift & Paul’s.
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and avail themselves of

4 to to years.

83 Main St.,
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*

HARRY W. CLARK.

? Correct Styles I *
Lowest Prices! j
| I
^

Scott’s Emulsion

*

*

iSuits of unusually good
quality. Mothers, bring vour boys to us and
SAVE MONEY. These suits are those
usually sold at $3.50 to 5*5.00.
No gold watches with thesis
only more fci vour ta ur \ than y<»u eve;
saw before.
Our price is

(
1

1 Consumption I

nouncement

*

CHILDREN'S CLOTHING,

j

S123.HS5.5S

Nov. 5th, for burial, accompanied by Mr.
1). M.; Alice L.Dow, G.; Fred Smith,S.
aud Mrs. E. W. Pendleton and Miss Alta i Hull',
The next regular quarterly session of the
Treat.
Waldo District Lodge will be hekl in tin
Mrs. Cynthia Sewell died at her home in Town Hall, Burnham Village, Friday, Nov
Bueksport Nov. 4th at the remarkable age 2(>, 1897, with Winnecook Lodge, No. 208
of 100 years and 2 months. Mrs Sewell’s
The Subordinate Lodges are hereby notiti-Vi
maiden name was Cynthia Pickett-, and she to choose delegates according to Article 1,
was born in Cherry held Sept, (i, 1707. Her
Sections 3 and 7 Dist. Lodge Constitution
husband’s name was John Sewell. She Several prominent officers have promised to
spent the. latter part of her life with her son be present. Dinner will be furnished by tinHenry, and retained her faculties to a local Lodge. Address of welcome by W. E
wonderful degree. On her 100th birthday a Lancaster, in behalf of Winn ecock Lodge ;
large number of friends and relatives called j response by some member of the Dist. Counto pay their respects and the wish that she I cil.
Public meeting in the evening. Short
expressed that she might live to see 1000, so addresses by G. L. officers and others. Tin
that she would have lived in three centuries, District Sec’y will give full explanations of
seemed in a fair way to be fulfilled. Her the banner contest and degree contest. The
death came after a three weeks’ decline and exercises will c insist one piece from each
the physicians called were unable to locate ! Subordinate Lodge iu the District, anil tin*
any disease—simply a cessation of the vital Subordinate Lodges are requested to select
powers—worn out. The funeral was held some member or members to respond for
from the late residence at 2 p. m. Friday their Lodge, with music, reading, recitation,
and the remains taken to Bangor for interessay, or whatever they may choose. Please
ment Saturday.
send to the District Secretary the name of
the member selected and also what his part
will be, so it can duly appear on the pa uted
Transfers in Real Estate.
program. The A. M. session will be in the
subordinate
degree. All members of the or^
The following transfers in real estate were der are invited.
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
]
for the week ending Nov. 10, 1807: Mary A.
Grover, Morrill, to Josephine D. Donnell,
Searsmont; laud in Belmont. Alonzo J.
Major, Montville, to Sarah J. Perry, do.;
land in Montville. Edmund J. Nealley,
Monroe, to Lizzie H. Webber, do.; land and
■
$
buildings in Monroe. Wm. H. Twombly,
Monroe, to Walter N. York, do.; land in
Will SCOTT'S EMULSION
Monroe. Winfield S. Pendleton, Islesboro, S
cure consumption ?
Yes and y
to Syrena F. Archer, Bangor; land and

|

yesterday afternoon at her late home, and
the burial was in the family cemetery on the
farm. Rev. John F. Tilton officiated.

$075.

Ij^

Material

the evening.

married Miss Lizfactory.
zie, daughter of Lucy E. and the late Horace
S. Perkins, who survives him, with one
daughter, Jessie, aged 1 year. His father,
George Innes, died last spring, and his
# no. Will it cure every case ? v
motuer lives in Searspo.'t.
He leaves three buildings in Islesboro. Hannah J. Norton,
No. What cases wilt it cure y
brothers, John, who ihes with his mother Charleston, Me., to Martha A. Arey, Winterport, land in Wiuterport. Town of Lineoln- •S then ? Those in their earlier f
in Searsport, Alexander and George of BelV
fast. The funeral was held at his late resi- ville to C. A. Mathews et als.; laud in Liu- I vj?
®
stages, especially in young S!
colnville. E. F. Hanson, Belfast, to Vesta A.
dence Tuesday afternoon. Rev. J. F. Tilton
We make no exagofficiated, and the crew of the lasting room Brown; land in Searsport. Edna E. Pitcher v people.
et al., Northport, to James II. Howes et
but we have
in the shoe factory attended in a body.
claims,
gerated
There was also a large attendance of friends al., Belfast; laud and buildings in North- ®
evidence that the
positive
and a great many floral offerings. The in- port. Frances M. Winter, Everett, Mass.,
;
w
to Walter M. Cottrell, Belfast; land and
§ early use of
terment was at Searsport. The floral offerin
Belfast.
P.
Geo.
Paysou et al.,
ings consisting of a pillow by his wife and buildings
brothers; bouquets by his mother, Mrs. Per- Englewood, N. J., to Grace C. Denslow,
kins, Capt. and Mrs. W. F. French; Mrs. Stockton Springs; laud and buildings in
#
Julia and Miss Annie Dyer, Misses Etta Stockton Springs.
S'
and Jennie Snow, Misses Stephenson and
$ of Cod-liver oil with Hypo- |
An Important Annonuncement.
Vesta A. Stearns, Misses Mattie and Agues
phosphites of Lime and Soda
w e aesire to can me personal and immediPendleton, Mrs. Greer; cut flowers by Mrs.
ft in these cases results in a
James Foss and Miss Sadie Wight, and ate attention of each and every one of our
readers to the exceptional terms upon which I positive cure to a large numcrescent by Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Archibald.
we are prepared to offer that representative
j 1 ber. In advanced cases, how- f
Miss Julia Ann Bean died at her home in journal of agriculture, Farm and Home, in
ever, where a cure is impossiEast Belfast Nov. 8th, aged nearly 81 years. connection with this paper. Everywhere
She was born in Belfast Dec. 26, 1817, was throughout the country Farm and Home is
® ble, this well-known remedy |
the second child of the late Joseph and Mary known and recognized as a journal of the I should be relied
upon to proBean, and the last to pass away of a family highest standard. Its sound common sense,
fife surprisingly.
long
of seven. She was for 60 years a consistent practical teaching, terse paragraphs, origimember of the Baptist church, and while nality and pluck, have won for it a place at
50c. and $ 1.00, all druggists.
^
the head of the agricultural press. Its imher health permitted was a regular attendSCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists, New York.
{jy
mense circulation, exceeding 250,000 copies
ant and faithful worker. She has lived most
of her life on the old farm with ^ier brother, each issue, is in itself a telling testimonial
Joseph Howard Bean, and since his death of its practical value and intrinsic worth. Our
with his widow. Besides doing the work subscribers will do well to read the anincident to home life on the farm, she has
earned considerable money with her needle,
and also did a large amount of sewing, etc
for the needy poor. The funeral was held

I I

^rop

Tlie

j

•

From a big manufacturer to clean
them up.
Suits ami Overcoats
worth $12.00 to $15.00, while
this lot lasts the price will be...

flAf)E From
3EST

Cole, Treas.; Mrs.
Evening of meeting,

I

j

TiTTifJg

W.

officers of Brooks Lodge, No. 34, were
installed by L. D. James B. McTaggart lasT
Saturday evening, and are as follows:
Charles E. Lane, P. C. T.: Walter A. Penney,
C. T.; Mrs. Emma Huxford, V. T.; Mrs. A.
E. Dow, Chap.; Ned Edwards, Treas.; Mrs
Affie Godding, F. S.; Yesta Rose, Secy.;
Isa Luce, A. S ; Robie Smith, M.; Flora E.

•

The

Monday, Nov. loth.

An extra session of the District Lodge will
meet with Rescue Lodge, No. 203, of Morrill,
Saturday, Nov. 20th, at 10 A. M. The District Council is also requested to meet for
business at the same hour. Picnic dinner;
tea and coffee
furnished by local lodge.
Meeting of I). L., in Dist. degree, at 2 P. M.;

•

And Overcoats

Sebasticook Lodge, No. 101, has installed
officers for the new quarter as follows: Geo.
A. Shermau, Deputy; Mae Allen, Y. T.;

Tbe Temperance Record is the Good Templars’ paper of our State, and it is hardly
possible for members to keep posted in the
Order and temperance matters in Maine
without it. It is edited by the Grand Secretary and published monthly. Try it.

•

Men’s Fine Suits

Te*nplars.

Bickford, Sec.;
G. Sherman, S. J. T.
Thursday.

line.

our

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

Belfast Lodge, No. 30, will hold a memorial
service in memory of Bro. Neal Dow, at the

Geo.

top in

reason wre are on

...by

room

13.

giving the people the best trades they
Clothing and furnishings, that is

are

W

hamlet.

Lodge

before?

_

The bereaved ones have
grandchildren.
the deepest sympathy of all in this little

Ciood

pumpkins

We shall award the FIVE DOLLARS SATURDAY, NOV.
Trot in your big ones and get the five dollars.

Sarsaparilla

horn.”

son.

most interest-

NGRTI1P0RT

Hood’s

whistle for the money that has gone up in
smoke.

■•a

Obituary.

Mrs. F. C. Wood returned borne Nov. 6th
Capt. Robert H. Coombs died very sudfrom a visit of three weeks in Boston.
denly of heart disease, Sunday evening, Nov. I
People often wonder why their nerves are
7th, while walking near his residence on
Russell Mahoney has returned from Bos.
so weak; why they get tired so easily;
Northport avenue. Capt. Coombs was born
ton after a very pleasant visit of several
in Islesboro July 3, 1828, and was a son of
why they start at every slight but days.
sudden sound; why they do not sleep
the late Robert and Jane (Gilkey) Coombs,
Mr. George Orcutt and son of South Thomstorm to
The
prevent their attendance.
naturally; why they have frequent aston are
formerly of Islesboro, but who subsequentvisiting his mother, brother and
is
a
a
man
of
an
and
author,
scholar,
speaker
headaches, indigestion
ly bought a farm in Belfast, on which they
this
week.
sister,
ready wit, and with a most expressive coun- lived the latter part of their lives. Capt.
Palpitation of the Heart.
The ladies of the Cove W. C. T. U. will
When a life student of Shakes- Coombs followed the sea from childhood,
tenance.
The explanation is simple. It is found in
their animal supper and entertainment
peare has the privilege of making repeated beginning as cook on a coasting vessel when
that impure blood which is contin- give
at Elwell hall Friday evening, Nov. 12th.
of
the
land
and
to
the
great
poet,
journeys
a
me
mere lau ana Decomiug master oi
ually feeding the nerves upon refuse
has his eyes open to the present conditions schooner Jane at the
There seems to be a tremendous vacuum
He
instead of the elements of strength and
age oi 16 years.
as well as to those of tradition, you may exvigor. In such condition opiate and at the corner grocery since the genial and
rose rapidly iu his chosen profession and
nerve
deaden
and
compounds simply
Billie Patterson
pect something of interest when he stands was master, successively, of the schooners
do not cure. Hood’s Sarsaparilla feeds accommodating Captaiu
before an audience. Such a person is Mr.
took his departure for Boston last Saturday.
the nerves pure, rich, red blood; gives
Dime, Evie, Royal Welcome, Tippecanoe,
He tells how little we really
Hubbard.
natural sleep, perfect digestion^ self
Pensacola, Fred Dyer and Lydia Brooks,
The relatives and friends of Mrs. N. B.
control, vigorous health, and is tin
know of the greatest of English writers, and a the
brig Russian, the barks P. R. Hazeltine
Smith were very much grieved to hear that
true remedy for all nervous troubles.
the same time draws vivid pictures of the and Diana, and the ships Live Oak and Cora,
she accidentally fell while on the street in
surroundings of the life of the boy in Strat- the latter built for him and named after his
Rockland one day last week aud fractured
ford, of his father’s family, of Ann Hatha- daughter. During the war of the Rebellion
her thigh. It is feared that owing to her
of
Thomas
Kenilworth
and
Sir
Lucy,
way
he sailed the Diana under the flag of Hanadvanced age she may not recover.
and Warwick castles; and although Shakes- over.
During his sea-faring career he visitAlthough work on the reservoir of the
peare shows us many castles, they are all
ed nearly every habitable portion of the
Northport Mountain Spring Water Co. has
different views of those two—the only ones globe, and had some interesting experiences
been delayed somewhat the past week by
he knew. We know from his work that and adventures. In 1880 he retired from
rain,the embankment is nearly finished and
Is the One True Blood Purifier. Si; six for $5.
he saw life in them from the outside, the sea to his comfortable residence on a
considerable pipe has been laid. The work
Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.
and the dazzling pictures of his imagportion of the old farm formerly owned by
of paving will begin next week, weather
ination serve us better than facts. He told his
cure Liver Els; easy to
j.
r'fc'n
parents, and engaged in the furniture
flood S HillS take, easy to operate. 25c. permitting.
of the poet’s running away to London, and of
business. His son, Charles R. Coombs, wras
Emery Brown, employed by John Bird &
his life as an actor and author there, and associated with him in business and is the
I. A. Marriuer died Nov. 8th, of pneumo- & Co. of Rockland, is at home for a week,
then of his return to Stratford. He describ- active member of the firm of R. H.
Coombs
nia, at his home in Searsmont. He was born aud by way of rest and recreation he is
ed a visit, to the haunts of the poet in Lon- & Son. A
great lover of horses, and fully in Searsmont
Sept. 16,1829, and at the age of diggiug clams, cutting brush, aud otherwise
don, particularly that of the Globe Theatre, believing in the intelligence of the horse, he
18 went to St. George, where he learned the
getting his house in order for the reception
and pictured it from an American's imagin- devoted much attention to the
training and house carpenter’s trade. In April, 1853, lie of the cold blasts of
winter,that the “wimeu”
ation, and in reality—as only an immense education of his colts and horses, and his
married Miss Abbie Brewster of Belmont, folks
may feel comfortable and cosey as the
brewery now occupies the site. Shakes- success justified his belief. He joined the
and worked that summer on the court bouse days
begin to leugthen ami the cold begins
peare tells us of Stratford in his time, and
Masonic fraternity before the war, iu a
in Belfast. He then bought the farm in to
Mr. Hubbard describes it interestingly as it
strengthen.
lodge working under the Grand Orient of Searsmont where he had
always lived. For
exists to-day. It is a village after our own Paris. Endorsements on his
Tuesday morning this community was
diploma show twelve years he served the town on the
Niagara Falls, with its shops and guides and that he has visited lodges in all quarters of
greatly startled by the announcement of the
board of selectmen. He joined King David
souvenirs galore. The two most interesting the
death of Mr. Abram Brown, a highly reglobe—iu Buenos Ayres; Wellington,
cf Masons at Lincolnville in 1864, aud
descriptions were of the lecturer’s visits to N. Z ; Cardiff, Wales; Cornwall, Eng.; Lodge
citizen of about 80 years of age. Mr.
spected
when Quantabacook Lodge was organized in
the birth and burial places of the poet. The
Brown arose that morning feeling as well as
Bombay and Calcutta, India; Hong Kong, Searsmont he got a demit and
them.
joined
lecture as a whole was a mingling of wit and
usual with the exception of a pain in his
China, and other places. His membership He was a member of
Mystic Grange of Belelegance of diction that is very pleasant to for several years
past has been in Phceuix mont. He leaves a wife aud three children stomach, and laid down thinking perhaps it
remember.
would soon pass away. His wife soon after
Lodge of this city. He was a member of —Leroy E. aud Leslie S. of
Searsmont, aud went to see how
Seaside Grange of Belfast and was a trustee
he was getting along, and
Mrs. Mark A. Wadliu of Northport; two
Meeting of Waldo County Veterans. and President of the Waldo County Agri- brothers—Philip of Lincolnville and Abel B. noticing a great change in his looks called
lier son Hudson and said she Thought his
cultural Society. In 1850 he married Harriet
of Vassalboro, Me; two sisters—Mrs. Caro
The Waldo County Veteran Association Esther
father was dying. When the son reached bis
Pendleton, daughter of Jared Pen- Pottle aud Mrs. Alfaretta
Ingraham of Bel- side the
met in Morrill Thursday, Nov. 4th.
The dleton of Belfast. She died June
spirit had tied and the good old gen7, 1894, fast. The funeral will take place
to-day, tleman had closed a
weather was tine, and the veterans and their
long and useful life.
leaving one daughter, Mrs. Cora J. Leith of
Thursday, at 10 a. m., Rev. W. C. Baker offiwives to the number of 200 or more were
We are unable at this time to give full parBedford, England, and two sous, Walter H.
and
the
will
be
burial
under
Masonic
ciating,
present to enjoy the meeting, which was one
ticulars as to
a

Journal Pub. Co.
WRY,

Shakespeare.”

Elbert Hubbard delivered

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES A. MLS

of

ing and instructive lecture, entitled “In the
Footsteps of Shakespeare,” at the Universalist church last Saturday evening. The
audience was small and people of literary
taste lost a treat when they allowed the
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been

to select from.
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about 25 11. I*., with
all connections

but little
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NEWS OF

BELFAST.

The President has designated
Nov. 25th, as a day of National

At a meeting of the directors of the BelThe Churches.
Thursday,
Papers and Periodicals.
Thanksgiv- fast Band Tuesday evening Mr. F. J. Rigby
McMahan, her daughter Flora ing.
The Rudder, the well known yachting
was elected director for the ensuing year.
Meetings will be held in People’s Mission,
ml.laughter Bessie, returned Nov.
W. J. Havner, treasurer of the Belfast
every evening this week, except Monday and magazine, recently offered $5 for the best
The
W.
T.
will
with
C.
Alliance
meet
Mrs.
a
in
a
isit
Laconia, N. H.
Opera House, gave a graphophone entertain- E. P. Alexander, Friday aiteruoon, Nov. Friday, at 7 o’clock, also on Sunday at 2 30 list of ten names suitable for a yacht and
ns have been granted as follows:
and 7 p. in. All are welcome.
never before used for that purpose. It seemment at the Opera House last
Friday evening Pith, at 2 o’clock. Subject, Importance of
George H. M. Barrett, Rockport; and it was a
The subject of the regular meeting of the ed quite an undertaking to prepare such a
great success. This, Thursday, Good Health.
Otis Cummings, Northport.
list, but many did so and the awards are anevening he will give another entertainment
See announcement of Belfast Band Enter- Baptist Y. P. S. C. E. next Sunday evening
with this wonderful instrument. Admission
P.
A. Sanborn’s recent water
nounced in the November number of the
of
will
The
Blessedness
be,
Serving
God,
tainment in the Opera House Thursday
WILL CONTINUE HIS GREAT __
10 cents.
nc of the schooner Maria Webster
Rudder. First, second and third prizes are
Alton Braley.
evening, Nov 18th. It was received too late Dent. 28: 1-20, 45-47; leader,
now offered for a motto for a
s
dock. It was sold to go out of
John J. Flood of Brockton, Mass., has for further notice this week.
yacht club; not
The following music will be rendered at
more than eight words and in no
brought suit against C. H. Fiske, proprietor
language
The ladies of the Unitarian parish will the Baptist church next Sunday: Morning— but
of the Fiske House, Old
English. The motto, name and address
d Farmers Almanac for 1808 has
for
Praise
the
Orchard,
assault. have their annual sale of
Lord, Sudds; selection,
articles and Anthem,
fancy
to be on the piece of paper sent in. The
cd from the publishers, William
Hamages are set at $5,000. The writ is reLead Us, Danks. Evening—Selec- only
supper in Memorial Hall Wednesday, De- Gently
contest will close at 5 p. in, Nov. 20, 1897.
Boston. This is the 106th year turnable at the January term of
Supreme cember first. Further notice will be given tion, chorus; solo, Ora Pro Nobis, Piccolo- Address
WEEK LONGER.
Motto Contest, The Rudder, 55 Dey
olicatiou.
Court m Biddeford. The
attorney for the later.
miui, Mrs. Howes.
street, New York.
unclaimed letters remaining in the
plaintiff is Frauk H. Colley of Portland.
Rev. G. G. Winslow preached an interestA
Those
^preliminary meeting for forming a new
Kid Gloves, 12=Button
"d office for the week ending Nov.
Armour Bearer Circle of Kiug’s
Daugh- Chautauqua Circle was held with Mrs. Mary ing sermon Sunday forenoon, Nov. 7th, belies- Mrs. Laura Lainpher,
Miss ters and Sous met with Mrs. W. J. Price
f\f\
at
fore
A.
E.
Sons
of
Clark
Veterans.
Camp,
Whitmore Monday evening. A meeting for
1 • vrvr*
Naugbtou. Gentlemen—Rev. Geo. Nov. M. The regular business was transon Main street
organization will be held at the same place The camp met at their room
surprise our patrons.
acted.after which the following officers were I
e\vs, Mr. E. A. Mason.
next Monday evening, to which all interest- aud marched to the church in uniform.
elected
for
the
the boat builder, is now' building
ensuing quarter: President, ed are invited.
Special music for the occasion was render- When You Cannot Shake off'a
Troubleed by the regular church choir.
They are of one man power, Fannie Kart, Vice President, Annie Shut*; | The
some Acquaintance.
Belfast
chorus
of
the
Maine
Music
WE SHALL OPEN THIS
Sec., Carrie Price; Treas., Mertie Pendlewheel is in the forward end of the
The services at the North church next
j Festival will give an entertainment in Odd
Ever lie awake at nightand hear the clock strike
1'hey are commonly known as wlieel- ton.
will
be as follows: Sermon at 10 45;
Sunday
Fellows’ Hall soon. The date has not yet
for hour after hour, wondering if morning will
A new plan for saving considerable disBales Manufacturers’
j
of
Sunday school at 12 m.; Y. P. S. C. E. meet- ever come? This experience eomes.to many a Bel*
agreeable labor has been adopted by the i been decided on. There will be a rehearsal
-e pheasants have been seen in the
at 6 15 Topic, The Joy of Service. Deut. fast man if he knows the affliction of
ing
at the Baptist vestry Friday evening, which
itching
section men on the Belfast branch.
At in28: 1-20, 45 47; evening address at 7.15. Sub- piles. No complaint causes more annoyance to
north and west of Belfast. The
|
tervals all aloug the line two posts are set i all members are expected to attend.
uliberated on the shore road beject of the prayer meeting this, Thursday, humanity, and it has been truly “dubbed” a proThe Ladies’ Circle connected with Aurora
about 1"> feet apart. Spikes are driven into j
Ifast and Searsport and are gradevening, A Model Prayer! Teacher’s meeting fanity breeder. For many years doctors and those
the posts and spare rails laid on them. When Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, will hold a sale of
who are always searching for mankind’s relief,
at the close of the prayer meeting.
j
-ading out over the county.
rails are wanted in the winter it will not fancy and useful articles, at Odd Fellows’
have tried in vain to find a remedy that will prove
at the Universalist church next
Marshal Norton lately received a be
Services
Hall,
never failing in this complaint.
At last success
Tuesday afternoon, Nov. 22ud, to be
necessary to dig them from the ice.
will
be
as follows: Morning worship
Mrs. Frank Bowles of Coscob.
Sunday
has rewarded the efforts of one searcher and a
Two boys who had run away from the folk)wed by a public supper aud social dance.
with
sermon
at
10
followed
for
information
45,
about
has
in
.<king
by Sunday compound
Belfast that by its
Miss
appeared
Good Will Farm in East Fairfield were The public are cordially invited both afterschool. Young people’s meeting at six in deeds stamps merit on the face. The proof of it
•meuts, who came from somewhere
noon aud evening.
Supper at (> o’clock.
found iD this city last week
Superintendin
the
lies
of
Belfast
the evening, led by Miss Mamie Carter.
experience
people. Here is
inity and was in Boston in 1870.
L. L Gentuer has bought B. F. Brown’s
ent Hinckley stated that he had no claim on
an example published for the public good; it
and boarding stable business and is Topic, “Lessons from the Death of St.
s’ Aid Society, an
comes from an old resident, Mr. WalterCoombs of
auxiliary to the boys and they were returned to their livery
the property to the Phceuix House Stephen.” At the morning service the fol- 78 Main
; Veterans, will be established in
relatives. One, named Atherton, is with bis moving
street, who says: “1 have been troubled
stable. He has also leased the buildiug lowing music will be rendered: “Dens Mis- for seven or
tl ’s, Thursday, evening. There are brother in this
eight years with itching piles. I guess
city, and the other, named
and
1
erateur,”
Bend
Moliueaux,
to
“Father,
1 have used a hundred salves and ointmeuts during
applicants and they will meet for Burleigh, was sent to his mother in Auburn. formerly occupied by Mr. Brown and ex- Thee,” Rossini.
that time, but I received little or no benefit from
perts to start a carriage manufacturing
>u
in Sons of Veterans’ hall on
B. H. Conant and Carrol W. Thompson
The quarterly conference of the Methodist them. A friend gave me a box of Doan’s Ointbusiness.
t at
'clock. The Department returned home Nov.
9th from a week’s huutment. He got it at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug store.
and Treasurer will be present,
Superintendent Brick liastcalled a meeting Episcopal Church will be held Saturday I used the box and it cured me. Other
ing near Ebeemee Lake. They brought home
preparaNov. 13th. Next Sunday, Nov. 14th,
evening,
of
the
teachers
of the Belfast schools to he
i-■ ksport Musical Association was
two Imrks, one 5-years old and one yearling.
tions gave me some relief, but it took Doan’s Ointa love feast will he held at9.30o’clock a.
in.; ment to cure me. 1 have heard of
rgauizcd, w ith the following ofti- They were at Littlefield <V Twombly’s camp held Friday alternoou at 3 o’clock. The
quite a number
quarterly meeting at 10 45, with sermon by of people here in tow nwho were benefited and
’••s
L. If. Stover; Vice Pres., Mrs.
and during the week the party at the camp, topics for discussion will be as follows. 1st,
the presiding elder, followed by the Lord’s cured
valuable
by using it. It certainly is
lows; Sec., Alice B. Gardner: numbering 7 men, shot s deer. The two the charity question in the schools: 2d,prosupper. The topic of the Epworth League remedy. You may refer others to me.”
rfiice
E Parker: Directors, Dr.
brought here w ere cut up and retailed one at fessional reading for teachers—how much
at (i o’clock will be “The Church of
Doan’s Ointment is for sale by all dealers or sent
•nerson
Mrs. A. F. Page, J. L. Conant & Co.'s .store, and one at B. O. Nor- and when*.’ 3d, the discipline of the child in meeting
St. Paul: Its l uity in Diversity,” Eph. 4: by mail on receipt of price by Foster-Mil burn Co.,
the school; 4th, how we can best interest
A
"ustilutum and by-laws have
ton’s market.
Buffalo, X. Y., sole agents for the United States.
and secure the co-operation of the parents. 11 13, Miss Annie E. Going, leader. Other
•■d and the membership fee fixed
Price 50 cents per box
One feature of the fair to be held soon by
In addition to these the tea *hers of the rural services for the day and week will he as
iar.
the Uuiversalist is to be an art exhibit and
schools will < r.sider the study of geography. usual. The music Sunday forenoon will inan
Repairs
Arthur W. Bur- s:de consisting of iifty pictures all mounted.
clude an anthem, selected, and a solo
by
Immediately after the Thanksgiving vacaThese
are
a
new
reproductions by
M,aght. the building on Main street
process of
tion Mr. Brick will begin a series of eight- Emery White, “Consider the Lilies.
originate by Gibson, W. L. Taylor, Frost,
pu d b\ Patrick Brogan as a
The annual meeting of the Christian Enlectures on geography, adapted to the vari|
slung shop, and has moved it to Thulstrup, Pyle, Alice Barber Stephens and ous
deavor Society of the North Church was
-m- tm r», nufSB————
grades in the schools.
others of note.
All iifty pictures are proDurham street, where it wiil be
held Sunday evening, November 7th. Nearj
New Advkktjsements.
Now is the time
T t ladies making knit slipa stable.
The Ivaler residence tected by copyright and arc not sold by
ly every member of both Senior and Junior
dealers generally, hence persons securing to buy hardware at Bailey's, Mam street,
nt has been very
Our assortment is now complete, and we are showpers it will he interesting to
thoroughly re- j
societies answered to the roll-rail. The reBelfast..
He
is
in
his
offering
everytiimg
fall..
know that we have just, reF. M
Lancaster has j them may be sure there will he no duplicates
of the various committees showed that
a
line at VERY LOW PRICES.
#
ports
*
stock
at
the
lowest
large
pi ices, .'eluding
otherwise improved his store ; in the city.
p, ir d 25 dozen first quality
active and efficient work has been done in
fur and plush robes, baiters and whips, and
:vet.... Martin Thomas'house in
Fish Facts.
F. II. Francis has recently
Wool soles with the
all linrs during the year, some gain in
other things too numerous to mention.
lie
uas been clapboarded and pamtbeen in consultation with Fish Fommissiou- has a
good line of pc-ok t knives and scissors, membership made, and goodly sums raised
er Carieton in regard to
reducing the num- ami ,tii sizes of iron and steel lor black- for missionary and other objects of the socieshoeing sleds. Some big ty. The following officers and committees
Thayer and child of Belfast, who ber of smelts in Swan Lake. Petitions are 1 smiths’ use and
had in sets of light- and heacy
trades may
guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. W.
in circulation in
Belfast, Searsport and wheels.Geo W. Burkett Odd Fellows’ were elected by the society and installed by
returned to their home. Mrs.
Swauviile asking the Commissioners to take Block, is to continue his kid glove sale one the pastor: President, Mrs. H. M.
which are sold everywhere for
Prentiss;
worth 122 cents, shall close at only lOc, per yard.
eight her little daughter, aged
week longer—moiisquetaires, twel ve-button vice president, Charles M.
some action in the matter, and there will
to Camden for treatment. Some
25c., our price for this lot,
Craig; recording
SI.
He
has
also
a
host
of
other
length,
only
the child had the grip, which setprobably be a bearing soon... The Deer Isle bargains to offer,in all-wool carpel, remnants, secretary and treasurer, Miss Cordelia Hills ;
eyes. ausiug temporary blindness,
Gazette reports that Horace Stanley of
gentlemen’s underwear, white and colored corresponding secretary, Miss Edith Stodwere n such a condition that she
1
Atlantic took eo bushels of tinker mackerel blankets, feather boas, fur collarettes, ladies’ dard; lookout committee, June Hills, Mrs.
allow one to look at them, the
.„ud capes, and one case of splendid
s
S" great, and she could se. nothin his weir one night last week..
Chas. M. Craig, Ada Warren, Kate RobinF. H. jackets
outings, worth 12 1-2 cents, at 10 rents per
she ha- recovered her sight and
Francis has a large supply of shiners in his yard. To make room for holiday
goods D. P. son, Josie Knight; prayer meeting commit»rson is to be congratulated
on his
Palmer, Masonic Temple, is offering the lat- tee, Mabel Mathews, Evelyn Havner, Maude
.1
aquarium for winter bait.
treatment. The child now that
j
est fall styles in stiff hats at a reduc ed price.
-ce is
all ready to peep into everySteward, Avis Morisou, Clara Steward; soThe action of the city government at its The hats will be sold at- the prices
quoted in
d no doubt thinks she will make
up
the advt. fork days, aud no longer....!. V. cial committee, H. M. Prentiss, Edith Stodlast regular meeting in regard to cemetery
time.
[Camden Herald.
Miller, 119 Pheuix Row, is to dost out- his dard, Gussie Brown, Edith Dunton, Warren
25 dozen of the regular
trust funds is simply au application of corE. R. Conner bought two ear loads
stock of groceries at auction without rewool soles at only
rect business methods.
These funds are serve. Sale to begin Nov. 13th, A. G. Cas- Knowlton; missionary committee, Mrs. Geo.
last
week and is getting them
ghs
S Mills, Maude Russell, Grace Hammons,
placed at interest and the interest has been well, auctioneer... .Joseph F. Wight- has a
tor
the winter sales_The street
allowed to accumulate while the city has repository on Wight street, free from dust, Louise Ferguson, Ralph B. Stiokney; music
the corner of Searsport and Swanwhere he will store carriages on reasonable
paid for caring for the lots. Now a separate terms. Orders may be left with Swift committee, Helen Dunton, Cora Lord,
#
*
1
rimes has been placed in
v
position..
Sarah Jones, Osborne Lord, Bert Davis. Mr.
account will he kept with each trust fund, & Paul, Masonic Temple-The advt. of
■’■t E. Bradman has
dug a well 30 feet
Business
the
introduces
an
College
in
bis
Bangor
installation
Mills,
the interest drawn regularly and credit- I
remarks, gave to
t his house on Searsport avenue.
It
institution of exceptional merit.
It gives each committee a
and the amounts expended ou the lot its
Scripture motto for the
feet into the ledge. Three men ed,
pupils a thorough business tra iling;
This is comparatively a small and t.lie ease with w inch its graduates take year, as follows: lookout, John 1: 40-42;
|- -i Toilet
-loved 10 days in the digging....There charged.
volumes for the thorough- prayer meeting, Jas. 5: 16; social, Prov. 17:
is an illustration of the business
positions
speaks
but
matter,
f 4 prisoners in Belfast
jail Nov. 0th,
ness of its work.... Wool soles are in season
22; missionary, Luke 4: 18 19; music, Ps. 13:
methods which characterize our present
f whom were tramps_Welch cS;
and B. C. Dinsmore lias them at 10 and 14
6.
Music, including a solo by John Parker,
city government.
cents, the latter such as are sold elsew here
n completing the painting of the
1
Hani=
was interspersed in the business
at 25 cents.
meeting,
poles are to stencil on them, “N.
“Apron Strings.”
The question has
and the meeting closed with prayer by the
cure
phone & Telegraph Co. Post no often been asked during the past two weeks:
Refunding the City Debt.
pastor, a hymn and the C. E. benediction.
A large buck deer wras received at
“What sort of an entertainment is Your
Sets
At the meeting of the Y, P. C. U. in the
A
35 Main Street,
special meeting uf the City Council was
-•••rton's market Nov. 8th.
It was Mother’s Apron Strings, which is to be
TO MAKE ROOM FOR A BEAUTIFUL
as
trimmed
in china cases instead <<f satin
held Tuesday evening. Nov. 9th, for the pur- Universalist church last Sunday evening,
Rowes Mayo near Ebeemee Lake.
given in the Methodist Church next TuesLINE OF HOLIDAY GOODS I WILL
in
every
heretofore; neater and more dainty
BELFAST, MAINE.
of taking further action in regard to Elbert Hubbard gave a brief talk ou the life
n N"Tes
Tlie report last week of 1 day evening, Nov. Kith.” In answer we pose
way.
The “vote of the Refunding and philanthropic work of Elizabeth Frye.
SELL
refunding.
FOR NINE DAYS, BEGINNING
irawal from the Boston and Mawill say that it is a combination of songs
Loan,” as passed at the special meeting Oct. He considered her the greatest reformer of
t rrute of steamer New Brunswick
.and lecture, written by Chaplain John H.
Mth was reconsidered, the second paragraph any age, because she studied the conditions
Lubin’s Latest Odors!
'I founded. The steamer was reLozier of the 37th Indiana Infantry. The
thereof amended, and the vote passed as of evil as she found them and worked a j
use.
The President of the Bos- entertainment is thus reported by the Haver“Flowers of France” and “Cyclamen,’’ by
amended. The paragraph as amended stands reform, leaving the world better than she
Harbor and Machias S. S. Co. lias
j
hill, Mass,, Bulletin:
ounce.
found it. She began her wonderful work as j
as follows, the Italics being the portions adthat, the route will be resumed
Chaplain Lozier entertained au audience ded to the
Elizabeth
at
her
father’s
vote:
!
home
in
Gurney
original
in the First Methodist church last night.
k by a new. fast and elegant steamThe entertainment was unique in many reVoted, That a sinking fund for the pay- Norwich, Eng. At the age of 20 she married
New Toilet Waters !
ier trie lights.. -The steamer Vinal..AND..
in
all
ment
and
and
being
spects,
redemption of the said outstanding Joseph Frye and went with him to London,
original poetry
* undergoing repairs uu
The best for use in atomizers: Lilly *>f the
the South songs, and delivered without book or note, bonds ichich become due Aug. 15, 1898 and <>f
where she made herself famous by her reMil way at Rocklaudiaud the Castine
according to the. most perfect rules of elocu- the said bo/id.s hereby authorized to be issued
Valley, Crab-apple Blossom. Arbutus,
form work at Newgate prison. She was a
he and the same is hereby established in acand with a voice the like of which very
“'iiibs, lias taken her place on the tion,
.
ALL TEX CENTS PER OZ.
few speakers possess. The chaplain put the cordance with the provisions of chapter 208
Friend and always woro their costume. Her
d and Vinalhaven route. .Thestmr.
audience in good humor by a genial pro- of the Acts of the Legislature of Maine for
work
never
interfered with that of
nes. while making the run from
logue, and kept them so by original ideas the year 1897; that all moneys raised by tax- public
her home. She was the mother of seven
ami witty terms of thought and speech, ation for the payment of the said bonds and
rbor to Mil bridge Saturday after.
Roger & Gallet’s new Soaps
while pathos and lofty sentiment, well all securities purchased with such money or children who lived to grow up. She held to
tli about 75 passengers and a large
added
and
otherwise
in
said
be
to
the
strength
placed
phrased,
sinking-fund
beauty
and
Perfumes.
in her successful work, a j
a
few
principles
met with an accident that
held by the Treasurer for the time being of
delayed poem.
the city, and be kept separate from all love for those in the classes below her, for
ral hours.
When about four miles
At the French Ball.
Tt is not worth
other money and property of the city, and the unfortunate, and that all are sinners in The Best Farm and Family Paper in
Sr hoodie, a boating log caught in while to
A Beautiful Line of lm=; THESE ARE ALL THE LATEST
the United states, Both One Year
say much about it, for everybody that all securities belonging to the said* sink- God’s
sight; that with him there are no rich
de wheel on the port side and broke
was there—at the French Ball, at the Belfast
ing-fund be stamped when acquired: “The or
FALL STYLES, AND WILL BE
or low, and all have immortal
poor,
high
of
of
the
of
the
°f one of the buckets of the paddle
sinking-fund
city
ported Atomizers. Ja°"
Opera House last Monday evening. To say property
FOR
ONLY
$2.00.
made frequent continental
transferable only by assign- souls.
She
Belfast,
Maine,
SOLD AT THESE PRICES FOR
The steamer was anchored in twen- that Miss Fanny Rice and her company met
old atomizers repaired at slight cost.
ment signed by the Mayor and Treasurer of
aud inspected prisons and asyBelieving that every one of our readers should
iathoms of water and carpenters set the expectations created by the advance the city and authorized by vote of the city journeys
9 DAYS AND NO LONGER.
lums and suggested reforms which are to have at least one good agricultural and family
rk repairing the damaged wheel.
council,” and (he said sinking-fund shall be
A
notices is saying a great deal; but that is
each
we have perfected arrangements whereby
journal,
arriving
day.
goods
5^“New
pledged and stand as security for the prompt this day carried out in prison life. She died
ket was substituted and tlie steam- the truth.
In vocal as well as dramatic
we can send that practical and instructive journal,
payment of the said bonds according to the beloved and respected, as only a woman can
(kJT”Step in and look at them.
eeded to Milbridge, arriving there ability the company ranks high; while Miss terms thereof.
Farm and Home, in connection with our owu
be who gives of herself to make the unfortu>urs late.
There was a dense fog, Rice is a host in herself. She is pleasing in
publication, The Republican Journal, both a
He held the closest attention
nate happier.
Secret Societies.
full year lor only $2.00.
sea was calm and little fear
prevail- face and figure, a captivating actress, and
of his audience and merited the liberal
Lack of space forbids a description of the contlie
ing
passengers.
has a most infectious laugh.
When she
tents of Farm and Home, which are unequalled
On July 1, 1897, the Pythian membership praise lie was accorded.
the audience laughed with her.
laughed
uly Relics.
John H. Burke of this
for variety and excellence. Prominent among its
Masonic Temple,
in Maine was 11,783. During the six months
There was at least oue novelty iu the farce
rs a number of
many departments may be mentioned the Farm
family relics, interestending June 30, 1897, the Pythian lodges in
of Respect.
Resolutions
B
ilfast.
it
a
moral
as
and Garden, Market Reports, Fruit 4 uliure, Plans
pointed
d only to members of the
family, but comedy presented
Maine made a net gain in membership of 31G.
BELFAST, MAIXK.
well as adorned a tale. In that respect it
n account of their historical assoeiaEzra M. Billings W. R. C? of Monroe has and Inventions, The Apiary, Talks with a Lawyer,
Aurora
Rebekali
No
will
bold
Around the Globe, Live Stock and hairy. The PoulLodge,
10,
from
of the kind we have
differed
any
play
r age.
the
resolutions:
adopted
following
Perhaps the most valuable of
try lard, tyueMlon Box, The Veterinary, Plants j
TV'
The Opera House was crowded, a special meeting, this, Thursday, evening,
everseeu.
a letter written by Rev. Thomson S.
Whereas, it lias pleased our Commander and Flowers, Fashions and Fancy Work,* House*
Nov. 10th at 7 o’clock, sharp. Officers and above to call from our number to come
has
and
Miss
Rice
established
herself
as
a
HAVE THE
to Miss Margaret Opdyke, and dated
up hold
WE
etc.
Features,
members are requested to be present, as imhigher our esteemed sister, Mary E. Gilfavorite with a Belfast audience.
Tiera Mission, N V., Nov. 11, 1821. The
Farm and Home is published semi-monthly,
more, therefore
portant business is to be transacted.
•‘ut *of the
letter was a great aunt
Shipping Items. Sch. City of Augusta arResolved, Though we have indeed sustain- thus giving you 24 numbers u year, the whole
The Uniform Rank Knights of Pythias, ed a great loss in losing so faithful a sister, making a volume of over 501) pages, teeming
Burke. The letter is written on the rived Sunday from Philadelphia with soft
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
we should also remember the kind Father
with all the atest and most reliable information
1th pages of a sheet of letter paper, coal for the Maine Central It. R.
She the largest civic military body in the State, in
heaven has been very good in giving us | that experience and science can supply. No better
has
been
this
making good progress
year. such a friend and sister.
st page <»f which contains a copy of anchored in the lower bay aud was towed to
Let us thank God
proof of its popularity an be offered than its
At the present time there are 2d companies for the
sir of tin* hymn Montague, written the railroad wharf Monday by the. tug Ralph
DOLLARS
hope we have beyond this veil of enormous
circulation, which extends into every
and
we
look
forward
to a blessed
in
as
located
follows:
Bel"
tears,
may
.Maine,
Lewiston,
'll of the chief of the Seneca Indians,
Ross.. S< h. Sea Bird arrived Nov. 5th from
State and territory in the Union, each number
reunion with our departed sister in the beauBOOTS*.
IN 1 HE Cl IA
oisic is written in what is now known Hyannis for Bangor, light. Capt. Rolerson fast, Auburn, Augusta, Bath, Calais, Ban- tiful home of the, blest.
being read L>v no less than a million readers.
Hadn't yo,i t..-tt,T set ii Fefmv vou I
Kenuebunk*
Resolved, That we yield in obedience to
uy.
key of F. This is marked “Flat key on is sick and remained at home and the Sea gor, Portland, Waterville,
SHOES,
It
costs
A 700 PAGE BOOK FHEE.
it
nothin; to ex unint
The paper is ruled for the music with Bird sailed Minday for Bangor to load lum- Eastpmt, Norway, Skowhegan, Old town’ our Heavenly Father, who doeth all things
Bar Harbor, Gardiner’ well, and we desire to humbly bow in subHoulton,
Rockland,
and
10
additional
for
cents
sending
Immediately
ami
OXFOHDS
ber_A Portland ship broker says: “Coal
and the penmanship is that of an artVance boro, Bridgton, Farmington, Ells- mission and pray for grace to say, thy will
E.
P.
FROST’S,74
mailing expenses, making $2.10 in alt, we will
and tramp steamers are killing the
worth and Saco, with a membership of 889. be done.
'lie paragraph ol the letter is or inter| barges
liUBBEKS,
the six months ending Aug. 19, 1897,
That we extend our heartfelt sena Chamber's Popular Encyclopedia, containing
♦♦♦
Xk
444AA4A4A4i
Resolved,
During
business”...
.The
old
sch
ooner Polthe
in
modes
advance
made
shipping
showing
j
the Uniform Rank in Maine made a net gain sympathy to the lonely brother, who met 700 pages and over 1,000 illustrations. This Having decided to close mit our entire stock of
»vel in 75 years. The Seneca Mission ly of which so much has been said of late, in
offer
membership of 15G. Since January 1, with such a loss in his declining years, and Encyclopedia, which has never sold for less than Ladies, Misses anti Children’s footwear,in we
Belfast.
■rated near the present city of Syra- aud claimed to have been built in 1804, was 1897, six new companies of the Uniform commend him for consolation to Him who $1.00, is unsurpassed as a work of reference. It some id' the best bargains ever offered
orders all things for the best, and whose
contains no less than 20,000 articles, and will be
and the journey from Albany, between in port here last week with corn from Port- Rank have been mustered iu in Maine.
out
this is a
I >aniel
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GEORGE W. BURKETT

KID CLOVE SALE
ONE

Mousquetaire
Length,
|

__

I

WEEK^-—

Samples

2

All Wool Carpet Remnants, ir^c.

1 Case Gent’s Wool Fleeced Shirts
and Drawers at 50c.
1 Case White and Colored
50c. per pair.

Blankets,

■

200 Ladies’ Flannelette Wrappers from $1,25 to

$2,75,

•1

Feather Boas from

■

$1.25

$3,00.

to

Fur Collarettes from

Wool Soles.

$3,50

Ladies’ Jackets \

ing

>

•'

to

$12,50,

Capes,

good

-•

1 CASE OF SPLENDID OUTINGS,

HEW CORD EDGE,

--

"•

GEO. W.

BURKETT,

Odd Fellows’

ALSO

Block,

_—BELFAST.

■

..

NEW IDEAS

«

B. C. DINSMORE,

■

Biggest Offer Yet!

Nov, II,

Thursday,

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

13.00 SII Hals fir $2,50
250
2 00

2 00
1.50

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

POOR & SON,

Druggists,

—

Closing Oul Sale.

T

Ladies, Misses and Children’s

—

—

r^TEN

pt;l1,b«i£

~

points

traversed by the New York
tral 4-track railroad in 4 hours, is thus
ibed : “Our journey here was most detful. The method of traveling was alnow

constantly shifted, which added a
agreeable variety—first in the stearn-

■i*
tv

‘t, then in the stage, then in the canal
is.”
The writer also explains that their
'Sion house is only four miles from the
1 people of the adjacent town.
Another
which is prized very highly by Mr.
"ke is a decanter owned by his grand-

*Uier, Richard Burke, when Secretary of
Masonic Grand Lodge of Quebec, and
bears besides the owners name sev.
Masonic emblems cut with a diamond in
outside of the glass. “No Cross, No
"’n, a discourse showing the nature and
inline of the holy cross of Christ,” by
lliam Penn, and printed in 1807, and
^ephus’ History of the Jews, printed in the
h

■

1

century in London,

Burke’s books.

are

among Mr.

land_Sch. Jacob Reed was launched
from the marine railway Nov. 8th, after being recalked, recoppered and receiving a
new keelson, ceiling aud a general overhauling. She has been reclassed aud given a
She is charnew rating of A1 for 6 years.
tered to load lumber at Fernandina for New
York, and will go out light-Schs. Jennie
Howard and Volant arrived for Cooper &
Co. Nov. 8th, the former with lumber from
Bangor and the latter with lime from Rockland_Sch. Miantonomah arrived Nov. 7th
from Portland, with corn for L. T. Shales
aud Hour for Swift & Paul. The schooner
has hauled up-Sch. Northern Light discharged corn Nov. 10th from Portland for
Swan & Sibley Co-Sch. Fannie & Edith
went to Fort Point Nov. 10th to load hay
for Boston for F. G. White-Sch. James
Holmes is loading hay at F. G. White's for
Boston_Sch. Sarah L Davis arrived Nov.
9th, Bangor for New York, with lumber, to
ship

a man.

Married

Fifty

Years.

Rockland, Me., Nov. 8. Col. and Mrs. L.
D. Carver, this evening, celebrated the 50th
anniversary of their marriage, receiving
their many friends. Col. Carver is past department commander of the Maine G. A. R.
Many beautiful presents wrere received.
How’s

This !

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.

case

We,

F. J. CHENEY & CO.,Props., Toledo, O.
the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney

for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
honorable in all business transactions and finan-

cially able to carry out any obligations made by
their firm.
West

&

Thu ax, Wholesale

Druggists, Toledo,

O.

Waldino, Kixnax it Marvin, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting
directly upon the blood aud mucous surfaces of
he system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by all
4w44
Druggists. Testimonials free.

chastisements are meant in mercy.
Resolved, That this testimonial of our
sympathy be recorded on our records; also
a copy forwarded to the lonely brother by
the secretary, and that they be printed in
the local papers and our charter be draped
for the space of thirty days.

Our sister has passed away to God,
Her work is done below;
And now held up by Staff and Rod,
She all things grand will know.
Faithful were all her deeds and ways,
Gentle and true her heart,
Right nobly has she passed her days,
For Christ has been her chart.
Mrs. Belle J. Palmer,
)> Com.
on
Mrs. Belle Barden,
Helen
Miss
Nealey, ) Res.
Waterville is to have a French paper.
Nov. 12th the first number of La Sentinelle
de Waterville will be issued from the office
of the Waterville Sentinel. Samuel A. Burleigh will be the publisher and Dr. AvillaO.
Boulay will be the editor. It will be published in the interest of the French people
of Waterville and the State.

greatest use in answering the thousands of questions that constantly arise in regard
to dates, places, persons, incidents, statistics, etc.

found of the

No

one at

all interested should be without it.

delay or fail to take advantage of this
remarkably liberal offer, which we make for a
limited time only, by special arrangement with
the publishers. Remember, we send both papers
a full year, including book, at the very low price
of $2.10.
l)o not

Address all orders to

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

DCMCUDCD

ntlfltlYltStn

Opera, Common
fin ATT
UUIv I

Sense toes.

miss tllis chance to getagood,serviceable article at less than wholesale

SUPPER,

prices.

Sale commences Thursday, Oct. 14th.

CONCERT,

STEVENS BROS.,

DANCES.

ATo. 59 Main Street,
Belfast.
4^*Mail and stage orders will receive cue n1 1

BANGOR

WANTED.

BUSINESS
COLLEGE

Teaches the

ELLIS

SYSTEM

Actual Business
..and..

ISAAC PITMAN

SYSTBM

► of Phonography—the best system ever deZ vised. Fine rooms, modern improvements,
nest teaehers. SEND KOK CATALOGUE.

£

I'he BliLKASr BAND will give

j

attention.

BELFAST, MAINE.

People of Maine to know that we sell Hen’s
Woonsocket Rubber Boots, first quality, $1.89.
Ladies’ Goodyear Giove Rubbers, all styles, 39o.
POSTER, AVERY & CO.,
516 Congress St., Portland,
The Hesse Syndicate Clothers and Outfitters,
Hw44*
Operators of 27 Stores.

BAND BENEFIT.

genuine closing
All
sale regardless of cost.
;sizes, 2 1-2 to 8, 0 to 13.•, Com,

2

au

Kiitertaliimeut in the

Bellrtst Opera IImie.

4

4

Thursday Evening, NOV. 18

\

{
<

j
j

^

Supper

at

by

6 p. iu., fallowed by

tile full

a

concert

baud and dances.

ADMISSION 50c

•

Entertainment.

Literary

News

and

Notes.

Famous

Old

Clipper Ships.

It may be admitted that the old clippers
The frequent mention of mince pies and
far more substantial inducements
turkey carries with it the aroma of enjoyed
A premium of
Thanksgiving, a subject of much interest than are offered now-a-days.
to housekeepers and home-makers at £1 per ton, shared by the captain with bis
of China

A

MES. LYNESS ESCAPES
Oh,
The Hospital and

a

sad

A

1

on

thorn-apple

a

Then the woodpecker bowed, in his gay scarlet hood,
And the crow swung aloft in the tall cotton-

wood,

While he called his “Caw! caw!”
To lay down the law
To these strangers he saw.
Then down under the fence in the best way

0jjk

could—

we

Then

rush for the trees—and

a

a

fall

or

slip—
Up and onward again, with a laugh and
quip!
Now a toss of a stick,
Or a limb shaken quick.
And the apples fall thick.

Good for Blues.

a

It goes

a

As the eager young robbers the bent branch-

spot

strip,

es

\T7ALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held
m
fast, on the second Tuesday of
1897.
.JOSEPH CARLETON, Executor
last will of ROBERT CL CAMPBELL
Winterport, in said County, deceased, ha
sen ted his second account of administi m
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be give;
weeks successively, in the Republican .1
printed in Belfast, in said county, that al
interested uiay attend at a Probate Com
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday
ber next, and show cause, if any they In
the said account should not be allowed.
OEO. E. JOHNSON. I
A true copy. Attest
Chas. p. Hazkltink. Re.
1

And—all hail!—we’re at last in the thornapple wood!

And hurrah for the woods and the thorn-

the right

to

time

every

■

—

apple trip!
For

we

i
the woods

went to

on a

trip,
For the apples that blaze
branch’s tip!

And

every man’s

thorn-apple

from

the

The

Lady

a

care

when

How I kept you all

are

’neath my moth-

warm

erly wings,

GEO. W. BURGESS,

Crowed the old father rooster, as soon as he
knew:
“Now you see what a great Cock-a-doodle
You have watched me with profit, from
morning till night,
As I strutted and scratched to your mother’s

JOB PRINTER,

delight,

And I’ve crowed by the yard, when you sat
on the nest,
And explained all the methods considered
the best.”

_...

House Block,

Opera

Ar a

County of Waldo,
October, A. 1 >. 18U7.

O

too

or

It is a

simple,

Y

Y Cramps,
Y Colio,
0 Diarrhoea,

A

,

x k.

Xvorytchere.

Ala Probate Court held at Belfast, within ;«ml
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
October, A. 1). 1897.
certain instrument,
will and testament
late of Belfast, in said

CRAIN,

copy.

I

LiOcllSi

£#~ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.

certain

at your

1i

HALE'S

kneTit

HONEY

to be the last
ISAAC H. SHERMAN,
of
deceasWaldo,
County

Hazeltine, Register,

j

ami codicil

thereto

4

settlement, and a.
make pavim-nt
HENRY' E. liA
12, ls;*7.

requested

\\ interport, o*

j

I>M 1 MSTKATRLVS NOTICE.

Tin

A hereby gives not me that she has
appointed Administratrix ot the-‘.state
JOHN CARR, late of Searsport,
in the County of \\ aldo, deceased. and
as the law directs.
All persons having u*

against the estate ->I said deceased an- d.
present the same i-u settlement, ami a;i
thereto are requested to make pa>iiu-nt
Kunnelis of Starspot'
ately to W. T.
thorized agent.
MINNIE a. Hi 1.1
Stoneham. Mass 18'.*7
4

I >MINI ST RAT* Ml'S NOTH E

1

Tit.

-V hereby gives mi me that be ha> *.*.-:
pointed Administrator of the estate -4
ELY IRA HEATH, late -.f Tr..y,
in the County of YVa'nlo, -deceased, and gn,
the law directs.

All persons hav ing tm
said -leccas*
u
settlement, am! ,!,
thereto are requested to make p.*-> umut n
( a STM
OZRo 1
ately.
\Valih>bor*», (let. 12. 18R7.
as

against the
present the

ot

same lor

estate -»f
same for

WHAi 00 THE CHiLDHEN UHSNh

j

A

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear

and

TAR

Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of
November next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and show cause, if any they have, why the same
should not be proved, approved ami allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Ciias. P. IIazeltine, Register.

cure

in

one

minute.

Fire, Life

and

Accident Insurance

OFFICE

n A SONIC

MAIN STREET

53tf

TFMPLE,

ENTRANCE.

BELFAST, MAINE

NOTICE. The subscribers hereby
give notice that they have been duly appointed
Executors of the last will and testament of
GORHAM CLOUGH, late of Unity,

EXECUTORS’

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbes the tumors, allays the itching at once,
acts as a poultice, gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for
Piles and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else. Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent by mail, for 60c. and $1.00 per box
WILLIAMS’ M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, Ohio
for sale by R. H. Moody.
Iy38

James Pattee & Son

at a

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar is a
simple remedy but it acts like magic in all
cases of throat or bronchial trouble. Sold
by
druggists.

PILES!

present the
thereto are

ately.

Don’t give them t. a or coffee. Have ;
it
1’iobate Court, to he held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Taes<la\ <>f new food drink called Crain (>•,’ It is d.
November next, t ten of the clock Indore imn],.
and
and
d
takes the place
collt-e
nourishing
and show cause, if any they have, why the same 1
more (irain-O you give tin- children the
should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
health you distribute through the sy-tems *,
A true copy. Attest.:
O is made of pure grains, and when i.qu-tiv
( has. P. Hazkltim:, Register.
pared tastes like the ehoice gra*U*s of o-dl'ec.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
costs about 1-4 as much.
All grocers sell it.
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of ! anti 2f>c
October, A. I). 1897.
certain instrument, purporting t<> be the last
will and testament of SAMUEL ( .GUII- FIN,
late of Stockton Springs, in said County of Waldeceased,
do,
having been presented for probate.

HOREHOUND

neglect such
a
cough.

PILES!

■

ami test

as

of

testament

0F

you

Toothache Drops

i.

at a

life door.

Pike’s

;

ASA HALL, late of M
;t\ t!i.
in the County <•. W aid... »te.
the law direr is. A,I p.-m
against the estat*- .d said ilf.r.t'ri! .11»
present the same to: settlement, .mu
thereto are requested to make pay m*WAYl.ANli y
ately.
MARTHA K il
Monty ill**. Oet. 12, IS’JT.

of

ANT, late <>1 Winterport, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having been present- j
ed tor probate.
Ordered. That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be pub- [
lished three weeks successively in the Republican
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may appear j

death

wouldn’t

i.

-,•

X EC CTORS’ -NOTH 1
!
u
e notice that
the;,
eil Executors ot the last will

»

tap

.< m

••

ELLl.i: \
12, 1 si*7

.,

instrument, purporting to be the last

will and
A
ON
HANNAH

ltf

a

■■■

requested

•.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of
October, A.O. 1897.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me,

it’s

(in

n,

i.

s

certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament of BOHAN P. FIKi.D,
late of Belfast, in said Count} of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in- !
terested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast’ that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the |
same should not be proved .approved and allowed.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge,
j
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
|

Salt.

IIIirEONE 4-2.

Y\

Waldo,

are

i

E,

1 ».M IN LsTK Ai R|\ S \( »!1( 1.
A heir.
i.
iee
i,,,
>•
appointee A-uninist tutrix :
l.EOKl.i; AMDs MCllt »l„s. Ext.
in the County .d Wainbonds as the la\v d:rents
a l: | -1-1>i;mauds against t h
..-si;,-,desin-d to present ;he
l"i set
indebted thereto are t.•»;
.i;,.
immediately
\
1 ’El.l’li IX E i
Seai.sp.ua * I. T, 1 2. I Set

A

of

^

Count>

indebted thereto

A

GROCERIES.

Blacksmith

tlie

immediately.
**\ inter].on.

lor

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
October, A. D. 1897.

SEEDS and

Anthracite and

i.a

xi.i iron's xtnv e.
dm
me
,.igive>
Ext' ulvT ot tlie last will md

mauds against tlieestai* oj
siivd to present :,*• sain'

purporting

Chas. P.

FEED,

quality

v.‘

n K

12. LSbT

*-

JOBBKUS OK

Importers iof

Km.

ed, having been presented lor probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Reoub1 lie
liean Journal, printed at Belfast’that the} may ! 4 DMLMSTKA LOR s N( 1 H L
A hereby gives n ■.
that he has be. i,
appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast
within and for said County, on the seeon
l ues- pointed Administrator oi the estate !
NANCY HALEY, late->i Wintei
day of November next, at ten of the clock before !1
noon, and show cause if any they have, win the in the
County <>t Waldo. deceased .and gn
same should not be proved, approved anti allowed.
as the law directs.
\!’ persons havim
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
against the estate of sal-, -le-■- aso-i a tv
A true
Attest:

SWAN & SIBLEY CO.

Dealers in the finest

in

Register.

Ordered. That notice he given to all pi rsoiis interested by causing a n>p\ ,,f this ord*w
]>ublished three weeks successively in the Kcpubican .Journal, printed at Belfast. that tin
mav
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bella.M,
within and for said County, on the second Tues
day of November next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and slmw cause, it any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed
OEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltink, Register.

Keep It by you. Beware of
Imitations. Buy only the
Genuine—Perry Davis’.

t:a
•

CLEMENT W. i.AN

JOHNSON, .In,me.

Probate Court iieio a: Belfast. w rtmii u a
the County ot Waldo, on the second Tuesday of October, A. 1>. IK'.iT.
1 certain instrument, purporting t-> be the last
A will and testament oi JOHN SToK EEE. iate
ol Winterport. in said Count} ol Waldo, deceased, having been presented torprobaim

Toothacha.

Croup,

JJ
eu

Attest:

copy.

u._
dcv.i>ni :,ie d*

retci an

ately.
I liity,

a
tor

quick

N. 'Til

the law dire.as
AM
again-t the c-iateof -aiu

At

Rheumatism,
Neuralgia,

Cough,
Colds,

Bold

OEO. E.

Ciias. p. Ha/.i-i.

Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.

1

true

DM 1 \lS'LRA'l’i)IC>

as

granted.

The

A hereby give imiur ; cat In ha- •••-.
pointed AoniMiisUator of the c-t uc .q
MARY MITCHELL, lat. .q I
in theCoanty d Wald...dec t-ed.. id _;ve

.*

for

cure

A

11. CCETiS. w d<>u ..f JOSEPH
of Winterport, in said ( "iiuty

emphatic.
safe and

at Belfast,within ami l'« >r
on the second Tue.-dav of

will annexed.

It can’t be made too strong

N< *Ti( I

FREEMAN WELLMAN lan of Sc,:in the County of Waldo, deeeaseu. ...
bonds as the law directs. All personniainis against the estate
said d*.
sued to present tile same f.
sctLeim
indebted thereto are icqiie.-ted to maki
iiunn-diatei(.'A I'll Ei: I NE F. U1
Scarsiiii-ut, »ct. 12. is'.*?.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cop\ ol tins
order to be published three weeks su •i-f-si\H\ ;n
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate < <-urt. r.. .e le-d a:
Belfa-t, within ami for said Count.', on ie second Tuesday ol Not ember next, at in ot 111 i-!,,ck
before noon, and show cause, it un> th*-\ iiavc,
why the prayer of said petitioner should n >: hr

Is a true statement and

O

A 1»MI Ni ST RAT KIN'S

Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition
praying that Ellery Bowden be appointed admin
istrator of the estate of said deceased, with the

Remedy la

c

A hereby gives notice that she h*appointed Administratrix a t!.e estate

(.TRT1S, late
CHARLOTTE

of

The
has

as the lav.directs.
All persons i>avii
against the estate of said deceased aic
present the same for settlement, and al
thereto are requested to make pavmctn
JAMES VVaRdv
ately.
\\ interport, Oct. 12, l«s»7.

Probate Court held

the

WnnKiller
Y This

1

appointed Administrator of the estate
CHARLES L. \Y \ RDWELL, late of V
in the County of Vv aldo, deceased.and l:

PROBATE NOTICES.

every case and every kind
of Bowel Complaint la

£

,

ADMINISTRATORS NOTICE.
A hereby gives notice that he

And all kinds of Legal Printing
neatly and promptly done. 7tf

(PERRY DAVIS'.)

A Sure and 5afe

f

Y

Belfast, Me.

paraded the

heads,
laughed

f
f

4

turned up their combs, and flirted their

HitvUiller

j
easy!

\

PROGRAMS,
PAMPHLETS,

in their feathers, and said—
saucy elves—
“We know that we laid those eggs all by
ourselves!”
[Mary L. C. Robinson.
And

I

1

l
CARDS,
POSTERS,
BILL HEADS,
LETTER HEADS, |

bone an’ meat;
An’ watched ’em right smart, an’ kept the
nests sweet;
They’re good stock—but then I’ve a ‘knack,’
an’ I say,
I ken beat all creation at rnakin’ hens lay!”

sheds,

;

'<

Quoth good Farmer Brown, when he came
in that day,
“Wife, the early Minorcas are startin’ to
lay;
Well, I’ve given ’em powders, an’ ground

But the proud little pullets

!

TAEl>o SS. -In Court of Probate, h<
fast, on the second Tuesday ■! <
IS*.*7. JAMES E. WARDEN. iJuafdiais
R1S E. NICKERS().N, minor, of Suai.\
County, having presented his first a
guardianship lor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be c
weeks successively, in the Republnai
printed in Belfast, in said canity, that .>
interested may attend at a Probate.
held at Belfast, on the s. m«l Tuesday
her next, and show cause, il any they !...
the said account should not be allow, -it
ceo. e. Johnson.
A true copy. Attest
(. mas. P. IlAZKLTIM.. Kc

do;

can

j

\\

••

wee

How I taught you to scratch and hunt
worms—all the tricks
That help to make sturdy and vigorous
chicks.”

And

1IT AL1><) SS.
in Courted Prolate. i.eo
m
last, 011 tli»* second Tuesday ol
1897. <. KOROL A. AN ERV. Exee'utor 1
will of MARN J. PIERCE, la I >• ol l\
said County, deceased, having presented
account ol administration of >aid esm
low a nee.
Ordered, That notice thereof he gv
weeks successively, in the Repuhlnai.
printed in Belfast. in said county 1 hat ai
interested may attend at a Probate Cm.
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday «d
her next, and show cause, if any they 1
the said account should not be allowed.
OEO. E. JOHNS! >N
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink. R«

satisfied

were

you

things,

j

1

lends

:

Remember my

\ UAL DOSS -In Court of Probate, In ■.
M
last, on the second Tuesday ol
BENJ. F. RICE, Administrator on the
FRANK \\
RICK, late of Stockton si
said County, deceased, ha\ ing present* >:
and final account <*l administration ol
for allowance.
Ordered. That notice thereof be gi\.
weeks successively, in tin RepuMi<ai
printed in liellaat, in sain Conic y, tiia; a
interested may attend at a Probate to;
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday
her next, and show cause, it ..ny they
the.said account should not he allowed.
OEO. K. JOHNSON.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Ha/.KLI INK, Re_

j

>

of the First Pullets.

“My children, don’t fancy these eggs
mere luck;

!

or

November St. Nicholas.

in

Said the old mother lien, with
cluck

“good

fellow” who chews

hip,

trip!
[Mae Myrtle Cook

a

low

Then hurrah for the sun,
Ami the laugh and the fun,—
For the tumble and run;
again with me join in a loyal hip,

Hurrah! for the woods ami the thorn-apple

<

[

thorn-apple

a

trip!

JKjg

coughs

on

slip,

And away to the woods

|

j

the woods

For the apples that blaze from the low
branch's tip!
For the sky was so blue,
The white clouds peeping through.
There was nothing to do
But give all the world and its people the

places to visit. Threethose snow-white beds

Hospitalsingreatcities
owner, for the first consignment
fourths of the patients lying on
ft
tea or Australian wool was calculated to
are women and girls.
m
make a man strive harder and undergo
Jfc
Why should this be the case ?
greater exertions and run greater risks
Because they have neglected themselves! Women ■?
than could be afforded by the somewhat
! barren honor of coming in first and winas a rule attach too little importance to first
symp- ,Jg-.
! ning a miserable £.">0.
toms of a certain kind. If they have toothache,
told of the
Wonderful stories
are
they will try to save the tooth, though many leave
| achievements of the men who strove for the
even this too late.
They comfort themselves with
greater prizes. The Surprise, a famous
the thought that they can replace their teeth; but
vessel of her day, went out to Sau Franthey cannot replace their internal organs !
cisco on her first voyage in 96 days, and
reefed her topsails only twice in that time.
Every one of those patients in the hospital beds
had plenty of warnings in the form of bearing-down
Then she crossed the North Pacific to
Canton in 31 days and brought a cargo of
feelings, pain at the right or the left of the womb, "yfi
tea to London.
She is said to have securnervous dyspepsia, pain in the small of the back, the %
ed £6 per ton freight, and by tlie time her
blues,” or some other unnatural symptom, but they did 'J
in
London
took
his
freight money
captain
not heed them.
she had paid her cost and running exDon’t drag along at home or in the shop until you are finally obliged to
penses, and left the owners with more than
go to the hospital and submit to horrible examinations and operations!
£10,000. The Samuel Russell made 318
Build up the female organs. Lydia E. I’inkham's Vegetable Compound will
miles in one day in 1851, while homeward
It will put new life into you.
save you from the hospital.
! bound from Whampoa, and during 30 sucThe following letter shows how Mrs. Lyness escaped the hospital and a
cessive days she covered 6.722 miles, or
fearful operation. Her experience should encourage
nearly half the distance between China
and New York.
other women to follow her example.
She says
No American naval vessel, not even the
But the very best day’s run was that of
to Mrs. Pinkham:
has
had
so
and
brilliant
a
Monitor,
the Flying Cloud, in an earlier generation.
great
“I thank you very much for what you have
history as tlie Constitution—“Old Iron- She went to San Francisco in 84 days, and
done for me, for 1 had given up in despair.
sides” --whose centennial lias just been we have it on the
himof
authority Maury
Last February, I had a miscarriage caused
celebrated with such enthusiasm.
In self that on this voyage she in one day
Boston the famous frigate was built and from noon to
by overwork. It affected my heart, caused
noon, covered 433 1-4 statute
there she ought to spend the rest of her miles,
me to have sinking spells three to four a
lu 1851 the Sovereign of the Seas
days. It was to be expected that the New reached Sau Francisco from New York in
day, lasting sometimes half a day. I
England Magazine, always watchful of 102 days, after having been practially disI flowed concould not be left alone.
Boston history, should give us at this masted off
Valparaiso and after having
stant ly.
The doctor called twice a day
time a complete article upon “Old Iron- lain to for 14
days to be re-rigged. This
for a week, and once a day for four weeks,
sides," and it does this in its November same vessel, after discharging at Frisco,
then three or four times a week for four
number.
The writer of the article is Mr. sailed for
Honolulu, and came home from
months. Finally he said I would have to unEdmund J. Carpenter, and he lias done that
port in 88 days. For 10,000 miles she
his work well.
The historic vessel has sailed without tacking or
dergo an operation. Then I commenced taking
wearing once,
never had
such thorough and graphic and in ten consecutive
Lydia E. PinkhanTs Vegetable Compound, and
days made 3,300
treatment ill the magazines.
Mr. Carpen- miles.
was cured
From New York she sailed for
after one week i began to recover anil steadily improved until
ter runs through her whole great
history Liverpool, became becalmed off the banks
the Pinkham medicine, I avoided an operation which
taking
By
completely.
with care, and zeal, and the pages of his of
I am gaining every day
Newfoundland, and when a breeze
the doctor said I would certainly have to undergo.
article are crowded with pictures showing
sprang up came across from there to the
and will cheerfully tell anyone what you have done for me.”—Mas. Thos.
“Old Ironsides” in every chapter of her
Mersey in 5 1-2 days; the whole trip, inLyness, 10 Frederick St., Rochester, N. Y.
great career, and showing us the faces of cluding the delay from want of wind, ocPreble, Hull and Bainbridge,—her great cupying only 13 days and 19 hours. Next
The Influence of Medicines.
commanders.
Many of the illustrations year, returning from San Francisco, she
Register of Deep Water Vessels.
are copies of line
paintings, and the arti- covered 6,245 miles in 22 days, being an
The idea formerly entertained by the avcle altogether is one which will not only be
Her best erage person was that medicines acted mysaverage per day of 283.9 miles.
SHIPS.
eagerly read at the present time, but will time from noon of one day to noon of the teriously ; exerting a magical kind of power
remain of permanent value.
Warren F. other, was 419 miles, which comes
Aimer Coburn, M L Park, at Hong Kong
that was not understood, but nevertheless,
very
of undoubted potency.
To-day we know Sept 27 for New York.
Kellogg, Park Square, Boston, Mass.
near the record of the
Flying Cloud.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, sailed from San
that medicines are only useful in supplying
Another
famous
vessel
was
the
The Art Amateur for November is
Natchez, that which defective
constitutions
lack. Francisco Oct 15 for Liverpool.
a
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, at New YTork.
strikingly handsome and attractive num- which once came from Canton to New Science has come into the field of medicine,
She made six voyages and with science has come Angier’s Petrober.
The color plate, “The Grand- York in 76 days.
Daniel Barnes 0 C Arpe, cleared from
and
the
of
six
the
was
of
Boston
Nov 2 for New York, to load lor
leum
for
the
weak
longest
Emulsion,
rebuilding
mother,’' by the well-known American altogether,
A note- or diseased lungs. Soothing, healing and Hong Kong.
artist. Waiter Satterlee, shows us the only 98 days, on this route.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from New
it strengthens and rebuilds by
head of au old peasant woman.
Such a worthy race of those days was that of the purifying,
just the vitalizing and nourishing York Sept 1 for Yokohama.
character study as this will be hailed with i John Gilpin and the Flying Fish.
They supplying
El
elements
needed.
to
Perfectly
Capitau, A L Carver, from Baltimore
agreeable
delight by all art students. In the eight left New York in company and appeared take, and aids digestion and bowel action.
April 1 for San Francisco, sailed from Moni-age.' of practical working designs are a inside the Golden Gate within a few hours
tevideo Sept 21, and has returned to that
Carved Chair Back, Paper Knives to be of each other after a passage of 94 days.
port in distress.
A Country Doctor’s Practice.
executed iu Pyrography, Fern Centre But the most remarkable individual trip
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
ever
at
New York Oct Id from Iliola via DelaPiece and Doileys for Embroidery, and
accomplished was that of the Dreadof
A.
M.
Castine
is
ware
G.
Breakwater.
L).,
which
Wheeler,
came across from New
many motives for China Painting, with nought,
Reed, D C Nichols, from Hiogo July
full directions for carrying them out.
lu York to Liverpool in 9 days and 17 hours. contributing to the Journal of Medicine 22 Emily
for New York, returned to Hiogo 23d
the body of the magazine is au able arti- Tlij Dreadnought’s career from beginning and Science reminiscences of his
with loss of topgallant yard, and sld. prior
practice.
cle on the work of the late Sir John Gil- to end was a race against all comers, and
From the October number of the maga- to 25th.
bert, by Montague Marks; there is a long she invariably scored. [London StandGov Robie, Nichols, at Hong Kong Sept 27
zine we make the following extracts:
for New York.
account of the life and work jf Walter ard.
Henry B Hyde, Scribner, sailed from New
with
six
all
of
beauA continuous practice
Satterless,
illustrations,
twenty-seven York
Aug 5 for San Francisco; spoken Aug
tifully reproduced. Practical Notes on
A Great Engineering Feat.
even in a small community and by a
years,
24, lat 35 N, lou 43 W.
Essential (Oils, Siccatives and Varnishes
P R Gilkey, sailed from Manila
Josephus,
skill
who
claims
only ordinary
physician
furnish much useful information to the
What is believed to be one of the greatNo v 2 for New Y’ork.
painter. Color Effects in Pen Sketching, est engineering feats on record was un- or success, must necessarily afford many
L
Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed
Mary
Figure Painting, Drawing with Lead Pen- dertaken successfully in Philadelphia last cases of medical interest. The clientele from Honolulu July 28 for New Y'<»rk.
cil. lapcstry Painting and Glass Painting week on the New York division of the
May Flint, E D P Nichols, at New York
does not change so rapidly as in cities, and for
Hiogo.
arc all treated of.
China Painters have a Pennsylvania railroad.
The old iron span
A N Blanchard, sailed from San
better
with
Puritan,
one
treat
in store for them in the illus- in the
acquainted
gets
family
great
bridge crossing the Schuylkill river
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
trated article by the celebrated teacher, in Fairmount Park was
replaced by a new traits and peculiarities. These are someC Young, arrived at New York
O
Reaper,
Eraa;: B. Aulich, also in those by Mrs. struct ure of steel in the
space of 2 minutes times veiy maiked.
i am acquainted Nov 2 from Honolulu.
Aura B. Leonard aud (.. E. Brady. For and 28
R R Thomas, C G Nichols, sailed from
seconds, accurately timed.
with certain families in which the prog- New York
1 * House,
are two charming interiAug 28 for Hong Kong; spoken
Owing to tlie heavy equipment which
ors—a Library and a Moorish
is
in
serious
disease
bad
from
nosis
lb, lat 32, lou 52.
Sept
the
railroads
are
to
meet the deany
Smoking
adopting
1 *!)>111:.
I’he color scheme and proper I mands of heavier traffic the old
Sachem, Sew all Nichols, sailed from New
the start, while 1 know other families in
span iu
York June 2b for Hong Kong.
furnishing are given with each one. On thr bridge was deemed too light. A new
think
of
S I) Carletou, Amsbury, at Shanghae Sept
a
which
1
should
never
giving
**lhi < hi Id ren* s Page’' we have an
•Teel span has been in progress of coupatient up—unless recover} was impossi- 24 from Singapore.
aiti- le <>u drawing, with two excellent il- 1 ■-t met ion for some months on
false work ble—until
t Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at San
actually moribund. 1 wish it Francisco
; i>', *■ iocs.
News of the latest exhibi- elected in tin* river alongside of and
Oct 5 from Karluk.
parw ere in my power to describe adequately
ts m.art notes, ceramic
State of Maine, H G Curtis, at New York
it is known as a
.news, etc., are allel to the old one.
some of the more important cases that
Liii-e
for
cents. The Art Amateur,
Pratt truss span.
Hong Kong.
have come undei my notice.
: :*i«»ii
T; 1 lie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Square. New York.
The problem presented itself how to
The early years of my practice in this Hon iulu Oct 23 from Newcastle.
substitute the new struct me for the old.
\\ m il Macy, Amsbury, at New York for
There were
town wue peculiarly hard.
1 he Decay of American Commerce.
It was effected between the passage of two
two other physicians in it, but they were
Japan.
Wm If Conner, Frank T Pendleton, arrived
••As a rule, the States of the Federal way trains over the bridge nine minutes both advanced in years—considerably oldIn that short time the tracks
at Manila Oct 20
from Shanghai for New
apart.
I non tax shipping as other
property is were cut from the old span, both struct- ei than the writer himself is to-day. York.
taxed, regardless of the fact that the other
They were both of excellent repute in the
W J Roteh, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed
ures were raised by hydraulic jacks and
and when the infirmities of from New York June lb for San
leading maritime nations usually impose i
Francisco;
settled on 1:30 iron rollers three feet in community
uo taxes on
age would allow them to attend they were spoken July 29, lat 9 N, Ion 24 W.
shipping as property, but tax diameter which moved on two
tramways. sure to be called upon. As a consequence
he actual earning of shipping: asoii:y
These
extended **n the opposite
BARKS.
of this the greater part of my business
suming doubtless, and correctly, that side of tramways
the bridge far enough to hold the
-r’*m the very nature of its use
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at New
was in the adjoining towns.
on
Living
shipping old
when the new one was shifted the
York Oct 31 from Rio Janeiro.
«v.li l*•»t
sea-coast where the land is much infairly share in the beneiits which into span
its place.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
accrue from state and
tersected bytestuaries, a large part of my
municipal taxation
At a given signal stationary engines set
Elizabeth, Oct 2G from New Yora.
L*1 public purposes.
was reached by crossing the waIn short, when a
practice
Edward May, sailed from New York Aug
vessel is fuililling the function for which the shifting process in motion and it was ter or by traveling on foot.
Many a time 28 for Honolulu.
and successfully in
completed
smoothly
it is built, it is
have
1
been
routed
from
bed
at
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
my
navigating the ocean, re- less than two minutes and a half. The
mote. except during brief
twelve and one o'clock at night in the dead York Oct 15 from Cape Town via Barbadoes.
stay in port, weight on the tramways was
tons. of
1,700
l.'om the fields and
and
rowed
a
mile
or
been
more
to
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Philadelphia
which The tracks
winter,
purposes
were rejointed ami the entire
Nov 1 from iquique and Junin.
state and local taxes are
across the water and then had to walk up
applied.*’
was
effected
without
to
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
delay
to my knees in snow for several miles.
only one Mate—Delaware—exempts operation
the next train to arrive.
from Boston Aug 22 for Buenos Ayres.
When I came here there were but live
shipping Irom all taxation; New York and ! The new
is
and
is
lolani,
McClure, sailed from Hong Kong
double-tracked,
span
Alabama exempt so much of their
ship- 242 feet long, 25 feet wide and 50 feet horses in the village, and very few in the Nov 3 for Baltimore.
so that walking was
ping as is engaged in foreign trade; Mastowns,
surrounding
A
Lucy
Nickels, Amos Dow, sailed from
surface of the river.
The comoften a necessity. I did not ride a bicycle, Hong Kong Oct 21 for New York.
sachusetts, New Hampshire, and Connec- above the
pany, it is believed, will undertake the because there were
ticut lux the earnings only of their
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, arrived at
none; roads were too
ship- same engineering feat at New Brunswick
1 remember on two occasions after Pernambuco Oct 31 from Buenos Ayers, to
ping i,J foreign trade; and, under decision
poor.
before long.
load
for New York.
i»f the l nited States
crossing the water I had to walk live miles
Supreme Court,
Matanzas, sailed from New York Nov 4
in the deep snow. 1 went solely as a matPennsylvania imposes no tax on its shipfor
The
as
a
Havana.
Newspaper
College.
ter of duty.
ping in interstate or foreign trade.
1 undoubtedly saved the life
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from New
All other States tax all classes of vessels
of my patient, and he paid me with a prom- York
The opinion entertained by a great many
Aug G for Lyttletou and Dunedin;
a> personal
to
ise
me
some
no
distincproperty, making
bring
fish.
spoken rtept 29, lat 4 N, Ion 2G W.
more or less prejudiced persons that a
tion between those
Much
was
of
on
someiu
Rebecca
and
Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
engaged
my early practice
foreign
good newspaper office is the best school what distant
domestic trade.
islands and though the trip New York Oct 4 for Martinique; spoken Oct
seems to gain some justification from
going
11, lat 34 20, Ion G3 5G.
ue comparative burden of taxation on
was enjoyable enough in pleasant summer
in the newly issued volcertain
Rose Innis, Melvin Colcord, arrived at
weather in a good yacht, it was decidedly
hliilij.ius iu the United States and the ume of passages
Barbadoes Sept 27 from Santos.
essays and discourses by President
maritime states of Europe finds practical
the reverse in an open boat in a winter’s
Eliot.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, sailed from
Discussing wherein modern edillustration in the following
examples: ucation has failed to do all that was ex- gale. The trips in a summer fog though Hong Kong Aug G for Rajang.
The city of Portland, Maine, levied more
not dangerous were not exactly agreeable.
St Lucie, J T Erskine, at Port Spain Oct
of
Dr.
Eliot
pected
it,
says:
taxes in the year 1893 on its
On several occasions I have spent nearly 13 for New York.
shipping
“These, then, are the four things in the entire
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, arrived
tons, valued at 890b,000) than the Which the individual
night on the water rowing aimyouth should be
Canard Company paid to Great Britain i n
about and unable to find my desti- at Boston Oct 1G from Rosario.
lessly
if
his
and
judgment
throughly trained,
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, at New
the sum3 year on a valuation of their
nation.
ships
York for Port Elizabeth.
power are to be systematically
of nearly 89,000,000.
The hardest time that I ever experiencThe taxation of reasoning
developed:
observing
accurately;
recording ed was once in the
shipping at Charleston, S. C., isfive times
8CHOONER8.
spring when the ice
correctly; comparing, grouping, and inferheavier than that levied by
great Britain ring justly; and expressing cogently the re- wras breaking up. I Lad a distance of but
W R Gilkey, arrived at
Georgia
Gilkey,
or
three miles to go—two by water and one New York Nov 1 fro n Boston.
Germany. [From Principles of Taxa- sults of these mental
operations.”
tion, by Hon. David A. Wells, in Apland.
I reached the place after some
by
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, sailed from
lo observe accurately aud record corple ton s’ Popular Science Monthly for
delay but on my return to the shore I Boston Oct 17 for Savannah.
are the particular things iu which
rectly
November.
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from
found the stream so full of floating ice
every reporter for a good newspaper is that it was
Ga, Oct (5 for New York.
impassable. I was so anxious Brunswick,
drilled every day, and lie does not get far
Lester
A Lewis, Kimball, sailed from
The Sailor and the Bicycle.
to get back that I offered twenty-five doliu his business without getting practice,
20 for Bangor; is at Portslars to any one who wou.d undertake to Perth Amboy Oct
almost as regular, in comparison, inmouth, N H, repairing.
An old salt, who navigates a bicycle
me across.
The amount offered wras
get
arrived at Bangor
Lucia
If
and
Farrow,
Porter,
cogent expression.
prac- five
when he is in port, was working a rapid ference,
times that of my fee.
I could find no Nov 2 from Perth Amboy.
tice iu these things is the best thing for
passage down the Boulevard the other day
one who would risk the attempt.
L then
A
Hall, Haskell, arrived at New
Mary
when he collided with a woman cycler. the judgment and reasoning power, we
got a man to take me in his sleigh to a York Oct 27 from Swan’s Island.
so much of it
to
be
thankful
that
ought
After they had extricated themselves from
R F Pettigrew, Morse, at Portland ldg for
point where the ice had nor. broken up, so
the wreck he anticipated her outburst of goes to equip the newspaper man for his that I
America.
might walk across. 1 started for a South
momentous job of superintending all creaR W Hopkins, Hichborn, arrived at St
from
which
she
could
gather little
anger,
house that I saw but lost my wray on the
tion.
There is no class of men in the
Lucia Oct 14 from Philadelphia.
that
he
was
except
sincerely sorry.
ice and landed in thick woods.
There
Sal lie I’On, W H West, arrived at Per“I’m sure as I ought to be scuttled for country whose state of mind is of more had been a
heavy storm a day or two be- nambuco Oct l‘J from New York.
to us thau the newspaper men.
it, mum,” be said, rapidly, “but 1 importance
fore and I floundered around in the snow,
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Demerara
couldn't get yer signals no more as if we It is a comfort to be able to infer from the one minute on a rock or boulder and the Oct 14 for New York.
j
was feel in’ through
a fog bank
I was statements of authority that there is no next up to
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
neck
in
a
until
I bedrift,
my
blowin’ for you to pass to port and steerin’ ciass that is in a better way to have its came so exhausted that after I at
Portland Oct 8 for Port Spain.
length
all
are
Of
coarse
mind
developed.
pupils
Just as I was goin’
my course accordin’.
got sight of the house I could not get to
not scholars,.and the fact that newspapers
to dip my pennant and salute proper,
The Journal and Tribune. It seems
it until I had lain down on the snow and
and
inaccurate
constantly
print
reports
your craft refused to obey her rudder and
rested nearly half an hour.
I left my necessary to explain frequently our clubbing
draw
inferences
means
unwarranted
only
struck me for’ard. Afore 1 could reverse,
home at 8 a. m. and did not get back un- arrangements with the New York Weekly
that the task is quite difficult, and that
your jibboom fouled my starboard mizzen
til 7 p. m.
1 lost twenty dollars by being Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
the learners do imperfect work.
[Harflowin’
snarled
with
gown
riggin’, your
up
aw ay and have never fully recovered from
with that paper it can only be sent free to
per's
Weekly.
blew
out
my bobstay,
yer pneumatic,
the exposure and fatigue I underwent.
those who pay their subscription to The
lift
and
carried
parted yer toppin’
away
Fortunately advancing years bring some Journal one year in advance. It is not sent
As I listed I
Kellet In Six Hours.
my jack saddle dowuhaul.
alleviations—I leave all such trips now
unless requested by the subscriber. The
tried to jibe, but 1 capsized, keel up, and
Distressing Kidney and Bladder disease for my juniors.
date will not correspond with the date on
you flounderin’ iu the wreckage.”
relieved in six hours by “New Great South
By this time there was an interested American Cure.” It is a great surprise on
The Journal slip, but each subscriber entiFor Over Filly fears.
audience, and the girl was mentally account of its exceeding promptness iu retled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
debating whether she should run from a lieving pain in bladder, kidneys and back,
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs. for a full
year from the time the first numsupposed lunatic or get an interpreter. in male or female. Relieves retention of Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for ber is received.
The Tribune is printed,
But Jack’s headpiece was still in hand; water almost immediately. If you want over fifty years by millions of mothers for
quick relief and cure this is the remedy. their children while teething, with perfect published aud mailed in New York, and not
he was not through.
Sold by A. A. Howes and Co., Druggists, success. It soothes the child, softens the
“I’m hopin’ yer not enough damaged
from this office.
Iy28
Belfast, Me.
gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
for the hospital,” lie went on, ‘but I’d
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleasOf the late Gen. Francis Walker, Senabe sunk if I wouldn’t be glad to stand yer
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
$100.
tor Hoar in his very scholarly and diswatch till you righted.
This here little
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botDr. £. Detchon’s Anti Diuretic
craft of yours will be as seawTorthy as ever
tle. Its value is incalculable. Re sure and criminating memorial oration said: “There
May be worth to you more than $100 if ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and was not a trait in his intellectual or
when her upper w orks is straightened out,
you have a child who soils bedding from in- take no other kind.
moral character, there was not an action
and we get wind into her sails again.
I’ll contenence
of water during sleep. Cures
of his life, there was not an emotion of
just tow her down to the yard fur repairs,” old and young alike. It arrests the trouble
his soul that was not intensely AmeriAnd she smiled an assent. [Marine Jour- at once, $1. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
The late George M. Pullman is a note- I can.”
A handsome tribute worthily benal.
Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iy28
the
successful
“selfof
worthy example
stowed.
the
from
smallest
made” man.
Starting
“After suffering from Dyspepsia for three
Consumption in its advanced stages is bebeginnings, he made a great name for
Are you suffering from rheumatism?
years I decided to try Burdock Blood Bit- yond power of man to cure. It can be prein
the
commercial world and Thomas’ Eclectric Oil has cured thousands
himself
Two
ters.
bottles cured me entirely.” Mrs. vented though, by timely use of Dr. Wood’s
achieved an enormous fortune simply by I of the worst cases of this terrible disease. It
G. C. White, Taberg, Oneida County, New Norway Pine Syrup, nature’s own remedy
York.
his talent and industry.
and colds.
for
only costs 25 cents to try it.
present, all of whom will therefore want
to see the November issue of “Table
Talk.”
Besides this, the inquiries, direct from women o: this class, will bo
found helpful, as are also the menus anil
seasonable recipes for the month.
“The
Thanksgiving Turkey,” by Cornelia C.
and
and
“Cheese
Its DigestibilBedford,
ity,” by Prof. Henry Bellman are valuable articles.
“Scrap-Books” are pleasantly discussed by Martha Bockee Flint:
“Tea-cup Ancestry” by Hose Crosby,
while mothers will find much food for
thought in the two articles,—“Thoughtless Mothers” by Alice Hamilton Rich,
and “One Mother’s Methods” by Mrs.
Van Koert Schuyler.
“The New Bill of
Fare,” hv Mrs. M. C. Myer is as attractive as usual to women, while the latest
fashions in dress and ornament are touched upon by Miss Tillie May Forney. A
sample copy of Table Talk is offered free
to any of our readers who will sendt heir
name and address to Table Talk Publishing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

are

went to

we

trip,

Fearful Operation.

---—-—-"N
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, with
for the County of Waldo, on the second 1
of November, A. I). 1897.
certain instrument, purporting to be 11,
will and testament of WINSLOW ul;
KER, late of Troy, in said County of \\
ceased, having been presented for probat
Ordered, That notice be given to all p*
terested by causing a copy of this order
lished three weeks successively in the R.
I
Journal, printed at Belfast, that they m.iv
at a Probate Court, to be held at Bellain and for said County, on the second
of November next, at ten of the clo« h
noon, and show cause, if any they have,
same should not be proved, approved and
GEO. E. JOHNSON,
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Re-,.

Thorn-Apple Trip.

j

in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settle
meat, and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
L. H. MOSHER,
RUSSELL A. SHAW.
Unity, Oct. 12,1897.

GRAY’S Bpu°8r.Ven8dS COLLEGE
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED
SEND FOR FKRK

CATALOGUE.

Address FRANK L. QRAY, PORTLAND, ME.

CAPTAIN

NICKELS OF THE SHIP

L

MAY

FLINT.

Vital Statistics ot Maine.

___

The Leading
^I\_
Store

x---J

.SELLS.

*-The Leading Shoe
No better shoe

can be
made than the
Crawford
Shoe for men.
that goes out from this store
helps the good name of the store.
We secured the agency for this
city because we believed in the shoe. Comfortable from the first
wearing. Stylish. Costs more to make than any shoe
(sold for an equal amount of money) made anywhere by anybody. Sells at
a fair price and on its merits.

E\erj pair

F.,H. FRANCIS & CO.,
Sole

The National

e excellent likeness of
Capt.
Nvkels, master of tlie recently
ship May Flint, speaks for

face indicates the character
n that would do just as be did,
'lie ship _VJOO miles to her home
ing badly crippled and refusal to a nearer port.
The facts
Nickels’ heroic ellorts are about
This vessel left Philadelphia
hound for ,Japan. Ou SeptemK*0 miles from the Azores, in
u a
cyclone,Jshe was thrown on
cuds and partially dismasted.
i"H ,u the time was something
i cr broken spars held by the
ntinually pounding against the
c«Tal houis. threatened every
make a hole in her.
There
hard luck for (.'apt. Xickels,
After the gale abated he was
.oicainship Craftsman, which
cd to t w him int" port, but
ickeis refused. He, however,
< raftsman's oiuu to take two
lie had, and then set to work
m»

■

ft

jury rig.

a

t lie wav- k (’apt.
Xickeis
fore and main topmasts,
;ut mas*. mi/zi n to" gallant
<11 the yards on the fore and
canicd away, with sails and
all standing rigging above
m-ads.
A pa i-t ot tin* spars,
::ic rigging,
were saved and
jury Cg in the following
fore A'pmast was made from
A sp ire stump of an uld miz.nitmasi was used
for a fore
list.
The ship had a spare
! m iow r t retopsail yard was
i the upper main topsail yard
was
onag' l
used for the
Tlie t re to"gallant and fore
is were -aved. thus souare rigcj

his

1

>scj

on

tin* lore mast.

A

part

yard which was broken was
main topmast, leaving the
fore and alt rigged. Themizzen
mast, which was broken, had .t
on
it which, with the yards
as square rigged, and the
ship
ilie appearance of two liermaph:igs when all available sail was
! in this condition he sailed 2.200
1‘lie repairs took about 15 days,
ieh nothing of importance liap•til the ship reached this port: in
'.It a favorable wind she logged
e day 240 knots.
None but the
iters on ship and cargo can estilarge monetary value of the seriered them by ( apt. Nickels in
his vessel safely to an American
•ic repairs can be made without
Jng the ship.
"ideration of this fact the under•in
,i

nrhony, Ex-Postmaster of Promise
•a, says: “1 bought one bottle of
Tare’ for Rheumatism, and two
did

good than any medirto.ik."
Sold by A A. Howes &
Belfast.
4m45.
agists,
me

lore

jtumn’s Yellow and Gold.

d>]y not one person in
<sl
why ka\es change
remarkei]

an

a

thousand

their color

1

j

freight—have

suitable recognition should be made of
the skill and seamanship thus displayed
by you, and in furtherance of that desire,
1 take much pleasure in presenting to you,
in their name, this gold watch and chain
which i know you will preserve as a
souvenir of an event interesting to you as
it is to us.”
(apt. Nickels is a native of Searsport,
Maine, and has been a successful shipmaster ever since he was given his first
command,
lie has had charge from time
to time of the ships Resolute, State of
Maine, Iroquois, ami lately the May Flint,
a four masted vessel of
3,288 tons, which
is considered one of the finest sailing ships
out of the port of New York and
belongs
to the firm of Chas. R. Flint &
Company.
This ship’s hull is uninjured and she will
sail again as soon as her spars and sails
are replaced.
The Marine Journal wishes
('apt. Nickels a successful voyage and safe
return.
[Marine Journal, New York.

<t

to

The

Mayor

of

Greater

New

It is well understood that Van

York.

Wyck,

elected Mayor of Greater New York Nov.
2d, is but a figure head, and that the real
potentate who will direct the affairs of
3,000,000 of people for their weal or woe
will be Richard (broker.
It is therefore
much more to the point to inquire into the
career

of

Crokei

than of

V

an

eminent botan-

Wyck.

a

••

•de should be careful not to touch
-eons red and yellow autumn leaves
's
and climbing plants which are
•»wn
to he
harmless. Our two
is native
plants display the most
autumnal colors of any species
">ds and highways. The poisonu li
resembles a group of young
The poisonous ivy resembles
•dess woodbine, its leaves, howbut three leaflets, while those of
•dbine have live.
[Washington
1

Loyal temperance legion, £127.78; total,

Field fund, £504.45.
Other
denominations, £1,479.25. Total receipts,
£81,510.58; total expenditures, £29,008.70;
balance, £1,829.77. The report was adopted by a rising vote.
Mrs. Lucia B. Tyne of Illinois moved
that the convention send the following
cablegram to Lady Henry Somerset:

£14,480.49.

—

(broker began business in this country as a
day
reporter of the Star, ; prize tighter.
Afterwards he went into
n matter iu the tissues of a leaf
politics and became the bead of what was
>ed "i two colors, red and blue,
known as the Tunnel gang.
In 1874 he
o
sap ceases to flow in the autumn was indicted on a
charge of killing one
i:d growth of the tree is retarded McKenna iuan election row and was tried
The jury, however,
ati'.n of the tissue takes place. j mi the charge.
tin conditions the green of the I disagreed, standing eight for conviction
and four for acquittal.
Public sentiment
4• *s to red ; under different
aspects was against him at the
time, and it was
‘•u a yellow or brown hue. The
generally believed that he was guilty.
t* in color is due to a
difference iu Some
years after, however, one of the
!i'U) of the original constituents
gang made a confession on his death bed
•-•■i: tissue and to the
varying con- in w hich he said that lie fired the shot
;
climate, exposure and soil. A that killed McKenna. Croker
managed to
climate produces more brilliant
himself elected to several important
an one that
isdamp and cool. This i get
but
to
1800
be
claimed that
up
tx*n
that American autumns are city offices,
lie was a poor man, testifying to that efmore gorgeous than those of
Engfect
before
the
Fassett
committee
in that
; Scotland.
Five years later he was able to
year.
are several
things about leaves, spend $100,000 iu a
lump for horses and
T that even science cannot explain,
more than $200,000 for a residence iu New
t.tnce, why one of two trees, growYork.
When lie went to
at the
by side, of the same age, and time the Lexow committee Europe
was in session
the same exposure, should take,
he was credited with being worth $2,000,diant red and the other yeilow, or
000, and his operations on English race
branch of a tree should be
highly tracks could not have been carried on unmil the tree have only a yellow
less he controlled large sums of
money.
questions that are as impossible How he accumulated
his big fortune noXu- as
why one member of a family
seems
to know, through Henry
body
perfectly healthy and auoth er
openly intimated that if the method
Maples and oaks li ive the brightest George
was known it
would land Croker iu the
1

W. C. T. U.

Miss Fiances E. Willard, president of
the World’s and the National W. C. T.
U.,
called the 24th convention of the
organization to order in Music Hall,
Buffalo, at
9.30 a. m., Oct. 29th.
In her annual address Miss Willard paid a beautiful tribute
to Lady Henry Somerset, telling of her
good work, but regretting the stand she
has taken on the social purity question.
Speaking of the Temple matter, Miss
Willard said:
“No loyal white-ribbon
writers and others interested in the ship woman wants to ignore the moral obligation
incurred.
We are in debt to the
and cargo presented to Capt. Nickels a
bondholders. 1 shall never rest until that
maguiticent gold watch and chain in ap- debt is
If this is the lirst time that
preciation of the services rendered by him, there paid.
has been au issue about my election
on Thursday evening, October 21.
1 will say out and out; I am for the TemI pou the invitation ot President A. A.
Raven of the Atlantic Mutual Insurance ple.
“If this should come to an issue and I
Co., a few friends of Capt. Nickels, the
underwriters and others gathered in the be defeated I shall go right out just the
rooms
of the Board of Underwriters, same arid beat the bush for the money.
“I shall dedicate this, my 59th year,
where President Raven made a few pertiand my renewed health to* the temple.
nent remarks in presenting this valuable
tell me that my home will sell
testimonial to the hero of the hour.
He They
lor £10,000.
This and everything else 1
said:
“( apt. Nickels: The consciousness that have on earth is dedicated to the bondholders.
Jt
might be just as well for you
a man has discharged his duty is in itself
to give me a year oil to work for the tema compensation for fidelity, but there is a
1 shall give my work to it if I live.
craving in every human heart for the ple.
1 am not going to die.
I am going to live
’praise or approval of others, even when
j
Let those who
that consciousness is the most deeply and work for the temple.
wish
to follow, follow, and those who
seated.
In recognition of that laudable |
1 alter, falter. 1 do not blame them much, j
sentiment, which deserves the approbation
of others, we are now convened; and it is for it does look a little faltery.”
The address was adopted and its recom- i
our desire to give you the well-merited
praise your course ns master of the May mendations ordered t<> the executive commi
tree by a rising vote.
Flint sn richly deserves.
Sailing in comMrs. Clara C. ilolTmau led the noontide I
mand of that vessel from Philadelphia,
prayer.
mi August -1, for Hinge. Japan,
you en
speaking of the temple later, Miss Wil- ;
eountered on Septembei ">, a gale which
lard
said: “I am only going to work to!
increased in violence and three days after,
I am not going
iu lat. J7 \. and Ion. -*»'.♦ \\\, in a hurri- clear up t he trust bonds.
to branch out toward
cane. the vessel was dismasted. The most
paying for the tern- 1
I want the £800,000 cleared awaynatural course would have been to seek pie.
has been cleared away, and I be- :
siw.tei in the nearest port:.
Indeed;! be- "100,000
< -.v
v »u
bad intended to make for St, lieve the other £200,000 can be."
Mrs. Katherine Lente Stevenson of Mas...is .'i jlaruadoes, i>ut, using tnc musachusetts, the corresponding secretary,
11■ ii:11 s ,it \• mrcommand, you rigged jurymasts on the \es.x 1. This work consumed .submitted her report immediately af'e?
about 1.', days, when you directed your tlie opening exercises at the afternoon st s- i
sii»n.
Mrs. Helen Morton Barker of Illinurse bark
t<> New Volk, where you
1
arrived --n (>ctobei 8, liaving traversed a! nois, treasurer, submitted her report,
distance ot about 2,200 miles from the j•showing that £7,858.71 had been receiv' d
from the Armenian fund, sent to Armescene of the disaster.
The underwriters oil your vessel—her nia, £0,707.87; balance, £591.44. Receipts
from membership dues, £14,85s 71: from
deemed that a
cargo and

penitentiary.

These are some of the salient features in
the career of the man who is likely to be
the virtual head of the city government of
Greater New York, a municipality which
will contain a population of
nearly 3,000,000, and property mounting up into the
billions.
■liserable

Lives

Hade

Happv.

Ill health brings misery into our lives aud
into tile lives of others.
Continued physical weakness that the family physician canIf Will Surprise You.
m t. drive away brings serious
forebodings,
depression aud gloom. Great numbers of
r,> prove the
great merit of Ely’s people live out their lives tinder these hard
iialMi, the most effective cure for
conditions because the
underlying cause of
md Cold iu the Head,
your drugall is beyond the reach of the treatment
^PPly a generous 10-ceui trial size known to the ordinary
practitioner. It
vd 1 mail for 10 cents.
Full size 50
takes a specialist like Dr. Greene to
cope
with
these
despairing cases. This distinj
iUiOS., 5b Warren St., N. Y. City.
is the most successful
guished
physician
Cream Balm has completely cured
aud experienced specialist in thex world,
ttarrli when everything else failed.
and he offers consultation aud advice absoquaintances have used it with ex- lutely free of charge. His
discoveries iu
results. Alfred W. Stevens, Caldmedicine are truly wonderful. One of them
Ohio.
is the world-famed Nervtira.
They are so
nicely adjusted to repair the waste of the
system, so potent iu their general influence,
To Cure Catarrh
and bo permanent in their beneficial effect
1
depend upon snuffs, inhalants or that no claim seems too broad for them.
!,al applications. Catarrh is a conThey will positively cure all of the diseases
j,
•nal disease, and can he
successfully which afHict mankind, aud the enthusiastic
only by meaus of a constitutional thousands who owe to Dr. Greene their presiike Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
ent comfort, and in many cases life
itself,
ighly purifies the blood and removes are living evidence of his unvarying success.
s'Tofulous taints which cause catarrh.
Dr. Greene’s office is at Si Temple
t
Place,
great number of testimonials from
Boston, Mass., and all may consult him
who have been cured of catarrh by
either by personal call or by letter
jj
through
Sarsaparilla prove the unequalled the mail, and in either case his advice is
of this medicine to
;
conquer this dis- given without charge.
i," ff troubled with Catarrh give Hood’s
*>*parilla a fair trial at once.
Miss Edna Best, whose portrait adorned
the Topeka carnival
button, will attempt
*u,>y
a clear complexion, the
Lips—And
to
rid herself the unpleasant
I
'f women—Have
notoriety by
you lost these charms
changing her name. She is soon to
--•ugh Torpid Liver, Constipation, Bilious"r Nervousness?
a
Chicago business man. [AtchiDr. Agnew’s Liver marry
VVI * restore them to
you—40 Little son, Kansas, Globe.
Mes
a vial—10 cents.
Act like a
In other words, she is
vr 't.
somebody’s Best
Never gripe.—4.
■

girl.

American

membrance;

comrades

send

loving

re-

warn)
greeting; earnest symin your illness.
Regret absence.
God be with you.”
The message was ordered by a unanimous vote.
A telegram was also seut to Mrs.
Grover Clevelaud congratulating lier upon
the birth of her son.
Miss Willard read the following cable
from Lady Somerset:
“Eastnor, Oct. 2S>. Woman’s temperance convention,
Buffalo, America:
“Love, faith aud hope be yours; prayers; your English sisters.”
Tlie second day’s session was called to
order by Mrs. Lillian M. N. Stevens, the
vice president-at-large.
Mrs. Mary H. Hunt of Massachusetts
gave a stirring report on temperance in
structiou, which comes under her charge.
“The story is all the same,” she said,
“science teaches total abstinence.”
Mrs. IIunt went iuto the subject in considerable scientific detail, and iu tlie way
of giving the results of the work said
that iu 10 years every State in the Union
except Virginia, Arkansas, Utah aud
Georgia has adopted some kind of temperance instruction.
“The laws in some of those States, I
regret to say, are too weak,” she added.
“New York is ahead of all tlie States.
There is uot a school district in the State
where the children are not given temperance instruction at least three times a
week.”
A delegate asked Mrs. Hunt to state,
yes or no, whether there was any truth iu
a circulated report that the W. C. T. U.
had made money out of temperance text
books.
“I, Mary H. Hunt, say that no one representing me, or representing the W. C.
T. U., has ever made one cent out of tlie
text book business,” answered Mrs. Hunt
with considerable vim.
Mrs. Stella B. Irvine of Minnesota reported as superintendent of Sunday
school work.
The election of officers was the principal event of the morning session Nov. 2d.
The present officers, headed by Miss F.
E. Willard, were re-elected unanimously.
The other officers re-elected were: Vicepresident-at-large, Mrs. Lillian M. N.
Stevens of Maine; cor. sec., Mrs. Katherine Lente Stevenson of Massachusetts;
rec. sec., Mrs. Clara Hoffman of
Missouri;
treas., Mrs. Helen Barber of Illinois.
Mrs. Hoffman announced the re-appointment of Mrs. Frances Beauchamp as assistant recording secretary.
A resolution that the minutes of Monj
day’s session be amendad so, as to inj clude the name of Mrs. Matilda Carse
with that of Miss Willard in a resolution
pledgiug support to tlie temple, was lost
by a vote of 104 to 148.
A motion was adopted declaring that
nothing said iu the discussion of the temple shall be construed as reflecting on
Mrs. M. B. Carse, lier sincerity of purI pose, her good faith or her management,
! but on the contrary the convention exjI pressed appreciation of her unfaltering
faith and her tireless labors in the inter; ests of the temple.
I no resolution committee submitted a
jI
preamble and resolutions which were
! adopted,
affirming fidelity to the princiI
! j>les of total abstinence; declaring the
seventh commandment the only Christian
way of dealing with vice; insisting on an
educational instead of sex testfor elective
franchise; opposing all laws which by license, taxing or otherwise, provide for
the sale of liquor as a beverage; declaring
for determined agitation against narcotics, expressing grief at the serving of
nine at the annual reunion at Princeton,
and favoring equal wages for equal service without regard to sex.
Resolutions were also adopted in memory of Gen. Neal Dow, extending sympathy to Lady Henry Somerset in her illness
and regretting her absence, and expressing loyalty and fidelity to Miss Willard.
Miss Frances E. Willard presided at the
last business session, the afternoon of
Nov. 2d. Miss Ella M. Trasher of New
Jersey reported for the work done among
the soldiers and sailors. Mrs. Mary Tomlinson of New Jersey read a paper on
“Parlor Meetings.”
State and County Fairs was the subject
of a report by Mrs. R. B. Chambers of
Pennsylvania, and Mrs. B. T. Washington
of Alabama gave a short talk on Educational Work Among the Colored Race. Mrs.

pathy

|

j

Agents,

Belfast.

Gormally of Pittsburg related the story of
temperance causade work in the city.
The Chicago Temple matter came up
for a last time in the form of a resolution
inteuded to show good will towards Mrs.
Cause and place her in the right light regarding temple contributions hereafter to
be made, but was considered a duplicate of
previous action aud was voted down.
Miss Willard expressed fear that the
public might understand Miss Dow’s appointment as custodian of the special
fund as precluding Mrs. Carse from receiving any contributions and taking the floor,
presented the following resolution, which
was

adopted:

“That Miss Cornelia M. Dowiscustodian of the fund to be raised by our president to retire the Temple trust bonds,
and of that only.”
This was State benefit uight at Music
Hall, aud the exercises were participated
in by delegates from nearly every State in
the Union.
Short addresses by Miss Elizabeth Preston, North Dakota; Mrs. T. Bert, New
York; Mrs. Mary E. Cartlaud, North Carolina,and Mrs. Emma Bourne,New Jersey,

followed.

Dr. A. G. Young, secretary of the
Maine Board of Health and registrar of
vital statistics, has just issued the fourth
annual report of births, marriages, divorces aud deaths.
This, the fourth report of the department of vital statistics,
gives the results of the registration of the
births, marriages, divorces and deaths in
Maine during the year 1895.
Many of the
figures herein presented are very satisfacwhen
with
those of the
tory
compared
three preceding years, and with those exhibited by the reports of other States
in which a trustworthy system exists for
the registration of vital statictics.
In the
first registration year, 1892, an exceptionally high death-rate was due to the epidemic prevalence of influenza. Since then
the total number of deaths in the State
and the death-rate have steadily diminished.
In 1892, the number of deaths was
12,147; in 1893, 11,134; in 1894, 11,012,and
in 1895, 10,404.
The death rate for the
four years lias been, respectively, 18.37,
and
There were, there15.83.
10.84, 10,06
fore, in 1895, 548 fewer deaths than in
1894, 670 fewer than in 1893, and 1083
fewer than in 1892.
It is to be hoped that
the death-rate of 1895 indicates more
clearly than that of any preceding year
tlie normal death-rate of tile State, or the
mean death-rate in tlie absence of unusual epidemic influences.
The number of births registered iu 1895
is larger than that in any previous year,—
it was larger than that of the preceding
year by 822, while the birth-rate was 22.33 as compared with 21.09 in 1894. In the
three years, 1892 94, the greatest variation
in any one year from the average number
of those three years was only 111.
The
considerable increase in the number of
births is undoubtedly dub'in some measure to tlie greater care on the part of
town clerks to make their records as com-

plete

as

which

as
we

the most potent are those for
seem to
have been the least re-

sponsible. since these have awaited

us

in

the cultivated atmosphere of our homes.
The color in our houses, the pictures on
our walls, the beautiful forms of the glass
on our tables, have each influenced us,
and helped to form us more than we dreamed. But most of all we have been affected
by the things which we have heard talked
about—by the choice of themes made by
our familes in conversation, and by those
whom they welcome within their doors.
We have unconsciously been made as
familiar with the names of great men and
famous works, with the look of beautiful
pictures and statues, as the little street
urchin with the sights and sounds of his
neighborhood. And though a real knowledge of the things which we have seen
and heard each individual must afterward
acquire for himself, the stimulus to do so
has at least been given him less by the
studied efforts of his elders than by the influences of the things which surrounded
We
him. One other good has beea ours.
have been spared the mental confusion
which must necessarily follow a first introduction to the arts when one has waited for that introduction until maturer
For to those w?ho are grown up
years.
before they meet the world of art and
letters it must seem a strange world—remote and unfamiliar, with a heterogeneous assembly, among which they hardly
know how to find a way or make a choice
of friends.
All this has been rightly understood by
certain members of the Public Education
Association. They mean to make up to the
pupils in the public schools for some of the
influences absent in tlieir homes, believing
that “the mere contemplation of beauty
exerts a civilizing and refining influence
which can he brought to hear in no other
way, and therefore the directly instructive
qualities of a work of art have been secondary to its claim as a beautiful one.”
[Harper’s Bazar.
State

Aid to

requiring

We also

Medical Institution, 1505 Arch St.,
Philadelphia, is the best one of its kind in the
world, it employs a large staff of skilled
specialists to diagnose the cases not only ot
people applying personally for treatment, but
those m all parts of the country who send in
personal letters, asking the best methods of
being cured of various diseases. Thousands
of these letters are received
every week, and
after being carefully considered
by Prof.
Munyon, a staff of from ten to fifteen doctoi*
is employed to dictate replies
through tb*

A. A.

HOWES & CO.

tnedium of as many stenographers. These letare received in the strictest confidence and
promptly answered with the best medical advice obtainable. No effort will be
spared to
see that each case is thoroughly diagnosed
and the proper remedies to effect a cure are
prescribed. For these services no fee is exters

pected.
A separate cure for each disease. At all
druggists, mostly 2<; cents a vial.
Address Pr«»f. Munyon, 1505 Arch Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.

State

of"

Maine,

Advertisement of Male of Lands of
Non-Kesldcnt Owners.

Collector’s

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town or
Freedom, In the County of Waldo, for the year
1896.

following list of taxes on real estate of nonresident owners, in the town of Freedom, for
the year 1896, committed to me for collection for
said town on the twenty-seventh day of June,
1896, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given
that if said taxes, interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of the real estate taxed
as is sufficient and
necessary to pay the amount
due therefor, including interest and charges, will
be sold at public auction at the Town House in
said town, on the first Monday in December, 1897,
at nine o’clock a. m.
Geo. O. Danforth or unknown. The Clifford
farm, so-called, containing 50 acres, more or less,
value §700; bounded on the east by land of Reuben
Sibley, on the west by land of Reuben Sibley and
Frank L. Brown, on the north by land of Sarah
Hebot, n the south by land of Rueben Sibley and
Geo. Barns. Anson Danforth farm, so-called', containing 40 acres, more or less; Mix lot, so called,
containing 25 acres, more or less; Gould lot, socalled, containing 25 acres, more or less; l’lummer lot, somalled, containing 25
acres, more or
less, all 115 acres; value §400; bounded on the
east by land of William Siblov and F. 1’.
Bennett,
on the west, by land of Mrs. Will Hussey and
Joseph El 1 i< 11 on the north b\ land of Joseph
Elliott, on the south by land of Robert M. Oliver;
tax due, §22 55
•Mrs. Fannie Robinson's estate.
Containing 50
acres, more or mss. value >350; bounded on the
east by land of David Dow, on the west
by land of
Cha rles Twite In IPs es; atr.on tin- mu: b by t lie road
leading to 1’alermo. on the south bv land of Amos
Brawn ; rax due, >7.18.
Freedom, Oct 16. 1897.
3w43
OTIS II. HARVEY,

THE

Collector of Taxes of ttic town of Freedom
Maiiio.

ol

Collector’s Notice and Advertisement on Sale of
Lands of .Non-Resident Owners,
In paid

taxes on lands of non-resident
situated In the town of Prospect, in the
of Waldo for the year I s(M5.

owners

County

Ti1 K t*»1 -wing li-tr of axe •n r a
ite <-f non1 res idem Aia-i-ii unied in b- >\vn *t Prospect, aforesaid, bn tie- yea; 18!'.;.
,11jn.i:r•
to
me lor collect ion lor sa:d town <•!! he 2<>; n o o of
dime, 1800, remain unpaid ; and mu ire i~ bc-jby
given that if said taxes with interc-; and charges
an- not pre
ioi.-l v paid, ><• mueli ,.f the real estate
taxed as i- suMb-ienr an
a.ro pa\
lie
amount
dim thendor. inei
ing interest’ amt
i 11*. t further u
..
charges, will be solu
at
public auction at Orange Hall, P spec!, M
in
-aid town, on the first Vm Jay o| 11, cniae". ! s-.*7,
;u nine
lo k a. m.
.:

■.

BIKTHS.

.*

Name of
Owners.
W in. P. Hainl.d

Whole number of births, 14,702.
Birth-rate per 1,000. 22,00.

*•

••

1».

-erip; ion
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-2*

tax.

•_
vain.- >8*to
!n u-e. \a!ue

va i:,e

engine,
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engine

One

value
she-t-.
V
tine
18!»7
ORRFN R.

si ore.

eii

Prospect, Oct. 1

d.

3w43
t

iian

..One

8e

AUKIAGES.

Groom and bride both American, 4,005.
Groom and bride both foreign, 014.
Groom American, bride foreign, 408.
Groom foreign, bride American, 418.
Not stated, 224.
Whole number of marriages, 5,725.
Marriage rate per 1,000, 8,00.

•.

8114..‘tl

GRAT,
ollector of Taxe* of the Town of Prospect,
^lat<*

Collector’s

of

Maine.

Notice of Sale of Lundy oi Resident
Oh

DEATHS.

tnpald taxes

Sex.—Males, 5,220; females, 5,228: not
stated, 10. Total, 10,404.
Parentage.—American, 8,995; foreign,
1,188: not stated, 281. Total, 10,404.
Whole number of deaths, 10,404.
Death rate per 1,000 of population,

Freedom,

on

In the

ners,

lands situated In

the town of

County of Waldo, for the year

1890.
following li.-t ol taxes on real estate of resident owners in the town of Freedom, for the
I year 1800, committed to me for collection for said
| town on the twenty-seventh day of dune, 1800,
remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if
said taxes, interest and charges are hot previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as i- suf-

THE

15.88.
As the total number of births registered in Maine in the year 1895 was 14,702
and the number of deaths was 10,404, the
natural increase of births over deaths
was

pure water...
this famous

have

spring water for sale.

Sex—Males, 7,002; females, 7,144, not
stated, 10. Total 14,702.
Parentage. -American, 9,800; foreign,
2977; one parent foreign, 2,201; not stated,
215.
Total, 14,702.

I
1

4,298.

ficient and necessary to pay the amount due therefor. including interest and charges, will be sold at
public auction at the Town House in said town,
or; the first Monday of December. 18u7 at nine
o’clock a. at.:

Nathan Sylvester. Known astlie I u;her Davis
farm, containing 1 n."> acre.-, value sdno; i, .muled
on the east
|,\ r..ad lea- mg by The-- T
fh-.-mpon tile west by land --!
Hi-nn Whitae. ; an
| son’s
Win. S. Keen, on the north by land -! The.
P.
'Thompson; on the -omit by land of T:
md
Thompson and Henry Whitney. Uilc; p. r.m
;

A GREAT SURPRISE IS IN STORE

■

for those who will go to-day and get a package of
GRAIN’-O. It takes the place of coffee at about
1-4 the cost. It is a food drink, full of health, and

given to the chib ren as well as the adult
with great benefit. It is made of pure grains and
looks and tastes like the finest grades of Mocha
can

dolin P. Dow nci tax due,
Freeilotn, Oct. 1 0. 1 S;*7.
3w43

STORE and ROOMS

Java coffee. If satisfies everyone.
Grain-*) is better for the system than a

cup of
tonic, beA

its benefit is permanent. What coffee breaks
down Grain-*) builds up. Ask your grocer for
cause

Grain-*).

TO
My store
Also three

on

RENT.
Row, Belfast, is fur rent.
above. Apply to
CALVIN HRRVRY.

l’henix

pleasant

Sheriff’s Sai

rooms

Belfast, Nov. 4, 1897

>‘.*.48.

OTIS M. IIARVKA
Collector of Taxes of Die Town ol Freedom.

be

or

—

WALDOSS.

44tf

October rt, lny?.
PA KMX !>.\ vi x
ixi
..’man
;
>t
J
Flii-.PMBIC U. P < K •; liosj..,; a tie-' anmonwealth of \lassa« | -,s tts, airainst the PKTLT
-MAN AN LAND COMPANY, a
-r,,hup, rati.
lished by law a ini bavin- its prim ip >1 bl ir. d btisiness at Bellas;-, in t be County of \V
1
uni -tate
of Maine, ami .miles--ooner red.
w ill
-old
by public am- ion at theoHin- ot Fred \V. Blown.
Boom 4. Masonic Temple, in Belt
:n
-aid
County, on the twenty-second day ot Novemlicr.
A. I*. 1897, :tt two o'clock in the afternoon, forty
tiiousand. two hundred and twenty ei-hr 4i».Jl’8)
shares in the capital stock in the Petit Mauati
Land and Industrial Company.
Dated this L'lst dav of October. A. P. 1*9*.
3w43
vSAMl'KIdr. NORTON. Sherill.
•.•

>

15c. and !25e.

■

j
1

The

•*£

Doctor

Good Roads.

State aid to wagon roads lias been in vogue for severel years in some of tbe Eastern
States.
New Jersey seems to have been
tlie pioneer in this departure from old
road-building methods. New Jersey's system of road-building divides tbe expense
between the abutting property owner,
whose land rises in value as the resul t of
improving the road, the county and the
State.
Tbe property owner pays 10 per
cent, of tlie cost, the State pays one-third
and the county pays the remainder.
The
improvement is made upon the petition of
tbe property owners, plans are made by a
county engineer and submitted to the
State Highway Commissioner for approval; tlielcounty makes tbe contracts and
the States appoints a supervising engineer.
Upon completion of the improvement a
warrant is drawn upon the State treasury
for one-third of the cost and the adjoining
property owner is assessed by the county
State aid
for his portion of tlie expense.
lias also been introduced in Rhode Island and Connecticut, and Massachusetts
and tlie State of Washington are both
building some of their roads at the entire
These States aid
expense of the State.
roads are, as a rule, macadam roads, and
have met with general approval, especially on the part of farmers, who find themselves able to haul four tons of produce
with a Jtwo-horse team, where formerly
not
exceed
a
did
ton
their load
even
a
and
a
half or
single ton.
of
New
The
Road
Commissioner
Jersey writes me that most of his
time is spent listening to the pleadings of
farmers that their roads shall be given
the benefit of the State aid. General approval of tlie State aid system, on tlie part
of the agicultural classes, indicates its undoubtedly growing popularity, and it is
safe to say that when the great necessary
reform in road-building in the United
States is brought about, it will be accomplished through tbe medium of State aid.

tions

Munyon’s

possible.

M

Water

*

Is used in our prescription department and in all prepara-

Thousands Restored to Health
Through Professor ftlunyon's Free Medical
Advice.

Tlie marriage-rate of tlie State lias
varied but little in the four years 1892-95.
It lias beeu respectively, 8.56, 8.76, 8.46
8.67.
'1 lie number of divorces decreed in 1895
was 681, which, in proportion in the number of marriages solemnized during the
is larger than in any of the
same year,
other New England States.
Pictures for the Public Schools.
The population of tlie State iu 1890,
was. as given by tlie eleventh census,
We are apt to live a long time before we 661,080.
In 1880, the population of the
begin to appreciate 1 lie unconscious in- State was 648,936. There was, therefore,
a gain of 12.150 in tlie decade between the
fluence ol special environments in a genlast two census enumerations.
We may know that all
eral education.
in tliis report tlie birth-rates, marriageknowledge is not in books, that the world rales, and death-rates from all causes,
arc stated as so many
among each 1,000 of
must educate us as well as the school,
tie |- ion a, ion as shown by the census of
but we who are more fortimitely placed 1890.
in the scale of a worldly advantage are
Dcaili-rates from individual causes, or
not likely, while judging adversely the from groups of diseases are expressed as
per 16.000.
baldness of certain democratic tastes, to
The ft flowing is a general summary of
remember that of all the influences which tlie births; mariiages and death iu 1895:
have helped to develop us the most subtle
well

Spring

Systematic Treatment
by Mail.

State songs were rendered between each
address.
Rev. Anna Shaw, made a “collection”
speech, after which a solo by Mrs. Frances
W. Graham of New York, and more State
songs brought the session and convention
to an end.

as

POLAND

MUNYON

Report of Registrar Young lor ibe Year I8H5.
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1

1

me

“L.

One or two doses
invariably cured. Our druggists always keeps them. Get

bottle,

;
I

Westminster St., Providence, It. I.
Wants all kinds of Raw Furs, Skins, Ginseng
Full prices guaranteed.
Careful j
Seneca, Are.
selection, courteous treatment, immediate remit
furnished
free. j
lance.
Slapping Tags, Ropes,
Gm38
Write for latest price circulars.
41)

H. H.
1

1

Licensed Auctioneer.
P. O.

1

you’ll be
come again.”

tf7

ADDRESS,

FREEDOM, MAINE.

1

TO LET.

and I know

all right when I

.-',

LAMSON,

4

F.” Atwood’s

Bitters.

a
1

Says:

all the remedies that are now
in use by the profession. Still
you are not cured. When I
was a
boy, my mother used to

give
1

!

<

I have tried calomel and

1

1

■

The taxpayers of the city of Belfast arc hereby
notified that all poll taxes and taxes on p.-rs-mal
estate for 1897 tire now due tnd imm-diate payA discount of two per vnr.
ment is requested.
i.i
will be allowed on all taxes paid before
i,
Mem>n.ii hud !in^
1898 1 shall he in my office
from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m daih until urrher a u me
M

Belfast, Sept. 8. 1897

C. MILL. r*< C »r.
f3o

»r.

-t

1

I'he store

They cost 35 cents only. See that he
L F.”
gives you the right kind, the

pied by

Avoid imitations.

pany.

on

High street, now
Express

tlie American

occu-

Com-

to

Apply
JOSEPH WILLIAMSON.

SUBSCRIBE EUK

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

[Forum.
Dropsy and Heart Disease.—A great
anti a great testimony. “For ten years
I suffered greatly from Heart Disease, Fluttering of the Heart and Smothering Spells,
made my life a torment. I was confined to
my bed.
Dropsy set in. My physician
told me to prepare for the worst. I tried
Dr. Agnew’s Cure for tbe Heart—Oue dose
gave great relief, one bottle cured tbe Dropsy
and my heart.” [Mrs. James Adams, Syra1.
cuse, N. Y
cure

—

Rheumatism Cured In

a

Day.

“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism and Neuralgia radically cures in 1 to 3 days. Its
action

upon

mysterious.

the system is
It removes at

remarkable and
once the cause

the disease immediately disappears.
The first dose greatly benefits: 75 cents.
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co. Druggists, Belfast.
4mo45
and

L.

STAPLES,

i
Manufae.urer of The Staples’ Cele-i
brated Haher, also dealer in all kinds
of Harnesses, Blankets, Ca^ds, Cur- first-class Harness
with that line.
A
ry-Combs, Brushes, Etc
selling for 33.50.
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Monroe and
vicinity that he is out of the postoffice with ;!7U0 other fourtliclass|Democratio oostmasters, but shall still continue to run a

store, keeping all Kinds of goods connected
Harness that they sell in Belfast for 310 I am
You will ask why I can sell them cheaper
than they can in Belfast, I pay for them in Staples’ pateut halters and it gives me a chance to make a profit on both ends. Also
a full line of trunks and valises.
Repairing done with neatness
and dispatch.
Please give me a call.

SEARSPORT
A.

Capt.

Belmont. Mrs. Helen A. Jordan of Lincoluville is in town visiting her son, Mr. C.
O. Jordan_Mr. Hollis Dean of Lincolnville was in town Sunday visiting Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Elms_Mr. and Mrs. James L.
James of Belfast visited Mr. and Mrs. N. B.
Allenwood last Sunday-There will be a
gospel meeting at Mystic Grange Hall, Sunday, Nov. 14tb, under the leadership of Dr.
Hammons of Belfast.

V. Nickels returned from New

York Saturday.
in

Fred N. Trt^tt has
the year 1588.

an

Austrian cent made

Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Wentworth returned
from Boston last week.
W. F. Runnells of Newburyport, Mass.,
in town this week.

was

Dr. W. B. Flint made
Thorndike Saturday.

a

professional visit

Presina

Miss

visiting friends

iu town.

Mariner’s Lodge will confer the third degree next Tuesday evening.
Photographer Tuttle will open his
to-day,Thursday, for one week.

rooms

Bark C. P. Dixon, Capt. N. F. Gilkey,
rived at Port Elizabeth, Oct.. 26th.

ar-

j

Fuller, Nash, Apalachicola; sch. Wm. B.
Palmer, Brunswick; cld, sch. Hattie H.
Barbour, Halifax, N. S.; 4 cld, sch. Penobscot, Jacksonville; 5,ar.ship Daniel Barnes,
Boston; 6, ar. sch. Rabboni, Lord, Bangor;
7, ar, sch. Norombega, Bangor; sld, sch.
Sarah D. J. Rawson, Charleston; ar, sch.
Lunet, Simpson, Bangor; cld, bark Megunticook, Smith, Santos.
Boston, Nov. 3. Cld, sch. Mabel Jordan,
Rio Janeiro; 5, ar, schs. Young Brothers,
Snow, Washington, D. C.; Viola Reppard,

makes the food pure,
wholesome and delicious.

this town attended the Farmers’ Institute
in Freedom last week.
E. E. Sawyer, who fell from
quite badly hurt, is gaining slowly....J. F. Hazel, who has been
preaching here the past year, is away on a
vacation....W. M. Vose and wife went to
Bristol last week for a visit... .Mr. Charlie
Colby and Miss Leona Choate were united

a

ren

Dowus of Rockland is

Royal

Mr. George Choate, and moved onto it....
Mr. Ernest Terry has just completed a commodious hen house-Quite a number from

Clarke’s Corner, Prospect. Mrs. WarBenson and her sister, Miss Rose
Clarke of Frankfort, called on friends in
town last week....Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Grant and Mr. aud Mrs. Charlie Moody of
Winterport were in town last week, guests
of Mr. Gardner Clarke-Mr. Wellington
Chase of White’s Corner was in town last
week_Miss Mamie Boyd called on friends
here Nov. 7th_Selden Clarke spent Sunday, Nov. 7th, with his mother-Mrs. El-

to

R.

Centre Montville. Mr. Alfred Crockett
who recently bought a farm of Mr. Edward
Kowell, is making repairs on the buildings,
-Mr. Frank Sanford has bought a farm of

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

LOCALS.

Halldale.
ladder and

was

|

in marriage by C. M. Plummer, Esq Nov.
6th_Mrs. Dora A. Ordway is visiting
relatives and friends in St. Albans-Last
Sunday morning we were visited by a

slight

snow

I

POWDER
Absolutely Pure

j

|
:

■

squall.

Montvillk.

Chas. B. Hustus

!
new

thresh-

;

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO., NEW YORK.
ing machine, a “Gray,” is doing good work
sie Carter of White’s Corner called
and is giving excellent satisfaction... .Grain
friends in town last week....Mrs. Manley
in this vicinity is generally reported a light
Sell. R. W. Hopkins, Capt. G. W. HickStockton Springs. Capt. Ralph Morse of i|
Clarke died Nov. 6th, after a long and painPort
crop... .Alonzo
Major is selling out his sell. R. F. Pettigrew is at home for the win- !
arrived
at
born,
Tampa Sunday.
ful sickness.
farming tools and household furniture, ter_Mrs. Octavia Heagau, who has been
Mrs. Laura E.Truudy has returued from
China. When George F. Rowe, who preparatory to moving to New Hampshire.
stopping in Vinalhaven for several months,
a visit to her daughter iu Somerville, Mass.
keeps a general store on the main street in He recently sold his farm to Joseph Perry. visited relatives in town recently-Mrs. ;
Mrs. O. C. Young left by train Tuesday this
village, went to open the store Satur- _Alfred Howard recently bought a line Crawford Griffin and her sister, Miss Alice I
morning to join Capt. Young iu Philadelphia. day morning, he found unmistakable signs
pair ot 2-year old steers of Joseph Perr^. Armstrong, went to Saco the past week. ;
Sell. Lizzie Lane, Capt. A. G. Clossou, has of burglars having paid him a visit during _Mrs. R. W. Howard is visiting her Mrs. Griffin will be absent several weeks. :
just discharged a cargo of coal for J. H. the night. Investigation showed that the parents, Mr. and Mrs. John McLean of -Capt. Charles P. Staples arrived from 1
Lane.
burglars had entered the store by a window Londonderry, N. S.Chas. Whitten has a New YTork Monday, and is visiting relatives j
in the back, which they had pried open with
crew at work cutting pulp wood.
in town-Mr. Edward Lafurley, who has
Capt. A. N. Blanchard left lor London last
j
drawer had been rilled,
School in district No.
East Searsmont.
week to take command of his ship, the Ban- a chisel. The money
been employed in Bangor for some time, is
and Mr. Rowe thinks that the visitors got 3
galore.
began Nov. 8tli, under the instruction of at home-Master Perry Sprague entertainabout $2 in small change.
They helped Miss Isabelle Towle of Belfast-Mr. and ed a party of his young friends last ThursMrs. Zyepliia Doane of
Harwichport, themselves
liberally to the stock. It is sur- Mrs. Martin B. Hunt of Belmont were at day evening. About 25 were present_<
Mass., is visiting her daughter, Mrs. W. E. mised
the work was that of three men

Ship Josephus, Capt. P. R. Gilkey, sailed
from Manila, Nov. 2d, for New York.

on

Grinuell.

Bark Mabel I. Meyers arrived at Pernambuco Oct. ; 1st from Buenos Ayres, to load
for New York.

J. Monroe is residing with bis
brother, C. H. Monroe, and is employed in
his jewelry store.

Among the arrivals this week were Mrs.
S. A. Stevens, Mrs. G. A. Nichols, Mrs. E.
H. Durgin, Mrs. M. Sargent.

lady

iu

this village has lost

a

red plush

purse. The owner will be pleased to receive
it, if left with J. W. Black.
Laura M. Carver went to Rockland

Miss

Monday to attend the golden wedding of
her uncle, Col. L. D. Carver.
Williston Griunell of Camden and D. B.
Soutkwortk of Belfast were registered at
the Searsport House Saturday.
G.

Nichols, who returned from
Boston Tuesday, will soon leave with her
family to reside in Malden, Mass.
Mrs.

A.

Rev. R. G. Harhutt will speak in the
Swanville church uext Suuday evening on
Neal Dow and the prohibition law.
Ladies’ Aid Society of the M. E.
church will give a sociable at the parsonage
next Thursday evening. All are invited.
The

Mrs. Michael Kane received a severe injury the past week by a bad fall, dislocating
her shoulder and breaking the collar bone.
E. J. Wentworth

ai d L. M. Sargent went
Bangor Tuesday to meet Grand lecturer
Sleeper, who is instructing the District Dep-

to

uties.

Pendleton, after a short visit,
returned to Philadelphia Tuesday to join his
ship, which is loading at that port for Shanghai. He will he accompanied on the voyage
by his wife, aud daughter.
Capt.

A. S.

C. F. Hill lias a black yearling bull which
is inclined to he vicious and has caused him
a great amount of trouble.
Parties have
made several attempts to shoot him. One of
our older citizens remarked : “How we miss
old Indian Joe Mitchell at such times.”
Thomas Tony of Frankfort was arraigned
before Trial Justice Runuells Monday,

charged with burning Sprague hall at that
place recently. He was bound over in tlie
sum of s],500, and failing to secure bail was
committed to jail by deputy sheriff Blanchard, who had him in charge.
The Boston Globe of the 8th has a cut of
Col. L. D. Carver and wife, and announces
tlie celebration of their golden wedding,
which took place Tuesday evening at their
home

on

Carver

Pleasant street,

having for

Rockland. Col.
resided iu Searsfriends here will be pleasa

time

port his numerous
ed to learn of the enjoyable occasion.

Adjutant James A. Colson
McGilvery Post has compiled

of
a

Freeman
most

ex-

haustive roster of ail the recruits, drafted
men and substitutes,who went into the
army
and navy and w'ereaccredited to Searsport;
also all those who furnished substitutes.
This record will be invaluable to many of
our people, and possibly to their children’s
children. It has so far been a labor of love
on the part of Mr. Colson, but we have no
doubt that w'hen our citizens understand the
amount of research required in compiling
such a work, aud its inestimable value to
our town in the future, a substantial recompense w ill will be given Mr. Colson for bis
labor.

in

Arnold was in Belfast Nov. 5tli-Philip
Marriner of Lincolnville was at Leslie MarSwanville. The L. A. S. at Mrs. Mary riner’s Nov. 7th.... Mrs. Marcell us Goddard
F. Nickerson’s last Thursday was largely has returned to her home in Camdenattended-Mrs. L. D. Greeley and two Russell and Harry Mahoney of East Northchildren of Hampden visited friends in port were in town Sunday, guests of their
brother, Henry Mahoney... .Mrs. Mark A.
town Sunday... .Earl, little son of Mr. and
Wadlin of Nortbport was in town last
Mrs. F. Curtis, is very sick with pneumonia,
j
Mr. A. S. Nickerson is still suffering week, called here by the illness of her
I. A. Marriner.
badly from the effects of mercury poison, father,
Palermo. Revival meetings have been
but is improving-The schools in town
have all closed after very successful terms. held the past week in the Methodist church.
....The service last Sunday was much en- .The Waldo Baptist quarterly meeting
joyed by everyone; not only the sermon by will be held Wednesday, Thursday, and FriRev. C. H. Wells, but also his solo with day of this week at the First Baptist church.
organ accompaniment for which we are
During the time there will be a council for
very grateful. Rev. R. G. Harbuttwill de- the ordination of
Harry E. Hinckley.
liver a sermon in memory of Gen. Neal Dow Charles Phillips is digging a cellar preparanext Sunday at 7 p. in., standard time.
tory to building a house next spring.Allen
Goodwin is building a bay-window on his
Prospect Ferry. Mrs. Anna Harriman
house.Fred Bailey has gone into the meat
and Miss Edna Ginn visited C. R. Hill and
business.Charles Hutchins, one of the
wife in Winterport last week_Harry Ginn
workmen on Harry E. Hinckley new house,
came home from Swan’s Island last week
lost one of his horses r ecently. He hitched
and has gone to work on Mt. Waldo_The
the horse in the barn as usual and she put
sociable at Mt. Heagan schoolhouse last Friher head through a hole in the bottom of the
day evening was a success-Miss Edna
crib and choked to death.The schools in
Ginn left last Thursday for Dexter, where
town closed last Saturday. In the afternoon
she will spend several days with her friend,
the Carr’s Corner school visited the Centre
Mrs. Laura Killman_Capt. A. A. Ginn
school.Last Saturday night the Good
saw three deer in the field close to liis house
Templars had a public oyster supper in tlieir
one day last week-Arthur Grindle spent
building.
last Sunday at home, returning to Bangor
Monday morning-Miss Josephine Ginn
Camden. Judge Reuel Robinson has mov...

Miss Grace O. Field, who has been visiting lriends in Bangor and Bucksport, returned by steamer Monday.
A

to

sent

Elbert

Waterville, who carried their
bags. The city marshal has the
in hand.
Description cards have been
throughout the State.

traced

plunder
case

Ship Tillie E. Starbuck, Capt. Eben Curtis,
arrived at Honolulu Oct. 23d to load sugar
fur New York.

L. S. Marriner’s Nov. 7th.Miss Mabel
Marriner spent last week In North port with
her aunt, Mrs. Lelia Wadlin.Mrs. J. B.

j

went to

Bangor

last

Friday shopping_

ed into the Ogier house on Pearl street_
Miss Bessie Ross entertained a party of
young misses at her home on High street
last Friday evening, it being the twelfth anniversary of her birthday_One of the
State Senators elected in Massachusetts
last week was Lloyd E. Chamberlain, well
known here, as he married one of Camden’s
favorite young ladies, Miss Mina Miller.
The Junior League of the M. E. church is

Miss Faustina Harding is learning the dressmakers’ trade in Bucksport.
Troy.
More than one hundred friends
relatives of Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn
Webb gathered at their home Saturday
evening, Nov. 6th, to celebrate with them
the sixth anniversary of their wedded life.
Man} beautiful presents were received and

and

a

merry

evening

was

enjoyed.

A

bountiful

served by a troup of bright-eyed
waiting maids. A bright, poem, composed
by Mrs. M. T. Dodge for the occasion, was
read by B. F. Harding_The Ladies’ Aid
Society will give a pie sociable with Mr. and
Mrs. David Piper on Friday evening, Nov.
12th-Misses Bertha and Winnie Hillman
are at home, having closed their
schools,
one in Atlantic, the other in Belgrade_
Miss Lula M. Harding closed a very successful term of High school, Nov. 10th_Mr.
Joseph E. Pierce has returned to Gloucester, Mass., having spent four weeks with his
family aud iu looking after his farm.
supper

enga£ed

was

Prospect Village. Mrs. Eddie Haley,
lias been visiting her sister in Bos ton,
has returned-Mrs. Abbie Thompson inwho

tends to spend next wreek in Bangor with
relatives-Mrs. Belle Erskine aud Mrs.
Charles Averill of Frankfort were guests of
Mrs. E. M. Littlefield one day last week_
Mrs. Hattie Hichborn of Stockton Springs is
tbe guest of Mrs. Maud George this week....
Mr. I. F. Gould is re-shingling his stable....
Mrs. Hervey Partridge and daughter visited
her niece, Mrs. Maud Clark, in Stofckton
Springs last Friday-Mrs. Geo. Crockett
has sold her farm to Mr. Clark and has moved to Portland to live with her nephew, Mr.
Arthur Young. She was accompanied by
Alice Young-Mrs. Richard Trivett passed away last week after a few days illness.
Her only child, Mr. Arthur Trivett, who
lived with and cared for his widowed
mother, has the sympathy of the entire
community-Mr. Frank Hatch visited his
sister, Ella M. Littlefield, last week....

|

in the

praiseworthy work of filling

box to be seut to the Deaconess Home in
Boston, the contents to be distributed

a

needy children... .Mrs. Olive M.
Hosmer is still confined to the bed, the result of a fall received a few weeks ago....
Arthur Frye has a remarkably tame rabbit
which makes the rounds of the neighboring
yards each day, returning to its own quaramong

of

sterling integrity, and enjoyed the
respect and affection of all who knew him.
He was a member of the Masonic order and
of the G. A. R., as well as a prominent official member of the Methodist church. He
man

j

was

a

also

who

pleasant birthday party Saturday afternoon.
Monroe. Mrs. Franklin Chase, who has
been confined to her bed for the past four
weeks, is able to sit up part of the time_
Mr. aud Mrs. F. L. Palmer have made a trip
to Boston-Mr. Mell Mosman from Marblehead, Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Nathan Mosman.
His father’s mind
has been failing for some time and he is a
great care to his family_Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Mayo visited Dr. C. C. Whitcomb in
Liberty last week-Mrs. John Twombly
and Mrs. R. F. Colson are on the sick list....
Mr. Charles Sargent has had a severe cold
and is very weak from the effects of it... .Mr.
Fred Grant is moving onto his farm. He
has the L of his house completed and will
build the main house later... Dr. H. A.
Holt made a short visit to his parents in Lamoine last wTeek.... Quite a revival has been
started at the Clark school house. Many
new converts have been made and a great
deal of good is resulting from the meetingsHenry R. Dawson and Christopher Moody !
are among thejearnest workers and Elders
j
Bartlett and Andrew’s assist when present,
j
....Mr. Frank Fairbanks, who has leased
the Forest House, is moving in and will run
a first-class hotel-Miss Maria Sanborn is
still with Mrs. Rose Ritchie_Mrs. Mary
Moore visited Mr. and Mrs. Herbert York in

a

staunch temperance

man

and

one

always ready to help any good
cause along.
Mr. Treat was a most devoted
husband and father, a kind friend and genial companion. He moved to Camden some
years ago, but has always kept in touch
with the old home by frequent visits to and
was

from

Hie

friends

here.
He leaves two
Pendleton of Camden
and Miss Alta Treat of Rockport, a
sister,
Mrs. R. A Rich of Winterport, a ha If sister,
Mrs. Abbie Fairfield of Bangor, and two
half brothers, to mourn their loss. The

daughters, Mrs

E. W.

bereaved family have the heartfelt sympathy
of their many friends. The family express
much gratitude to the friends here for the
many acts of kindness shown them in their
time of trouble.The W. C. T. U. held a
puouc

meeting

in

tne

Methodist.

Church

Sunday evening. A very interesting program, consisting of solos, duets, quartettes,
readings and recitations, was given.
Mrs.
Rich, wife of Capt. NT. H, Rich,
fell and broke

both

bones

in

her wrist

Thursday.Mrs. Hattie Johnson returned last week to her home in Barre, Mass.
-Mrs. E. D. Johnson has returned from
her visit to Watertown_Kelly Hose Co.
gave a supper and ball at Union Hall Wed-

nesday night.

Supper was served at 6
o’clock for those who did not wish to attend the dance. The tables were elegantly
decorated with flowers and ferns and the
The whole affair
supper was very nice.
was a success-Miss Maria Treat of
Hampden was the guest of Mrs. Joshua Treat
this week....Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Bowden
visited relatives in Hampden last week_
The Epworth League gave a sociable at the
vestry Monday evening in honor of their
retiring President, Miss Mary E. Chase. A
pleasing program of music and recitations
was given and a nice treat of
confectionary
served-There will be a public examination of the schools down street. Thursday,
Nov. 18th; up street, Friday, 19th.

Brooks.
A. B.
Stantial has returned
from a business arip to Low'ell, Mass. Mrs.
Stantial accompanied him, and while there
they dined with Alvali F. Jones and family,
A. Stinson attended the veteran’s meeting
formerly of this town, and met A. J. Robertin Morrill last week.
son and w’ife formerly of Monioe, also WarWeil Clark of Prospect was iu town last
ren N. Roberts, formerly of Brooks.... Never
week oil business.
within our memory has there been such
careful and thorough work done on the
W. M. Merrithew is making extensive Tuesday and will live with her
Mrs.
sister,
of Brooks in the way of building
repairs on his barn.
Theodore Tyler, the coming winter. Mrs. highways
SHIP NKWS.
and cleaning out ditches and crossways and
II. M. Bennett and wife have moved into
is
an
invalid-Geo. Morton, who
Tyler
turnouts for the water on the hills;
making
Sarah Smart’s house.
has been clerking for H. C. Pease & Son
and no part of the work on the roads pays
PORT OF BELFAST.
Irvin Black left last wreek for Boston, the past year, is now with F. L. Davidson.
better than this-F. G. White of Belfast
where he has a good situation.
Alt 11IVED.
....Miss Grace Hicks has returned from
Nov. 4.
Schs. Polly, McFarland, PortMr. and Mrs. R. A. Smart visited relatives Garland and will spend the wunter with Mr. was in town last week. He handles a large
in Searsport village the past week.
quantity of wood from this vicinity... .Isaac land; P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
and Mrs. O. W. Currier....Mr. and Mrs.
Nov. 5. Schs. James Holmes, Ryan, BosS. Staples was across the Penobscot last
Mrs.
Arthur Eastman is visiting her William
ton ; Paul Seavey, Pattershall, Bangor; Sea
Gay of Medway, Mass., are visiting week and
home a new horse_ Bird,
brought
daughter, Mrs. Geo. Cole, of Winterport.
Rolerson, Hyannis.
Mrs. Gay’s sister, Mrs. Frank Hall.
Mine host of Hotel York is doing a good job
Nov. 7. Sclis. Miautonomah, Ryder, PortC. O Fernald and wife jhave returned Joseph Ames and Danford Martin have
; Fannie & Edith, Ryan, do.
grading up in front of the building. Will land
from Boston, where they visited relatives.
Nov. 8.
Schs. City of Augusta, Adams,
completed their job on the bridge over the Swift is handling the material for him_
Mrs. Abbie Carlin of Searsport visited
Philadelphia; Jennie Howard, Emery, Ban“Allen Brook,” near Sherman’s mill. The
has
the
James
B.
Jewel
W.
bought
Sargent
her brothers, H. M. aud Fred Black, recentgor; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
bridge, including abutments, has been reNov. 9. Schs. Northern Light, Pinkham,
place and will occupy it as a residence... .1
lySarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Banbuilt-Mrs* Elizabeth Davidson of Belfast j
Portland;
Mrs. C. F. Bessey is somewhat improved in
Mrs. Sarah Smart has gone to Prospect to has been the guest of her
gor for New York; Nonpareil, Cousins,
son, F. L. David- health and has occasionally ridden out....
Swan’s
Island.
spend the winter with her daughter, Mrs. F. son, a few weeks....The funeral of Mrs.'
Mr. Dow has taken the agency for the Morris
M. Eastman.
SAILED.
Lucy Ann Gushee, wudow of the late1 Beifeld & Co., New York, and has 150 styles
Nov. 4. Schs. Ida Hudson, Bishop, RockMrs. Marion Mathews has returned from
Thomas A. Gushee, was held at the resi- ! of
Brooks, where she has been beeping house
capes, jackets and cloaks for his customers land ; Volant, Pendleton, do.
Nov. 5.
Scb. S. L. Davis, Pattershall,
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Gushee, Frifor W. L, Mathews.
to select from. He has also a large line of
Bangor.
Rev. C. E. Harding officiating_
dress good8....The material for our water
There will be a social dance at the Grange day,
Nov. 7. Schs. Paul Seavey, Pattershall,
Hall next Thursday; and a Thanksgiving Charles Carleton has returned from a two works arrived 1 ast.week and businessisnow Boston; Polly, McFarland, Rockland; Sea
dance at the same place.
rushing all along the line. Contractor Jos. Bird, Rolerson, Bangor.
months’ visit with relatives in Salem, Mass.
Ellis is a busy man now-a-days... .The
Nov. 10. Sch. Fannie & Edith Ryder, Fort
Frank M. Glathery has returned from ....Mrs. Charlotte Hawkes, who has been Good
Templars have an entertainment Point.
Searsport Harbor, where he had been em- boarding a few weeks with F. L. Davidson in preparation for next Saturday evening,
AMERICAN PORTS.
ployed the past six months.
and wife, is again at her home near Gushee’s and they will be continued throughout the
New York, Nov. 2. Ar schs. Izetta, BanWe hope our delegates from Waldo coun- Corner.Your correspondent received a quarter. Prizes have been offered for declamations,etc ....Miss Marion York is still gor; Earl P. Mason, Belfast; Levi Hart,
ty to the next State Grange will not go over
call from Elbridge Pitcher of Belimproving and it is thought that a complete Fox Islands; Wm. E. Downes, Newport
to Augusta and sit like a bump on a log, as pleasant
fast last week.
News for New Haven; 2, ar, bark Herbert
recovery will be effected.
they have done in the last few years past.

Sunday.

It. Hazwell and wife of Monroe
town last Sunday.
P.

were

in

Appleton. Almond Gushee Relief Corps
hold their meetings in V. O. Keller’s
hall. They have occupied Grange hall
the past three years.Mrs. John B.
Gushee, who has been living with Mr. and
Mrs. E. D. Gushee for three years, returned
last week to her former home in Lyme, Ct.
-Mrs. Lydia Vaughan went to Union

Halters and Whips,
Guns and Ammunition,
A FEW

j

Large quantities of hay are being pressed in
this vicinity and the pressers agree with the
farmers in saying that the hay is coming out
much nicer and brighter than they expected.
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
Hay buyers in want of good pressed hay can
Welman Moulton and wife left for Boston find some 400 tons here all
ready for market
last week.
at §10 per ton-The social hops at the
Winterport recently.... The cheese factory
Harry Moore is at home from Boston for Grange Hall Friday evenings are well at- is still running with a good supply of milk.
tended-Mrs. M. E. C. Libby is very sick -The hunters have returned and venison
a short visit.
seems to be plentiful.
Frank M. Eastman of Prospect was in with la grippe.
town

Fur and Plush Robes,

Hook, Ulmer, Beverly; Lillian, Grindle,
Portland ; 7, ar, sch. D. D. Haskell, Boston ;
8, ar, schs. Annie R. Lewis, Maud Snare
and Flora Condon, New York; cld, sch.
Mary Ann McCann, Bridgeport; 9, cld, schs.
Sarah L
Davis, New York; Delaware,
Wickford, R. I.; Josie Hook, Boston.
Port Reading, Nov. 2.
Cld, schs. Maud
Snare and Mattie Holmes, Bangor.
Brunswick, Ga.. Nov. (> Sld, sch. F. C.
Pendleton, Burgess, New York.
Bath, Nov. 4. Sld, sch. S. M. Bird, Merrill, Cheverie, N. S.
Darien, Ga., Nov. 5 Ar, sch. Florence
Leland, Spofford, New York.
Jacksonville, Nov. 5. Cld, sch. ^Etna,
Chipman, New York.
Hallowed, Me., Nov. 5. Ar, sch. James
A. Parsons, St. George, S. I.
nie

THINGS WE

Handled Axes, Wood Saws. Saw li
Weather Strips, Glass and Patty, i

KEEP YOU NEED:

terns. Coal Sieves, Pails of' till
Tubs, Churns, Hatter Trays, !<■■■■,,

...

night-Ivory Baird has been havrepairs made on his buildings on Ocean

Avenue-Miss Florence Williamson had

...EVERYTHING AT THE LOWEST PRICES

FOREIGN PORTS.
The Current Events Club will meet this i
week at the residence of Mrs. Elviu Staples.
Trapani, Oct. 27. Sld, sch. W. Wallace
.Mrs. Elden Shute went to Portlaud Mon- Ward, Gloucester.
Montevideo, Oct. 2. In port, bark Ethel,
day to join her husband, Capt. Shute.
Dodge, for Boston.
Table
Bay, 27th. In port, bark Mannie
Unity. Walter B. Twombly recently
Swan, from New’ York.
bought in Waterville the trotter Cheerful
Bahia, Oct. 29. Ar, bark Doris, ThompCharles, 2.29 1-4, and sold him a few days son, Baltimore, 33 days.
Rio Janeiro, Nov. 3. Sld, bark Josephine,
Mr.
ago to John Withie of Benton Falls.
Baltimore; 8, ar, sch. Nimbus, Bryant, New !
Twombly now owns a handsome and sty- York.
j
lish carriage horse, Sorrel Fred, and a mare I
Honolulu, Oct. 22. Ar, bark E. P. Litchthat has trotted in 2 28, and weighs 1,025 field, Hardy, Callao for Hong Kong (procu;- j
ed w’ater and proceeded.)
pounds.... Mrs. L. E. Webb has closed her
MARINE MISCELLANY.
dress-making rooms at the village and moved
Bark Edw. L. Maybery, Hinds, at Philathe business to her home on the Burnham
delphia from Rosario, reports heavy gales
road-Wednesday, Nov. 3d, the V. I. S. and had bulwarks and boat stove.
The American ship Commodore, Capt.
gave a supper in the Whitehouso hall, and it
has been wrecked in the Pacific.
was a success in every respect.
After sup- Davidson,
The crew were«aved. The Commodore was
an
in
the
entertainment
was
given
per
upper built in Yarmouth, Me., aud owned in San
hall, consisting of music, singing and decla- Francisco.
Statistics just prepared show that Amerimations. The receipts were $13, which will
can square rigged vessels are rapidly disapgo to the minister_Mrs. A. R. Myrick is pearing. In 1871 there were 2,466, while toquite sick-Dr. A. J. Billings of Freedom day there are only 456, a decrease of 2,010.
The decrease in the number of ships was 607,
was in
town last Friday-Mrs. George
barks 739 aud brigs 664.
Clark is quite sick-Mr. Joseph McManus
Ship El Capitan, Humphreys, from Baltihad a slight shock last week_Frank Webb more, for Sau Francisco, which put into
Montevideo
last July leaking badly and
of Boston was in town Saturday_Dr.
otherwise damaged aud proceeded on her
Thomas went to Waterville Nov. 4tli to
voyage Aug. 20, has returned to that port,
visit his father-Miss Clara Webb is very having lost three of her crew and sustained
sick-Miss Callie Fuller of Pittsfield was sundry losses and various damages during
weather.
in town Nov. 8th, the guest of Mrs. Fred heavy
Notice is given that, on or about Nov. 10,
Fuller.
a
1897,
light of the fifth order, showing a
Mash every 5 seconds, will he established in
Winterport. A telegram was received the tower
recently erected on the southNov. 3d, announcing the death of one of our westerly point of the greater Two Bush Isformer citizens, Mr. S. J. Treat of Rockport, land, one of the most southerly of the Muscle
on the north-westerly side of
and Friday the remains were brought here Ridge Islands,
Two Bush Island Channel, and off the eastfor burial beside the dear wife, who only 7
erly side of the southerly entrance to Muscle
short months ago was laid to rest in our
Ridge Channel.
Charters. Bark Adam W. Spies, Honocemetery. The funeral services were held lulu to Delaware
Breakwater, f. o,, sugar,
in the Methodist church, Rev. J. P. Sirnon55.25, Jan. Ship Commodore, (to arrive)
Baltimore to San Francisco, coal, at or about
tou officiating, and a large number of rela56.25. Sch. Jerome. B. Look, Norfolk to
tives and friends gathered to pay their last
i Brighton, Trinidad, coal, 52 25, thence to
token of respect to one they bail always held
Galveston, asphalt, 52.25 and discharged.
in high esteem. Mr. 1). M. Spencer, Com- Sch. Charlotte T. Sibley, Union Island to
mander of Warren Post, had charge of the New York or Hackensack, lumber, 54.87 1 2
aud towage. Sch. Penobscot, Jacksonville
arrangements and four of the comrades act- to New York or Hackensack,lumber,55.121-2
ed as pall bearers. Simeon* J. Treat wras and towage. Sell- Ed. H. Blake, Uuiou Island
born in this town about 1834. In 18G2 he en- j to New York, lumber, p. t. Coal freights:
| Sch. Maud Snare, Perth Amlny to Bangor,
j listed in the army. He was a Corporal in 55 cents. Sch. Puritan, Hoboken to EdgarCo. D, 2Gth Maine Regiment, and served town, 60 cents. Sch.SaSle Corey, Port Liberhis country faithfully. In 1875 he represent- ty to Dover, 60 cents.
ed this town in the legislature. Mr. Treat
was
an intelligent
and reliable citizen, a
B0KH.

ters at
ing

Dun ton, Savannah.
Philadelphia, Nov. 2. Ar, bark E. L. Maybury, Hinds, Rosario.
Baltimore, Nov. 5. Ar, bark Glad Tidings,
Rio Janeiro; sch. Talofa, Fletcher, Port
Tampa; 6, ar, bark Priscilla, Rio Janeiro; 7,
ar, sch. Yale, Boston.
Portland, Nov. 7. Ar, sch. Sarah E. Palmer, Whittier, Philadelphia; 8, cld, sch. R.
F. Pettigrew, Rio Janeiro.
Port Tampa, Nov. 7. Ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, St. Lucia.
Bangor, Nov. 3. Cld, sch. Paul Seavey,
Pattershall, New York; 4, ar, schs. Abraham Richardson, Nickerson, New York;
Anna P. Chase, Ellis, do.; 5, ar, schs, Hattie
McG. Buck and Webster Barnard, New
York; Sarah L. Davis, Pattershall, Boston;
sld, Austin D. Knight, French, New York;
6, ar, schs. Lester A. Lewis, Port Reading;
William Slater, Hutchinson Boston; Jen-

now

|

Bass. In Rockland, Oct. 29, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bertrand Bass, a son, Kendall Dailey.
Cro< kett. In Amherst, Oct. 13, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles H. Crockett, a daughter.
Greenlaw. In Stonington, Oct. 24, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur W. Greenlaw, a son.
Hart. In South Thomaston, Oct. 6, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. Hart, a daughter.
Howard. In Londonderry, X. S., Oct. 16, t>'
Mr. and Mrs. R. \V. Howard* of Montville, Me., a

daughter.

King. In Manset, Oct. 21, to Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel King, twin sons.
Levensaler. In South Washington, Oct. 26.
to Mr. and Mrs. 1‘. J. Levensaler, a son.
ORCITT. In Amherst, Oct. 6, to Mr and Mrs.
W. G. Orcutt, a daughter.
In Winter Harbor, Oct. 24. to Mr.
Sargent.
and Mrs. George G. Sargent, a sou.
Sellers.
In Stonington, Oct. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Sellers, a daughter.

MARRIED.
Barsett-Hatch. Iii Bueksport, Oct. 25, Geo.
W. Bassett of Verona and Miss Addie A. Hatch of
Castine.
Brewster-Parsons.
In Rockland, Oct. 30,
Alinon W. Brewster and Nina C. Parsons, both of
Rockland.
Colby-Choate. In Montville, Nov. 6, by C. M.
Plummer, Esq., Charles Colby and Miss Leona
Choate, both of Montville.
Gilley-Grindle. In Stonington, Oct. 25, Clayton E. Gilley of Tremont and Miss Augusta M.
Grindle of Stonington.
Hall-Coombs. In St. George, Oct. 19, Albert
W. Hall ol St. George and Edith E. Coombs of
Islesboro.
Harmon-Whitcomb. In Morrill, Nov. G, by
Rev. Geo. S. Hill, Frank L. Harmon of Belfast and
Miss Ella F. Whitcomb of Waldo.
Harriman Porter.
In Searsport, by Elder
Levi Walker, Melvin T. Harriman and Miss Phoebe
E. Porter of Searsport.
Norton-Tilton. In Vinalhaven, Oct. 28, William Norton and Mrs. Angie (Mills) Tilton, both of
Vinalhaven.
Reed-Thorndikk. In Thomaston, Nov.2, William E. Reed and Mrs. Ada M. Thorndike, both of
Rockland.
Randlett-Lampher. In Brewer, Oct. 3, Herman J. Kandlettand Miss Nellie D. Lampher, both
of Islesboro.
Rafnell-Ander80n
In Rockland, Oct. 28,
Alfred W. Rafnell of Castine and Clarice M. Anderson of Rockland.
Thurlow-Buckminster.
In Stonington, Oct.
25, Stephen B. Thurlow and Mrs. Louisa H. Buckminster, both of Stonington.
Stapler-Darby. In Belfast, Nov. 3, by Rev.
George S. Mills, W illiam H. Staples and Miss Lucy
L. Darby, both of Belfast.
Walker-Stanley. In Swan’s Island, Oct. 9,
Joseph Walker of Frankfort and Olive Stanley of
Swan’s Island.

Stumps, Meat Choppers,Raisin

\ GOOD LINE OF

,v

^

-^Pocket Knives and Scissors.^
A 5 lb.

SCREWS, RIVETS, TACKS, ETC.,

Assortment

30c.

ALL SIZES IRON and STEEL
For Blacksmith’s

J__

use

and

shoeing Sleds.

I WH"F!Tt;t

*

j

*

We have quite

a number of sets of light and
heavy wheels wh
will sell below cost to clear them up, as we do not wish
A great trade on wheels can be obtain
carry them over.

ire

now

while the lot lasts.

year and got a

Carry the

*

good

Many

took

advantage of

this l

trade.

Monarch Mixed Paints,

GET OUR PRICES.
All kinds of
Hardware.

Geo. A.

Belfast
ria

Bailey,

^Clothes Ready to Weai
—MADE TO ORDER.
We haven’t the best location for retail trade,
Factories never do have, HUNT US

UP,

And SAVE the INTERMEDIATE PROF!
-•••-;

§#“WILLIAM A, CLARK
^^^^Phenix Row, Belfast,

f

Manfact

Maine.

'’Examinations Free.*
Have your

eves

tifically

by a
Optician.

titGraduate

scien-

ted

CHASE & DOAK,
Jewelers and Opticians,
25 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST.

"died.
Armstrong. In San Domingo, Oct. 13,Captain
Arthur Armstrong of Hampden, aged 32 years.
Bean. In East Belfast, Nov. 8. Julia A. Bean,
Belfast Price Current.
aged 81 years.
Banton. In Knox, Oct. 5, of paralysis, Rachel
CORRECTED WEEKLY FOR THE JOURNAL.
J., widow of William H. Banton, aged 73 years, 2
mont lis and G days.
Boutilikr. In*Rockland, Oct. 29, Maggie (Rob- [ Produce Market.
/‘rirf /'(ii>i f'rorfdrcr.
bins), wife of .lames Boutilier, a native of Green’s ! Apples, fe) Ini,
50d75i Hay, |> ton,!0 00a 12 00
4 a 51 Hides.
Landing, Deer Isle (now Stonington), aged 28
3 1-2o4
lb,
dried,
H»,
1 30a 1 40 Lauib, 4> lb,
years.
Beans, pea,
5tg7
Brown. In Nortliport, Nov. 9, Abram Brown,
medium, 1 30,a 1 40 Lamb Skins,
25 a 40
1 75 Mutton, [) lb.
aged 81 years, 4 months and 2G days.
4 a 5
yel'w eyes
Coombs. In Belfast, Nov. 7, Captain Robert II.
Butter, $> lb,
15,ol3 Oats, fc> bu, 32 lb. 25 a 30
Coombs, aged G9 years and 5 months.
bo dor.
Beef, fc> lt»,
5(0,6 1-2 Potatoes.
Coombs. In Bueksport, Oct. 25, Jas. D. Coombs,
40,d45 Hound Hog,
Barley,
bu,
4q4 1 -2
aged 71 years and 9 months.
11 Straw, fc> ton, G OOq7 00
Cheese, |> lb,
Duffy. In Camden, Oct. 29, Robert C. Duffy, Chicken, & tb,
10,ol2 Turkey,
lb.
nig 18
aged G9 years and 22 days.
50o75 Tallow,
1 L-2,« 3
CalfSkins,
fowler, in unity, rsov. 1, at tne nome or miss
14did, Veal, *$) It,,
Duck, |> lb,
Gig7
Ruth Bessy, Mrs. James Fowler, aged 05 years.
24 Wool, unwashed, 12(a 13
Etfirs,
doz,
Gushek. In Appleton. Nov. 3, Lucy Ann, widow Fowl, & ft,,
8@10 Wood, hard, 3 50g5 00
of the late Thomas Gushee, aged 70 years, 11
ft,,
Geese,
13@15 Wood, soft, 3 OOa.3 50
months and 5 days.
net.au rrice.
Retail Market.
Inn is. In Belfast, Nov. 6, William Innis, aged
28 years, 4 months and 24 days.
Beef, corned, $> lb, 7^6.8 Lime, Jr> bbl,
90(a 1 00
4
Jenness. In Boston, Nov. 1, Mrs. A. T. (Fuller) Butter salt, 14 it> bag, 18 Oat Meal, p lb,
3
48 Onions,
Corn, $> bu,
lb,
Jenness, formerly of Union.
Libby. In Westboro, Mass., Oct. 24, Rev. Chas. Cracked Corn,
bu, 48 Oil,kerosene,gal, 11@12
E. Libby, formerly of Bucksport, aged 52 years, Corn Meal,
48 Pollock,lb,
4
bu,
10 months and 10 days.
14 Pork, t> lb,
7.a8
Cheese, Ip lb,
1.12
Marriner. In Searsmont, Nov. 8, Isaac A. Cotton Seed, •£> cwt, 1 25 Plaster. fc> bbl,
3
Set9 Rye Meal. fc> lb
lb
Marriner, aged 08 years, 1 month and 23 days.
Codfish, dry,
Robbins. In Boston, Nov. 7, Emery Robbins, Cranberries,
ewt,
80® 85
<jt, 7 a8 Shorts.
Clover Seed,fc> lb, 11 a 12 Sugar, fc> lb,
5 l-2(g3
formerly of Belfast, aged 59 years.
36
Rowell. In Montville, Oct. 29, Jesse S. RowFlour, $>bbl, 600(a6 50 Salt, T. 1., p
3
ell, aged 84 years.
PC (J.Seed, bu, l 75(a2 00 Sweet Potatoes,
Simpson. In Bucksport, Oct. 6, Herbert, son of a rd, p tt>
8@9 Wheat Meal,
3@31-2
William and Margaret Simpson, aged 22 years, 5
months and 22 days.
Sewell, In Bucksport, Nov. 4, Cynthia Sewell,
SUBSCRIBE
aged 100 jears and 2 months.
In Camden, Oct. 30, Amy Strong,
Strong.
aged 21 years.
Thurston.
In Leadville, Colorado, Oct. 15,
Frank W. Thurston, a native of Union, aged 46
and
11
months.
years
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Making a Big C
In the

price of Clothing

</;

every description ! for M I
and HOYS.

That’s what
Why

we

are

doii

not give us a call ?

E. P. FROST, M^.

AUCTION.
1

am

going to close

out

my stock of grot

Nothing will he resand all will be sold regardless of value,
chance to buy goods at your own price.
and fixtures

at

auction.

t

Sale to commence Nov. 13. 1897.
and continue until everything is sold. •a^Reiuber the place, 119 Pbeuix Row, Belfast, Me.

A. G.

I, V. M1LLKK
1 w4.
CASWELL, Auctioneer.

